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!NT DUCTION

A detailed description of the needs to which this collection of resources

is responding, the hac; giL lnd, the goal types, the goal codes, and the poten-

tial uses of this collection of tour c goals and their supporting materials

are to be found in the accompanying booklet, course to

The aim of that booklet is to provide user

111(2 -al Introduction.

the course goal collections

Art, Biological and Physical Science, Health Education, Language Arts, Mathe-

matics, Music, Social Science,. and Physical Education with a comprehensive

guide to the use, revision, and further development of these planning and

evaluation resources.

This brief additional introduction 1 -ore practical goals of:

presenting a brief orienting overview of the purposes, nature, and potential_

uses of the products of the Coal Development Project, and (b) de stratin-

.how to read and interpret the materials in this- collection.

Following is a guide to the contents of the introduction:

The purposes, nature, and potential Uses of this Course Goal
collection:

Why do we need to state learning goals?

What kind of goals are in this collection?

How do program and course goals differ fro
behavioral and performance objectives? .

Where did the program and course goals come from?

What can the goals in this collection be used for?

Will help be available for evaluating attainment
of goals in this collection? .

Is this the final version of the program and-course
goals? 0 @ .. . 10

How to read and interpret the materials in this collection . 11

pa

2

5

Points of special interest about the course goal collection
in music . 4 *F SFS s 18



"turP. Id not:eutiAl use of Lh_ cour. 1 co lee

Why do we heel to :Late jearnin ooals?

II the basic purpose education Ls tO help learners to crow and

change, then educators and lcarners must decide and communicate to one

another what di rect.ion s that growth should take and what changes are

possible and desirable. Parents, school boards, and the community also

have a role to play in influencing educational growth and change. This

responsibili can exercised most rationally if the proposed direc-

Lions of that groatli and change are shared with them in clear and expli-

cit goal statements.

This collection program and course goals in music is a nonprescrip-

Live resource for educators and boards of education who wish to design and

execute learning plans and policies more efficiently and effectively. It

is envisioned that school systems will select from this collection those

program goals they subscribe to that schools within a system will select

those course goals they believe appropriate to the needs of their communi-

ties and students; and that teachers will devise experiences and testing

methodologies to meet these goals that are appropriate to the interests

and abilities of their students.

What kind of goals are in -his collection?

Two types of learning outcomes are included this collection

program goals and course goals. They differ in level of generality,

with program goals describing broader outcomes and course goals the

more specific outcomes relating to them. Also, they differ in the type

of planning for which they are suited. Program goals usually serve as

guides to planning and organizing programs at district and area levels.

Course goals usually serve as guides to -lanning courses in schools,

departments, and classrooms.



:t the classroom teacher level the course goals must 'indergo a

final translation into instructional goals and learning experiences.

Relying upon the professionalism of teachers, the Goal Development

Project has chosen not to intrude into this level, which is concerned

with the professional assembling and adapting of .sources and method-

ol gy needed to achieve the course goals.

112ESl22I2ES.2ELPod course oal differ front Lbeha-iora er ern nee
ob'ectives?

Figure l is an 111 st atio- from Language Arts of four levels of

goals. Examples of behavioral and performance objectives have also horn

added to show how they differ from the program and course goals defined

in the Project.

Note that program and course goals clearly specify a desired leas

lug outcome. But the "behavioral objective" specifies the method of

measurement as well as the desired behavior, while 'performance objec-

tive" adds prerequisites and proficiency level.

The Tri-county Goal Development Project has chosen to produce pro-

gram and course goals which are suitable for instructional planning,

without being constrained by the measurement demands of behavior-1 objec-

tives or the prerequisites and proficiency levels of performance objec-

tives. Thus, teachers and students are provided explicit statements of

possible learnings for which they can accept accountability in ways most

suitable to their instructional circumstances. The teacher and student

are free to select those methods of achieving selected outcomes which

seem most promising within the constraints of their resources and capa-

bilities. This provides for more flexible teaching and learning than

teaching machines and other teaching systems based on behavioral and

performance objectives. Such an approach places greater demands on the



System Goal

Program Goal

Course Goal

Instructional
Goal

Behavioral Objec-
tive (Method of
Measurement

Specified)

Performance Objec-
tive (Prerequi-
sites and/or
Proficiency Levels
Specified)

-4-

Figure l

The student.is able to communicate with others, both
orally and in writing, in a manner that satisfies his
need for expression and the requirements of those
under whom he may become employed or receive further
education.

P. The student is able correctly to apply, the conventions
of English grammar and usage in speaking and writing.

K. The student knows that special verblorms exist for
use with singular and plural subjects.

P. The student is able to use appropriate singular and
plural verbs with singular and plural subjects.

The student knows the singular and plural forms of
the verb "to be" for present and past tenses:

I am
You are
He, she

We are
You are

is They are

. S

I was

You were
He, she was

We were
You were
They were

The student is able to use appropriate singular and
plural forms (present and past tense) of the verb
"to be" with singular.and plural subjects in writing
sentences.

Given 20 sentences, ten with plural subjects and
ten with singular subjects, the student will iden-
tify the correct number form of the verb (is, are).

Given 20 sentences, ten with plural subjects and
ten with singular subjects, the student will iden-
tify the correct number form of the verb (is, are)
with at least 90% accuracy.
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enuity and professionalism of teachers but has far greater potential

because of its consistency with motivational principles and i - reliance

on the rained judgment r the professional on the scene.

sere did the rolram d course glaal_A come from?

The program goals were prepared by the Portland School District

Evaluation Department in consultation with administrators, Leachers, and

curriculum specialists throughout the metropolitan Portland area. The

course goals were developed by outstanding teachers guided by such models

and guides as were available, and supported by tri-county and Oregon Stz

Board of Education curriculum and evaluation personnel.

More than 40 local school districts in the tri-county area of metro

politan Portland are active in the Project. This has been achieved through

the leadership of the intermediate educational districts of the three

counties. Representatives [r-oiii OreLon school districts outside the met-r)-

politan Portland area, from Washington State, and from private school sys°

Le _ have also made valuable contributions.

Its broad base of participation strengthens the Project in a number

of ways. First, it provides greater financial and personnel support than

any single participant could provide. Second, it makes it possible to

draw upon a large and nationally representative pool of teacher talent

in organizing goal development committees. Third, it provides a widely

representative testing ground for the theories and products of d _ Project.

Iii less than two years there have already been substantial payoffs.

Reports indicate that even the critique collections have been used exten-

sively in curriculum development and evaluation the past year and summer.

School districts contribute services of teachers to the Project,

using local curriculum funds. Other current sources of support are the

Oregon Board of Education, the Small Grants Program of the Regional
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tofti of rhv Of_ co of Muent ion, curriculum and evaluation

funds of the Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washing nry I ticerttted iaro

Education Districts and the Portland Public Schools.

The contributions of the Oregon State Department of Education and

USOE arc small in terms of the total budvet of the Project, but the

invnlvetttent is signifi- nt. The Projeo 's goals are consistent with

the State's interests in better educational management practices and

insfrnctional improvement. State involvement has already proved impor-

tant in disseminating products, and the Project hasha_s had an influence on

state development' in PPBS and educational goals at the legislative

and state board level: Finally, USOE involvement provides future

potentials for national dissemination and itivolveinent.

l-aat can in this eollection be used f

School systems may use the collections asardstick Mich to

measure flqadofyoal,ruld in use. Goals and

objectives of local courses of study and textbooks can be contrasted

with the goals in this collection to see how complete they are and how

well they provide for different interests, abilities, and levels of

achievement. They can also be evaluated for conciseness, clarity, and

accuracy using these course goals as models.

These kinds of studies can he undertaken by teachers from all levels

of a school system (to assure articulation and philosophic unity); across

grade levels, divisions, or high school departments (to assure agreement

as to goals and ways and means of attaining them) or by individual

teachers.

A related use of the goals is as a starting point for reviewing what

the schools should teach and the materials to be used to supp2I_teaclAna.

The logical sequence of discussions about what is important to teach and

learn is tc move from broad policy goals to program goals to course goals,



with appropriate COMM_ y board - staff - teacher- student representations

at each level. The taxonomic classifications of this collection can

serve as a check on higher order goal fo_mulations, and the goals them-

selves can function as generators of lower order objectives and instruc-

tional plans,

The project provides an important resource for improving the quality

and extent of participation of students, parents, teachers, school boards

and other citizens in deciding the mission of the

look at the roles of

ools. An _intensive

participating group in generating, reviewing,

contributing to, and approving goals will be a future task of the Project.

Another use of the coliction is basis far teteititt

If a school approves all or part of the course

goals for its students, grade level, divisional, or departmental p-

tatiVes may choose from them those that are best suited to individual or

group aptitudes and interests.

It is possible for teachers to review goals with each student and

contract for their attainment if a completely individualized program is

desired. Or, it is' possible to stake out a set of goals for target groups

(regular classes, special classes, mini-courses, etc.). In any event, the

goals themselves are sufficiently explicit that means of teaching them and

evaluating their attainment can be devised and applied individually or

to groups to suit the needs of teachers and management.

Another use of the collection is the and development o

courses and curricula. By making curricular options explicit and sharable,

the collection can help in the development of new or modified courses of

instruction and the design or redesign of curricular experiences. One

important example of curriculum development fostered by this collection

is cross-disciplinary education. Probably no concept is currently more



abused than "interdisciplinary education," While the goals o1 subject

mrtter 1. earning are at least implicit in the t ooks and other materlals

used by teeehe s the goals of interdisciplinary education do n t have

even that questionable point of tangible reference. The Tri-county

Project, through its extensive codi and retrieval systems, permits

selection o goals in terms of various combinations of subject natter,

educational level, types of knowledge and process, career education prom

gram goals, concepts and values, and index words. This system provides

important cues for interdisciplinary planning. The goals, although

printed in subject collections such as sciol social science, math

mat:Us, music, etc., may be related and grouped in and across subjects

through computer retrieval by requesting those goals bearin one or move

of the seven code parameters. Thus, for example, a teacher interested in

a unit on marine biology can request goals dealing with related concepts

in science, social science, language, mathematics, or any other subject

field.

A final use of this collection for long -range planning and a-rstem-

ic control of educational develoTIAEIL. The past few years in educationa

have demonstrated that few results of experimentation and development

are transportable. The inability of educators to define clear, unambigu-

ous statements of desired learning outcomes is an important underlying

cause. The Tri-county Project is establishing sets of goals that may be

used consistently for instructional planning and evaluation. The sets

are open and are added to each time teachers or curriculum planners speci-

fy appropriate learnings not represented in the original collections.

However, any statement admitted to the collection undergoes a rigorous

process of statement, definition, and coding to insure that its utility

to teachers is equal to goals already in the collection.
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These collections will support all curriculum development activities

in the Portland School System within a year or two, and in many other

school districts in the tri-county area as well. The stability this will

provide educational experimentation and developMent is apparent. lie

power of the goal collections themselves in promoting good educational

planning and the ease and convenience it affords teachers in that plan-

ning is equally evident.

Other uses can be cited, but districts will discover these. In all

the above activities, districts are invited and encouraged to use the

collection selectively and to add their own goals wherever this collection

is insufficient to their needs. We hope that where they do add and modify,

they will use the feedback forms and contribute to the expansion and

improvement of the original collection.

Will h 1 b- available for evaluatin, the attainment of the goals in this
collection?

The principal measurement-related product sought by the project devel-

opers is a set of test items related to each course goal. This set is to

be so comprehensive that any teacher who selects a course goal and trans-

lates it into one or more instructional goals will be able to retrieve

items, or at least examples of items, appropriate to assess the attainment

of his instructional goals.

The Project is beginning to define evaluation models appropriate for

assessment of goals in each of the classes of knowledge and process. These

models will be used to guide both psychometricians and teachers in the

development of criterion referenced test items appropriate for measuring

each type of knowledge and process. Teachers using the course goals during

the period the items are being developed will be asked to supply copies of

their periodic and final examinations to provide materials for a comprehen-

sive set of test items. Teacher aids for test item development based on



the different goal types are being prepared to insure the quality of

the item bank. As soon as theoretical formulations relating to values,

generalizations, and concepts are refined and consistent, similar work

will begin in developing evaluation models and items for those classes

of learning. This work should take two to five years to complete,

depending on resources.

l_ this the final version__ of the o ram and course o-1-?

No. In the development of both the program and the course goals, an

effort was made to make them comprehensive, realistic, and immediately.

applicable to schools as they are currently organized. At the same time,

these goals and the taxonomy are to be revised and improved as they are

subjected to use and scrutiny by teachers and curriculum personnel. This

is to be accomplished through the feedback instrument distributed with

these goals.

As time passes, new goals will be called for. For this reason a

provision is being __de for the continual review and revision of the goals.

This will be largely dependent on feedback from the field. Thus, what is

being created is a complete: dynamic, open system for goal-based learning

and evaluation. Such a system will be a useful resource to all those seek-

ing to improve their understanding of what should be learned, how it should

be learned, and how evaluated.



How to read and interpret he materials in this oal collection.

Following this introduction there are four sets of indexes for retri -v-

ing course goals (indicated) by four different colors: subject matter taxonomy,

pink; knowledge and process classifications, yellow; subject area program goals,

blue; and career education program goals, green.

Codes on the course goals refer to the materials on the colored pages. The

colors are to help you find the meaning of a code found beside a course goal.

Below is a description of how to read and interpret a page of course goals and

its codes.

The bulk of the pages in this collection are taken up with the course goals

themselves and their codes. Since our aim here is to learn how to read, inter=

pret, and use these goals, let us look at and discUss a sample page of them

from the music collection. (Please see following page.)

The number headings of the left hand column (4. Listening to Music and 4.2

Responses) are those sections and subsections of the subject matter taxonomy

under which the goals on this page are classified. The subject matter taxonomy

which is to be found on the pink pages in the front of the book berves as a.

table of contents for this collection.

By looking through the taxonomy, a user can find what topics are covered

and can turn to those i-n which he is interested. Also, the headings may be

used along with one or more of the other codes to retrieve subsets of goals

from the computerized storage system. Finally, the taxonomies form a compre-

hensive but brief overview of the topics in each subject area judged important

in K-12 curricula. As such, they form a valuable and convenient tool for

curriculum and materials review and planning.

The next thing we note in coluMn (1) under the heading "4.2 Responses

(cont.)" are the Course_Goals themselves. Some goals in this column have a

bracket to their left. The goals inside the bracket are logically related

and may be viewed as a unit.
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4. ListeningLis tening to Music (2) 4) (5) 6) (7)

COURSE GOALS

4.2 Responses cont.)

The student knows that the ability to I U H C2 la 4.23 (C) Intellect

listen effectively can be acquired
through attention to specifics and
through experiences.

K8 4a
4b

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

The student knows reasons why musical I U H K7 la 4a 4.23 (C) Aural Menory

appreciation requires an auditory im-
pression to be retained in the memory
(i.e., the composition cannot be seen
in its entirety, as is possible in the
visual arts).

K8 4a
4b

4d (VI) Aesthetic
perception

The student knows that auditory impres-
sion is retained in the memory through
attention, repetition, and familiarity.

I U H K3
K8

la

4a
4b

4.23 (C) Aural memory

The student knows that the greater his U H C2 la 3c 4.23 (C) Mood

knowledge of music, the more he can
listen for and the greater his poten-
tiai for enjoyment.

K3
K8

4a
4b

(C) Elements,
music

(V1) Pleasure
(Vl) Self-

knowledge.

The student is able to direct his atten=
tion toward specific factors in the

U H P33
P62

la

4a
(C) Elements,

music

music (e.g., mood, style, subject mat-
ter, tonality, instrumentation).

P65 4b (Vl) Aesthetic
perception

The student is able to distinguish
specific factors in music he hears

I U H P33
P45

la

4a
5a (C) Elements,

music

(e.g., characteristics of melody,
structural organization, expressive
characteristics).

4b (Vl) Aesthetic
_perception

The student knows that his knowledge of
the conventions of music establishes
expectancies in the listening process.

I U H K2
K8

la

3a

4a
4b

8.12 (C) Elements,
music

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(Vl) Self-
knowledge



The column (2) on the page as we move from left to right is headed

"Level P/I/U/H" (primary, intermediate, upper, and higher).- This code pro-

vides the teacher or curriculum planner an estimate of the level or levels at

which the learning is appropriate. Many times the nature of the goal suggests

continued learning over several levels, in which case all levels involved are

coded. These indications of level are suggestive only, for it is evident that

the appropriate time for learning varies with the interests and abilities of

students.

The third column (3) is headed "Knowledg2_2r_process Classifications."

The classifications referred to are described at the front of the book on the

yellow pages. All goals are roughly classified as knowledge or process 'depend-

ing upon whether they deal with something that is to be known or something the

student is able to do. All goals, therefore, begin with the words, "The student

knows..." or "The student is able to..."

The familiar knowledge/process distinction is further subdivided into

twelve knowledge and seventy-nine process categories to which all course goals

have been coded. It will be noted that these classifications owe a partial debt

to earlier researchers; notably, Benjamin Bloom, David Krathwohl, Robert Glaser,

Henry Walbesser, and Ralph Tyler in Education; Robert Gagn(and Robert Miller in

Psychology; Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner in Child Development; and others.

At this point the reader may question the reason for the rather detailed

and elaborate system classifying educational outcomes that has evolved during

the Project. We have found that providing teachers with these classification

systems has resulted in a more critical approach to the writing of goals. A

teacher in attempting to place a goal in its appropriate category may find that

its intent is clearly related to one of the categories but its form of expres-

sion does not immediately identify it with that category. By rewording the goal,

the teacher brings the true intent of the goal into sharper focus, and in almost

every instance improv its meaning and clarity. We have also found that the
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detailed classifying of knowledge and process goals provides insight into

alternative ways of using them for teaching and evaluation. For example,

the G2 and K8 beside the f rst goal on the preceding page indicate that it

may be taught and evaluated either as a simple generalization (G2) or as a

goal about the causes of effective listening (K8). Work has already begun

in analyzing And suggesting to teachers the types of measurement appropriate

for each type of knowledge goal. This work will be extended to process learn-

ing as rapidly as resources permit.

Column (4) on the page is headed " "Subject Area Program Goals." In this

column we find the number of one or more of the program goals found in the

front of this book on the blue pages. The definition of this type of goal

and its relation to course,goals was discussed earlier. Here it is enough

to recall that program goals are more general than course goals and that a

set of program goals should constitute a description of the major overall

learning outcomes expected from a program. Each course goal is cross coded

to the program goal(s) to whose attainment it is most directly related.

Column (5) on the page is headed "Career Education Pro-ram Goals." In

this column we may find the code of one or more of the Career Education pro-

gram goals found in the front of the book on the green pages. Career educa-

tion, as envisioned by the coders, concerns the total life of an individual,

including day-to-day living, vocation, avocation; and leisure. Nearly every

course goal bears at least an indirect relationship to career education viewed

in that manner. Only those course goals, however, which have a "direct"

relationship to a career education program goal have been coded to that pro-

gram goal.

A "direct" relationship was interpreted to exist between a course goal

and a career education program goal if a teacher could easily and naturally

attach some career meaning to the instruction relating to that course goal

and thus readily integrate the teaching of career education into teaching his
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subject. The restriction of the codings to direct relationships as just

defined means that codings to career education program goals are relatively

rare in the goals written under the more derailed and technical parts of a

subject's taxonomy such as the first three sect onsof the music taxonomy

where the elements of music are addressed. In these relatively specific

and technical areas, Career Education Program Goal 5a, which deals with the

basic skills necessary for job entry and is found only in process goals, is

often the only code found is this fifth column.

A reader should not assume that because a course goal is cross coded to

a career education program goal that he should make an effort to relate it to

veer education in every case.- That is up to himself and the policies to

which he is responsible. This coding provides suggestions, not prescriptions;

for curriculum planning and teaching.

A teacher may use this coding as a help in integrating a discipline and

career education and vice -e by asking himself the following question:

"When I am teaching this goal, is there some aspect of career education that

can usefully and naturally be brought to the attention of my students ?" The

cross coding, where it appears, suggests there may be and what the aspect is.

The career education code used with these goal collections makes them the

first operational resource for "integrating career education and the rest of

the curricula." Naturally a great deal of work has to be done to refine and

extend the beginning which the present cross codings represent.

The relation of music and career education is dealt with somewhat differ-

ently in the goals found under the "7.3 Careers" subheading of the section on

"7. The Role of Music in Society." The Project will continue to explore the

validity and possible extensions of both the method of writing goals specify-

ing the relation of a subject area and career education, and also the above

complementary approach of cross coding goals throughout the collection to their

point of contact with career education,
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The coding "Other Related Content Taxonomy Headings" under column (6)

is provided since goals are often rightly classified under more than one sub-

Ject heading. The numbers in this column refer to the taxonomy on the pink

pages at the front of the book. For purposes of computer, retrieval, it is

possible to request all goals which deal with a particular subject heading,

and to extract not only the goals placed under that heading, but also all

other goals cross-referenced to it wherever they are located in the collection.

While this capability presently exists only within a subject field, it later

will be provided among subject fields.

Column (7) on this page is headed "(C)_Concut/(V1, V7)_ Value Words."

This form of code is one of the newest and potentially most useful ways to

describe and retrieve sets of goals, especially for interdisciplinary learning.

Although explicitly singling out the concepts and values dealt Frith in goals

is theoretically very interesting and useful, in practice it is very difficult

since no valid lists of such concepts and values exist in the various subject

areas. Accordingly, the codings applied in this critique edition should be

viewed as experimental attempts made to solicit constructive criticism.

The paragraphs below describe briefly the definitions and procedures used

in applying this code.

Words chosen to characterize values and concepts represent residuals of

experience that influence the way individuals perceive and behave. Thus, the

word freedom connotes certain behaviors associated with the ideal state. Like-

wise, a word like honesty characterizes a set of behaviors which viewed from a

societal perspective characterizes an individual as honest. From an educator's

point of view, the only resources available to help students acquire the

desired concepts and behavioral tendencies are the knowledge and process learn-

ings planned for and with students.
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The words designating the major concepts to which a goal relates are

written beside that goal in this fifth column. Words identifying concepts

are preceded by "(C)" to distinguish them from the value words found in the

same column.

A glance throUgh the subject matter taxonomy on the pink pages at the

front of the book:reveals many headings which themselves are concept words.

These headings have not been repeated as concept words on every goal under

that heading, but only on those which bear the most direct and genervl rela-

tionship to the concept designated.

Especially important in considering the nature Of values is the distinc-

tion between the instrumental processes of clarifying and forming values (V2)

and values as end products to be inculcated and strived toward (VI). The

curricular and methodolgical implications of teaching toward values as end

products are entirely different from those concerned with the processes of

value clarification and formation.

In helping students acquire and strive to attain values (V1 ), the educator

must rely upon teaching knowledge and skills that have a logical bearing upon

these values. Where he is concerned with the teaching of value clarification

and formation processes (V2), he must teach such conventional skills as ve 1-

fying information, relating information to criteriaand other methods of

clarifying personal and social values by which the clarification, interpreta-

tion, and internalization of information can be accomplished. These are the

same processes found in the Inquiry and Problem Solving Processes Classification

on the yellow pages at the front of the book and are coded in column (3).

The type of values coded in column (7) of this goal collection is

type (VI). Where a goal may be used to inculcate or help a student attain a

value, the value is named in this column and a "(V1)" is written in front of



it. Where a process related to value formation is dealt with in a goal, it

will be a process goal. The process will be indicated by the process-code

in column (3). Values have also been dealt with explicitly in the Music

Program Goals (left column of blue page) and in section' d. of the Music

Taxonomy (pink pages).

Another useful code is the Index Wo d. Although it does not appear on

the printed page, it= is 'eyed to each goal for retrieval in much the way docu-

ments are coded for retr '7a1 in the familiar ERIC retrieval system. Users

will have available lists of L:index words by discipline and across disciplines.

A most important set of ma erials in.this manual is the Feedback Instru-

ment. This instrument calls for the minimum information we need from you, the

user, if we are to refine and expand the collection and improve its value to

all users. Additional input is welcomed by phone, word of mouth, carrier

pigeon, etc., after you have discussed and tried out this resource in your

district. Ultimately, the success of the Project is dependent on this.

Points of special interest about the course =cal collection in music

The teacher and curriculum builder who attempt to interpret the organiza-

tion and content of the course goal collection in music will benefit by keeping

several things in mind. The first is that this collection is concerned only

with what is to be learned, not the curriculum experiences which lead to the

learning outcomes suggested. The selection and design of learning experienced

are essential steps in curriculum development, but are not the concern of this

collection.

The second point to be noted is that the parts of the Music Taxonomy are

separate, but integral. If a student knows the structure of existing melodies,

chords, and progressions, is able to distinguish them upon hearing, recall them

singly or in new combinations, and encode and decode them . . notation, then he

is prepared for learning or engaging in the processes of listening to, performing,
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and creating music. Therefore, the structure of the taxonomy first deals with

musical elements analytically (1), graphically (2), and historically (3), then

this knowledge is assumed in the goals dealing with processes of listening to

(4), performing (5), and creating (6).

The user should therefore be aware that the goals specifying the knowledge

of the elements of music which pertain to the sections on listening to (4), per

forming (5), and creating (6) appear earlier in the collection. Specifically,

the elements of what is heard in the listening process (4) are given in goals in

exploring the elements (1). The conventions of music that are performed (5) and

read (2) are also in the first section (1). General goals are provided for

instruments which implement performance (5) and their timbres are dealt with

collectively in exploring the elements (1). Goals are written for the composing

(6) processes -- processes which may correspond with universal processes in other

fields of learning.

History and styles (3), which precede and are drawn upon in the three pro-

cess categories (4), (5), and (6) are continued on in their current manisfesta-,

tions in culture (7) and commitments (8) in the later sections.

The last two sections of the taxonomy hare to do with the place of music

in the lives of people. Goals for integrating (7) music with the arts and other

disciplines and for understanding cultural manifestations are given. The last

section (8) has goals for understanding (the reasons) why music has a place in

people's lives.

The valuing and evaluating section (8) of the taxonomy stresses what the

.student may,learn about the ways values are formed and ways that judgments are

possible within various value systems rather than goals inculcating particular

values. Finally, the dynamics of commitment are explored in goals which deal

with the effect of commitments to music on one's life and the collective effect

of conadtments upon culture.



SUBJECT MATTER TAXONOMY



1. Tho Elements

1.1 Rhy

1.11 Duratio-

1.12 Pulse

1.13 Accent

1.14 Meter

1.15 Tempo

1.16 Augmentation and diminution

1.17 Polyrhythms

MUSIC SUBJECT TIER TAXONOMY

Si

1.2 Melody

1.21 Pitch

1.22 Intervals

1.23 Scales

1.3 Texture

1,31 Monophony, polyphony homophony

1.32 Ham o y and tonality

1.321 Intervals

1.322 Chords

1.323 Chord progression

1.324 Cadences

1.325 Modulation

1.33 Polytonality and atonality



1.4 Timbre

1.41 Vocal

1.42 Instrumental

1.43 Environmental

1.5 Structure

1.51 Elements of form

1.511 Note and figt

1 '.512 Phrase

1.513 . Period

1.02 Simple forms

1.571 Two-p--- gong (AB)

1.522 Three-part song (ABA)

1.573 Fugue

1.524 Passacaglia

1:525 Theme and Variations

1.526 Rondo

1.527 Minuet and Trio

1.528 March

1.529 Sonata-Allegro

1 ' Compound forms

1:531 Sonata

1.532' Concerto

1.533 Suite

1.534 Song cycle

1.535 Cantata

1.536 Oratorio



Others

Ccmibined arE forms

1.531 °peril

1.)42 Ballet

I.563 Music-1 add Op,retLa

Others

1.h Fxpregsion

1.ol Dynamics

1.62 Tompp

1.63 Timbre

1.7 Hand

2. Reading Music

2.1 Rhythm

2.2 Pitch

2.3 Expression

mica History and Style

3.1 Antiquity and Middle Ages

3.2 Rea

3.3 Baroque

3.4 Classic

3.5 Romantic

3.6 pressionistic

3.7 Twentieth Century



4, Listening to Mu*

4.1 Moneral background

4.2 Responses

4.21 Physical

4,22 Emotional

4 2'1 1 n L0 1 10c tua 1

Performing Music

51 Readiness

5.11 Emotional.

5.12 Men La 1

5.13 Physical

5.2 Guided response

3.3 Practice

5.31 lndivdua1 practice

5.32 Group practice

).4 Rehearsal

5.41 Resolution of uncertainty

5.42 In terpre ta Lien

5.43 Synthesis

5.5 Origination

5 . 6 Per formance



6. Grontin Music

1 Knowledge and process in creativity

6.11 The compositional framework

6.12 Composition

6.13 Rehearsal and performance

6 . 14 Rvalua t i on

6.h Other dimensions in crentiviry

7. The Role or Music in Society

7.1 Arts

7.1!_ Cul L Ur C

7.3 Careers

7.4 Technology

H. Valuing and Evaluating -Music

8.1 Formulation of musical values

8.11 Affective response

8.12 Aesthetic response

8.2 finses for comparing different kinds of music

8.3 Bases for judging (evaluating ) the worth of music

8.4 Cmunitment to music



KNOWLEDGE

AND

PROCESS

CLASSIFICATIONS



1-4.e LOS-

Piinetnals lrld Laws

r lizations

Kl convent iiin : ; itnes and Nomenc Int LITC

Conventions: Rules Standardized Procoss-;-,
D2finitioas

K3 Prone:ties Fri t` tnararteri.- tics, Features, Elements,
Dimensions

K4 Trends and ecluence s

K5 Similarities and Differences, Discriminations, Classi-
fications

K6 Contexts, Locations, and Orientations

K7 Operations No-nods of Dealing with, Functions

K Cause and i f -cct Relationships (Crusts and benefits)

Kc), Criteria or andards

K10 Non Cause -Effe.t Relationships

-Inquiry-Problem Solving Processes-

P1 Input Acquiring Information

mint
Verification

P11 Viewing
P12 Hearing
P12 Feeling (tactile)
P14 Smelling
P15 Tasting
P16 Using sense e tenders

Insuring Validity send Adequacy

P21 Evaluating authoritativeness of sources
P22 Evaluating logical consistency and accuracy
P23 Evaluating relevance to desired learning purposes
P2 Evaluating adequacy for acting or deciding

(comprehensiveness and depth)



P3 Prep ce si Organizing Information

P31 Labeling, naming, numbering, coding
P32 Recording, listing
P33 Clasifying, categorizin, gro ping, sel

according to criteria
P34 Order lug, sequencing

P35 Manipulating, arranging, tr tings orming
P36 Estimating
P37 Summarizing, abstracting

P4 Processing_l Interpr Ling w ion (drawing meaning From data)

P41: Pecoding verbal -and non-verbal symbols
(reading and literal translating)

P42 Inferring, interpolating, extrapolating
P43 Analyzing
P44 Associating, relating, ua

P45 Comparing, contrasting, discriminating
P46 Synthesizing
P47 Testing against standards cr1 t ria

P48 Generalizing

P5 Process? information Lc Produce New Information

PSI Theorizing, predicting
P52 Formulating hypotheses
P53 Testing hypotheses
P54 Revising hypotheses

P6 Output I Acting on the Basis of Information

11 Reacting
P62 Making decisions
P63 Solving problems
P64 Restructuring values (adapting, modifying)
P65 Restructuring behavior (adapting, modifying)
P66 Encoding verbal and non-verbal symbols prior

to communication
P67 Creating on the basis of knowledge and process

P7 Output II Comunicating Information

P71 Vocalizing (non-verbal)
P72 Gesturing, moving
P73 Touching
P74 Speaking
P75 Writing
P76 Using art media (painting, drawing, sculpting,

constructing, ate.)
P77 Dramatizing
P78 Singing, playing instrument:
P79 Dancing



SUBJECT AREA

PPOGRAM GOALS



The student, 1C tine, L

Ia. Knows the function or sound and
silence in music and the many ways
it-has hewn and ,may be used to

communicate ideas, feelings, and
moods,

21. 1s ohle to interpret the conven-
tions of rhythm, melody, harmony
form and expression as they appear
in 'rending and notation through
both cognitive and kinesthetic
response.

a. Undo r Lands the tit:Ivo topmen L

music through history and Cite
ways in which mnsie ha-; ecatr I-
bitted throughits literature to
the Ltatal culture.

4a. is able to interpret what music
communicates and Co understand
the process by which he may add
to his interpretive abilities.

5a, is able to sing and to use musi-
cal instruments to satisfy personal
needs and standards; to explore,
experiment, and discover.

7o,

is able to use his own unique
imagination, emotion, and energy
in creating and expressing music.

is able to interpret the life and
values of this and other cultures
as revealed through music and to
relate them to man's many concerns

Knows ways that values are formed
and is able to make value judgments
about all types of music he performs
or listens to ill terms of appropriate
standards.

:taAl S

ippr- rinte music curriculum,

lb. Values the potentials of sound and
silence as a means of human communi-
cation.

Values conventional music symbo
as a necessary "language- for

preserving and communicating musical
ideas and compositions.

lh. Values the perspective and ins fight

that knowledge of this country's
Western and non-Western musical
heritage provides to oneself and
other members and cultural groups
in the society.

4b. Values the personal satkfactions
that are achieved through increased
ability Co interpret musical conmiticli-
cation.

9h. Vnities the self-confidence and
personal satisfactions that are
achieved through expressing ono-
solf musically, through the disci-
pline required to perform of

and through experimentatlin
and discovery.

bb. Values the ideas and inspirations
that are a part of the creative
process.

7b. Acquires respect for this and other
cultures and values the contributions
of music in his own life and that of
others.

8b. Values the pleasure afforded by .

the ability to perceive, interpret,
and communicate music in terms of
critical standards.



CAREER EDUCATION

PROGRAM GOALS



CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM G ALS

Awareness Exploration Preparation
K-6 7-10 11-12

Attitudes and Values
Toward Self and Others

Attitudes and Values

Toward Work

3, Career Education and
the Total Curriculum

Career Exploration

5. Career Preparation

6. Career Placement and
Employment

Regardless of the instructional level at which

each group of program goals is introduced,

continuous development and reinforcement through

the remaining years of education is expected.

X



CAREER EDU I . N N ;RAM COALS

1. Attitudes and Values Toward Self and Others

a. The student knows the physical and emotional benefits of under-
standing and respecting self and others throughout life.

b The student knows that the major sources of understanding, accept-
ance, and respect of self are understanding, acceptance, and respect
for others.

The student knows that success in his career is dependent on satis-
factory interpersonal relationships with employers and fellow
workers.

2. Attitudes and Values Toward Work

The student knows Lhe personal, ocial, economic, and political
reasons for work in our society.

b. The student knows that work is a dignified human activity which
gives rights to and requires responsibilities from its participants.

c. The sentient knows that in our society he is dependent on the goods
and services of others for his welfare and survival.

Career Education and the Total Curriculum

a. The student knows that skill in-job exploration, selection, and
preparation can lead to continuing career enhancement and personal
fulfillment.

The student is able to identify career alternatives, select those
consistent with his values and goals, and implement chosen courses
of action.

c. The student knows the physical and psychological reasons for seek-
ing a balance between work and leisure activities.

4. Career Exploration

The student is able to evaluate his aptitudes, interests, and
abilities in exploring career opportunities.

b. The student knows the major factors that may affect his career
opportunities and decisions (e.g., physical, social, economic,
educational, cultural, and technological).

c. The student knows that individuals can learn to function effec-
tively in a variety of occupations.



d. The student knows that every career has entry, performance,
physical, attitudinal, and educational requirements.

The student knows that career choice may help determine
associates, and status in the community.

The student is Mlle -L a tentative career choice hased
upon exploration of a wide variety of occupations.

The student knows that career choice affects the amount rnd type
of leisure activity that may be pursued.

Career Preparation

The student is aide to develop and apply the basic skills and
hehaviors required to perform one or more entry level jobs.

b. The student is able to employ the following organizational skills
appropriate to the career of his choice:

identify the objectives of a cask
specify the resources required
outline the steps necessary for completion
perform the actual operations
evaluate the final product

Career Placement and Employment

n, The student is able to make an assessment of the labor market to

determine opportunities that will advance his career.

h. The student knows the educ ational opportunities that exist beyond

grade 12 for the enhanceAlent of his career skills and his personal
development.

c. The student knows the advantages and responsibilities associated
with working independently, as a member of a trout, and under direct
supervision.

The student knows that the acceptance of a task requires the accept-
ance of responsibilities to himself and others.

The student knows the opportunities for vertical and lateral mobility
within his career cluster.



COURSE GOALS



Tho Elements of Mu

COURSE GOALS

1 I. 1;hytLini

The student knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials re-
lated to music rhythm: (E.g., card
catalog: "Musical Meter and Rhyme";
"Music-Analysis and Appreciation";
Area and Local Audiovisual Catalogs:
"Music, khythe; "Music, Teaching";
Reader's Guide: Music-Analysis, Inter-
pretatio Music-Instructional Study

The student known that all musle has
rhythm.

The stud- knows that rhythm in the
arrangement of successive sounds and
silences according to their relative
accent and duration.

The student known various rhyldwic

elements which control his body e.g.,
pulse, respiration).

The student knows rhythm patterns whic
exist in nature .g., the seasons,
Wailes rotation of earth) .

The student is able to respond physi
cally to musical rhythm in various pat-
terns of movement (e.g. walk to music.
skip to music).

The student knows that the mdjor
characteristics of rhythm include
duration, pulse', accent, meter and

mpo.

The student able to move rhythmical-
ly according to patterns of pulse, ac-
cent, etc.

P T U ResourecS.

musicol

(C) khyLhm

(V1) AeL;Lh11,i
q.,-!r(!,.:1,

(C) lihythm

(Vi)
per eepLI t1

(C) Rhythm

(C) Movement
(u) knnwL-

(C) Rhythm
(V1 ) Aosthetie

sensitivity

(C) khy thin

(C) Movement

(C) Rhythm

(V1) Aesthetic

perception

Rhythm
Movement



1. The Elements of Music
1.1 Rhythm

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC 2

1.11 Duration

The student klInws that the relative
duration of sounds and silences form
the basis of rhythm.

P I U H K3
KB

la 2.1 (c) Rhythm
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

The student is able to relate the dura- P I U H P44 la 5a (C ) Rhythm

tion of a sound to visual indicators
(e.g., gesturing with hand, blank nota-
tion staff notation).

P72 2a (C) Symbols

The student knows symbols which may be P IUH K2 2a 2.1 Rhythm

used to designate the 'relative duration
of sounds and silences (e.g., graphic,
clocked, iconic).

6.0 Symbols

The student knows the standard written
symbols used to designate the relative
duration of the musical sounds and
silences (e.g., notes, rests, fermata).

P I U H K2 2a 2.1 (C) Rhythm
(C) Symbols

The student is able to decode (read)
standard symbols used to designate the
relative dUration of sounds and silen-
ces.

P I U H P41 2e, 5a 2.t (C ) Rhythm

(C) Symbols
(V1 ) Mastery -

virtuosity

The student is able to encode (write)
symbols to designate the relative dura-
tion of sounds and silences.

P I U H P66 2a 5a 6.0 (C) Rhythm
(C) Symbols

(V1) Mastery -
virtuosity

The student knows that rhythmic pat-
terns consist of groupings of sounds
and/or silences.

P I K3 la. (C) Rhythm
(V1) Aesthetic

perception

The student is able to distinguish be- P 1 P33 2a 5a (C) Rhythm

tween even and uneven patterns (e.g., P45 4a (C) Symbols
(V1) Aesthetic

perception
(V1) Mastery -

virtuosity

n 1-3 N 71 71 )
o- 0 0 o' o 0' o

The student is able to devise patterns P I U H P35 la Sa 6.0 (C) Rhythm
of rhythm. P67 (V11 Creativity



MUSIC

1. The Filemen ts el 1\11_-lie

I . A k hyt hm

COURSE GOALS

1.1r Pulse

The student knows that the flow of tine
in music is a rti culated through pulses.

P I U H (12
K2

la (C) Rhythm

The bl icion 1, i n ahl e to respond to thi P 1 All la 5a (C ) Hiy thin
underlying, pILl se 1 n, music (e .g. with
physical movement, with instruments).

The student knows that a pulse may be
sub-d i vi (led (e.g., evenly and unevenly,

I U

14'5

P72

K3

K7

ha

la

(C) Move:will.
vi) A0:-.Lhoi i..

pe,.cepLifq,

(C ) 1.111y1 Ilm

I ft(- fracti ons .

the n 1..nden I. i h able to sub-divide the
pulse (nr, encountered in phyhical move-
ment. playing instruments, notation,
etc.).

1 U P3-3
P35

1_a 5a (c I
VI) AI-hthr,tic

[J( ri-111,11'H
VI) Mr,:limry -

vi t.Ltio:.1 ;..y

Phe n thdent 1s able to din t inguish be- P I P '3 la 5a 1 ..1:i III iv Um
Lween rhythmic pattern and underlying
lulse .

1115 ,lil Anntlictic
r.occep Li on

Me s tudent i n n hie to arrange pulse I U 11 1'35 La 5a 1.11 (-: LhyLhm
Ind duration into a variety of rhythmic
)a 1 te rnS .

Oa VI) rio:;Lnry

virtu();:i1.

The ntudent knows that a pulse may be P I U 1 K7 in , ! I Sly LI
;emporar.i :1 y interrupted e .g . , by
errnatti or tellu Lo .



1. The Element- of Music
1.1 lihythin

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC

1.13 Accent

The student knows Olat accents may be
created by giving some pulses more
emphasis than others.

P I U H K3
K8

la 1.12 (C) Rhythm m

The student knows that accent in music
may be produced by the following means:
dynamics,lengthening a pulse, rebeti-
tion of a pattern, change of harmony.

P1UH K3
K8

la (C) Rhythm
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

The student knows that syncopation I U H KB la 1.12 Rhythm

results from shifting the accent to
normally unaccented pulses.

3.7 V1 Aesthetic
perception



I. The Flements of Music
1.1 Rhythm

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC

1.111 Meter

1' A K5 la 1.1:' W khythm

(VA Antiwti,,
perccptiiin

The student known_that the underlying
pulse is often organized into groupings
or sets (meter).

The student knows that meter is deter-
mined by the balancing of strong and
weak pulses.

P I K8 la I. i (c :) khythm

(V1 ) hestlictic

per(.opHon

The student knows that pulses may be
organised by twos (duple) or threes
(triple.

P 1 K2
K5

la Rhythm
(V1) Aesthetic

perceptUin

The student knows that compound meter
is produced when duple and triple orRa-
nizatlons of beats are sub-divided.

1 U K2
K8

la (c) lhythm

(V1) Aesthetic
porcepLioli

the student is able to organize pulses
to form meters.

I U P33 la
6a

5a 1.1:' Rhythm
(VI) Aesthetic

perception
(Vt) Mantery

-virtuosji.y

Phe student is able to determine the 1 U H 233 la 5a (u) Rhythm
neter of the music (i.e., whether the
nusic moves in sets of twos, threes,
fives, sixes).

P145 2a
Ita

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

Phe student knows that the meter signs.- F I K2 la 2.1 Rhythm
:lire designates the organization of
neter within the bar lines.

2a UymboAs

The student is able to read and inter- P I U P31 la 5a (c) Rhythm
)ret the meaning of any meter signature P41

P44
(V1) Aestimtic

perception
(V1) Mastery

virtuosity

he student knows that nonmetric music
s composed without regularly recurring
iccent (e.g., Gregorian Chant).

U H K2
K3

le. 3.1 (C) Rhythm
(Vi) Aesthetic

perception



1. The Elm _,-ts of 4usic
1.1 Rhythm

MUSIC 6

. c

1.114 Meter o __

U H K5 la (C) '-_ t5m

VI) Aesthetic
sensitivity

The student knows that poetic mete± may
be related to eter in music
trochaic -- 1 I J;
imalAc -- cl).



1. The Elements of Music
1.1 Rhythm

COURSE GOALS

1.15 Tempo

MUSIC

The student knows that the tempo is the
speed of the pulse.

The student knows that tempo is usually
indicated at the beginning of a selec-
tion or subsection by metronome marking,
an Italian word or a clocking method.

The student knows the functions of the
metronome in the encoding and decoding
of tempo.

The student is able to use the metronom-
to establish tempo.

The student is able to read and inter-
pret the terminology used in a composi-
tion to denote tempo changes (e.g,
ritani-- gradually slower; meno mosso -

less motion; accelerando -- gradually
faster).

The student is able to recognize tempo
changes within a composition.

The student knows the reason why the
following factors influence determina-
tion of tempo: mood, technical require-
ments, melodic content.

P33
p44

P67

P31
P41
P44

P33

p44

K7
KS

( RhyLhm
(V1 ) /110;;Lhetic

percopLion

Biwthm
C Symbols

(c) Rhythm
(C) Symbols

Rhythm

(C ) Rhythm

(C ) Symbols

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1 ) Mastery -

virtuosity

(C) Rhythm
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Rhythm
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1) Aesthetic

sensitivity



1. The Elements of Music
1.1 Rhythm

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC

1.16 Augmentation and Diminution

The student knows that augmentation or
diminution in rhythm occur when all as-
pects of duration in a rhythmic pattern
are proportionately lengthened or
shortened.

The student i able to distinguish
rhythmic augmentation and diminution
in music.

The student is able to condense a music-
al phrase by means of rhythmic diminu-
tion.

The student is able to extend a musical
phrase by means of rhythmic augmentation

U H

U H

U H

U H

8

K2
K8

P33
p45

P35
P37

P35
P48

la
2a

4a

5a

5a

Rhythm
(V Aesthetic

perception

(c) Rhythm
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1 ) Mastery -

virtuosity

(C) Rhythm
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1 ) Mastery

virtuosity

(C) Rhythm
(11) Aesthetic,

perception



1. The El
1.1 Rhythm

Of Music

COURSE GOALS

1.17 Polyhythms

MUSIC

.Hrhe student knows that polyrhythms are
formed by simultaneous occurrence. of

various elements of rhythm (e.g., beat
pattern of three against two, combina-
tions of two or more meters).

The student is able to recognize poly-
rhythms in music.

The student is able to perform poly-
- rhythms (e.g., even beat patterns of
three against two).

I LJ H

H

I U H

K2
K8

P33
P41
P44

PC)

P67
F78

la

la
4a

5a

(C ) Rhythm

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

Rhythm
Aesthetic
perception

Rhythm
Mastery
virtuosity

Aesthetic
perception



1. The ElemeHts of Music

L

C.

S

a

COUP.SE GOALS

MUCTG I 0

..:: Melody

'ho strdoni know Llii' location .,nd uses

X prijn, :Ind non-print matertalf!, related

PIUTI Kr) 2a (C) kcsourcen,
mu

.,o music miody (e.g. card catalog:
lusic-Analysis, Appreciation; Area and

oval Audio-Visual Catalogs: "Mnsic,

ielody"; "Music. Fitch": Reader's Guide:

(V1 ) inquiry

lusic -- instruPtion and Study; Music ---
nalysis - intel-pretation).

he stAent known that melody is a sue-
essive arrangement of sounds with rhy-
hmic and tonal organization.

1 1 K',''. la (C) Melody

(V1)-AestheLle
perception

he student knows that, although rhythm
an exist without, melody, rhythm is a
ecessary component of melody (e.g.,
attern, accent, grouping by measures,
emno, cadence).

he student knows the characteristics

I U II

P 1 U II

K7 1

K5

K3

la

la

(( ) Melody

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(a) Metody

I melody which arc described convrn-
ionally or metaphorically (e.g., rlsing

(vi) Aesthetic
perception

"Id falling, diatonic or chromatic, con-
unct or disjunct;. narrow or wide range,
yric or gestic, major or minor).

he student knows that syllables of
mportant words of a text, being set to
elody may be represented by more than
ne note to express the affective mean-
rig of the word (i.e., melismatie Vs.
yliabic).

he student knows the functions of

H

I U 11

K3
K7

K3

la

la 1.32

(C) f3tyle

(V1) Creativity
(V1) Imaginative-

ness

(C) Tonality

onality in melody of the Western tradi-
ion (e.g., melody implies an harmonic
tructure with tendency to begin,
epart from, and finally converge on
he tonic).

K7 2.21 (C) Melody
(V1) Aesthetic

perception



The Niemoies of Mu

COURSE GOALS

1.2 Melody Cont.)

The student knows that melody (or
melodic subject matter) takes the lead
in the realization of, form (i.e.; is
the determiner of all other expressive
contingencies: rhythm, harmony, bal-
ance, tonality, mood)

MUSIC 1

I U H (C Molody
(V1 ) ' Livfty



I. The 1.aments of Music
1.i7 Melody

MUSIC 12.

COURSE GOALS

The student lmows tht pitch is the
degree of highnes or lowness of a sound

The student bnows that highness or low-
ness or nitch is determinedby frequency
of vibrations.

The stu(17ffnt knows that definite pitch
is produced by vibrations of the same

frequency.

The student knows that indefinite pitch
is produced by vibrations of variable
and diffuse frequencies.

The student; knows the ways pitch is

olvmnized . in its acoustical and conven-
tional pmlentations (e.g., large
to small, left to right, up and do

The student is able to distinguish
between higher and lover pitches
(e.g., is able to classify pitch as
produced or beard in a variety of modes
and contexts).

The student knows that pitch in the
Western system is organized into twelve
equal semi-tones within the octave (i.e.
the octave being the direct mathematical
relationship 1:2, the others slightly
tempered. from their natural acoustical
relationshl-is 2:3, 3:4, etc.)

The student knows the reasons that
pitch in the Western system is orga
nized into twelve equal semi-tones
within the octave (e.g., to make key
changes and modulation possible, to
facilitate standardization of pitch

among instruments).

(C) Pitch

(vi) Aesthetic
perception

) Pi tch

(C) Pitch

(c) Pitch

Pitch

_(C) Pitch

(V1) Aethetic
perception

(c) Pitch

(c) Pitch



.2

COURSE GOALS

Intervais

MUSIC 14.

The kinder-it knows ihbi, am interval is

the difference in Htni-, between two
tones. based on the cumber system of
diatonic 10r1 tP derees (0=r,.. the num-
ber of diatonic hegroes involved
hel,ween the lowekt and highest Lanes

ThP stn dent knows there is a different
number of hhlr-lite) Csemi-tenes) in
eaPh 0-14 half-step
equals minor so(iond, two half-steps
equal a major sec(und).

Tho s1udent-: ql.:21e Lo distinguish the
structure of I. m0,i0)* rind -1)fredt. in-
La iva In throligh their construction up-
on the toni:, of n major crab, their
number cif ,ihoje and half steps.

The stddent ;s able to distinguish the
structure or all minor intervals through
their oons'i,rnction upon the tonic of a
minor kcalo, their humher of whole and
half sterq,._

The sttniont knows the effects of
chromatic alteration of intervals
e.g., minor:intervals become diminished

or maim-, major intervals become minor
or augmented. perfect intervals become
augmented or diminished

The student knowk the reasons that dia.-
tonic inti.h.vdik in a melody are aug-
mented or diminished (e.g.. demands
that a change In ii t' involve a dif-
ferent soalo degree, La conform to cer-
tain melodic and ha-moric conventions,
as in harmoni:' nil nor and other altered
chords).

1 U if

U

U H

U H

H

U H

K2

K3

P33
Pli5

P33
p45

K8

la

5a

5a

L.321

2.31

1.321

2.21
0 CO

1.321
2.21
2.22

1.321
2.21

00c.c-a

1.321
2.21

2.22

1.321
C
0 0

Cc) Fitch

(C ) Melody

(C Harmony

(C) Melody
(C) Harmony
V1) Aenthetio

perception

(C) Melody
(C) la many

(11) Aesthetic
perception

(C) Melody
(C) Harmony

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(C) Melody
(C) Harmony

(V1) Aesthetic
perception



MUSIC

'Me Elements Music
Melody,

15,

COURSE COALS

Interval:

The s udont knows that divisions of the
semi -tone occur in ethnic and contemp-
orary music .g., quarter and eighth
tones in Eastern cultures and current
computer =sic. glissandi effects in
jazz interproLation and electronic
music).

The student is able to distinguish in-
Lervals in the context of melodies.

The student is able to construct inter-
vals from toner.

iJ H

I U

U H

K3

K6

P35
P67
P78

la

la

la

5a

5a

7

7.1
7.2

112

Meiody
Harmohy
Aeothotic
pnru;Ttion

(C) Molod

(Vi) AosIdlotic
inn

) Melody

C) Harmony
(Vl) Creativity
(Vl) Imaginative-

ness
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I. The Uements of Music
Melody

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC 16.

1.23 Scales

The student knows the different sequen- U H K3 la (C) Melody
tial arrangement of intervals among the K5 0/1 Aesthetic
various scales and modes (e.g., dia- perception
tonic, whole tone, chromatic, penta-
tonic).

The student knows that a diatonic scale I U H K2 la (C) Me body
i8 a sequential arrangement of whole and
half steps within the octave.

Phr student knows that diatonic scales U ft K3 la (C) Melody
include the major, minor and modal K5
scales.

Phe student knows the structure of each U H K3 la (C) Melody
iiatonic scale or mode. (V1) Aesthetic

perception

The student knows reasons for the employ- I U H K8 la 1.323 (C) Metody
nent of additional semi-tones within a. (V1) Aesthetic
liatonjc scale (e.g., chromatic altera- perception
:ions, altered chords, chromatic passing
Ind neighboring-ornamentations, modula-
;ions -

The student .knows the composition of the U H K3 la 3.7 (C) Melody
mntatonic (5-note) scale used in folk 7.2 (V1) Aesthetic
music (i.e., skips the half-step inter- perception
vials within a diatonic octave, leaving
three whole steps and two step-and-a,
lalf intervals).

be student is able to construct each H P35 la 5a (C) Melody
cafe or mode starting upon any given P67 (V1) Mastery -
one (e.g., chromatic, whole-step, P78 virtuosity
entatonic, diatonic).

The student knows the fUnction of a y 1 U 11 K7 la 1.32 (C) Melody
rote of any scale in the context of a (V1) Aesthetic
lelody (i.e., tendency' of active tones perception
;o resolve toward tonal center, ending
n the tonic note).



MUSIC

The lemon nf Music

Melody

17.

COURSE COALS as

caJ Cont.

['he 11 I:, is oWe to di;tin uiab the
fnnction of n tonal center of a scale by
encoding it in the context of a melody
(o.g., hi wri ting, singing, playing and
hearing the encoded syllables or numbers
in a melody).

The student Is able to determine the key
of a composition from the key signature
and the final note.

The student, knows the key ignature,
Bale, and primary triads in any key
1.e., .recognizing harmonic structure

in melody

PIUH

U H

( Mel(Aly

(kg) AetILInAk'

percopLion
(vi) CreativiLy

la

Melody

Melody
(V1 ) Mastery -

virtuosity



E., I T1I it Music

COURSE GOALS

Texture
..

i U H

U II

I U H

KT'

K%

KT

KP

In

la ,

la

l.')23, (C) Texture

(C) Texture

(C" ) Texture

(VT Aesthetic

perception

The student I ce:r that texture includes

both the hor:','.orLal an6 the verticaT

aspects of music.

The rItudent krovh that texture in music
may range from simple to complex Cc
single line to multiple Tine, one instru
merit to many, one note to many,.

The student kmws the meaning of terms
commonly used. to Seserihe texture in

music (e.g.. monophoni e. polyphonic,
Ii omophonic, chordal, fugal).



I . The ';',1emonts of Music

1.3 Texture

COURSE GOALS

1.31 Onophony, yolyphohy, Homophony

The student knows the contrihution3 of

monophonic music to polyphony and homo-
phony (e.g., pLain chant, formed basic

structure for konalsance poly)hony,
secular song, evolved into folk and ac-
companied. soio nong).

The student knows ways iu which various

contrapuntal (polyphoni c) forms (e.g.,
motet, invention, fugue, passacaglia)
developed.

The student knows the distinguiahing

features of polyphonic texture in music
of various periods (e.g., equality. in
voi c:s of lenainnance music, bassocon-
tinuo and fugal texture of Baroque,

delicate imitative figures of Classic).

The student knows the condttions under
which melodies may he combined (e.g.,
if they have the same harmonic struc-
ture, if they meet a point-against-

point relationship according to the
conventions of counterpoint).

The student knows the kinds of composi-
tions that are designed to have contra-
puntal or harmonic relationships be-
tween melody lines (e.g., rounds,
canons, partner songs, descant, osti-
nato).

The student is able to discriminate be-

tween polyphonic and homophonic texture
in musie(listaning).

The student knows the developmental

antecedents of homophonic style (e.g.,
monody, basso contAnno, chromatic
harmony, chord clusters).

U H

U

U H

PTUH

iL) la

P I U H

Kb

3a

H

U H

K7

K8
la

K7

K8

la

P33 la

PL15

K4 la

,7:)a

5a

6.21
6.22
6.23

.0
14.r3

(c
(c

Texture

Texture
Style

(C) Texture
(0) Style

(V1) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Texture

(c) Melody

(V1) Aesthetic,

perception

Texture
Melody

(c) Style
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Texture

(Vi) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Texture
(C) Style

(V1) Aesthetic

perception



1- Tm,-, Ws.ly

1. T,.4:11tr

COURSE GOALS

Morurliory, Polynneny, homophony
, ,

---

1 U11 Ku

KY

laTho rtLud(:ht knvi':1 t,ho appropriate as-

companimpuls rnr melodies in homophonic

style Ii chorhel, Alberti bans,

broken ohomls, hymi, style .

The olut' Lhn charrwteristics
of block or concerto texture (e.g.,
hnvophony which alternates between a

U II Vi La

3a

Lb ick and a thin texture .

Pile student knows the styles and eras in
which light rine heavy text11,0 were pre-

iominate characheristics.(e.g.., light

texture was n nredomrinant characteristic
pf New Music, heavy texture of late

U 11 EU

K7

la .)...1

--lomantic symphonic form .

) Tex
) I

C Mel CgtV

"
por,!01WHn

're]ithre

Ol) Uhyle
(V]) AosInctic

porCepi

(() Texture(. ) :Thy LQ



1. The Elements of Music
1.3 Texture

COURSE GOALS

M-011"

1 Harmony and Tonality

The student knows that the melody (or

melodic subject matter) takes the lead
ifl the realization of form (i.e., is

the determiner of all other expressive
contingencies: rhythm, harmony, balance
tonality, mood)

IUH G2
K7

K8

la 1.2 Melody
Porm

(71) Apstholic

poreepLion
(V1) Croativily



1. Thr' r f !4wli

Textre
1.=,c Harmmny end Tor-tlii.y

i 'i inery,.

The student knows the t. vertical (har- T U H 1(3 la 1.2 (C) Melody
monic) intervais are measured in the
same ways as are horizontal (melodic)
intervals.

_K7 2.22 (C) Harmony

The student s atte Lo distinguish in- T U 1 33 la 5a 1.22 (C) Harmony
tervals as they occur in an harmonic PL1-5 2.22 VI) Aesthetic
context (e,g., nit-O , minor, perfect,
diminished, augmentti).

4.23 perception

The student is able Lo compute, manipu- I U H P33 la 5a 1.2 (C) Harmony
late, and arrange harmonic intervals
(e.g., through number of whole and half
steps, vertical arrangement on a staff,
augmented or dimJWned, lohted on an
instrument).

rile student knew reasons that certain U H

P35

K3 la

2.22

1.22

V1) Aesthetic

perception
1/1) Mastery -

virtuosity

(C ) Harmony
iiatonie intervals 9re considered dis
3onant (e.g., they demand resolution to

K8 1.323 V1) Aesthetic
perception

Dther more consonant intervals, aug-

nented fourth to a minor s-ixth.



1. The Elements Mu.

1 Texture

Harmony and Tonali

COURSE GOALS

1.322 Chords

The student knows the .ntervallic con-
struction of major, minor, diminished
and augmented triads (e.g., built in
thirds, major trial consisting of major
third below n. minor third

The student known the functions of the
tonic chord. (e.g., sufficient accompani-
-ment for certain rounds, pentatonic
tunes, and numerous songs ; a tonal
center, a beginning and ending harmony).

The stndont known the ns of key
si scales, and primary triads
in any key (e.g., hey setting, suffi-
cient melodic and harmonic material for
most simple folk songs and
menu).

The student knows the terminology associ
ated with scale degrees and. chords built
upon them (e.g., tonic, super-tonic,

mediant, sub-dominant, dominant, sub-
mediant, leading tone).

The student know; the quality and con--
struction of each triad in the scale
(e.g., tonic: major; super-tonic: minor;
leading-tone: diminished).

The student knows ways that the quality
of a chord adds color to the harmoniza-
tion of a melody (e.g., uses of second-
ary triads, sharp dissonance of leading
tone)

The student is able to add thirds to
basic triads to form seventh chords,
ninth chords, etc., in conventional
harmony.

P33
P39

P42

P67

II i.riu

(C Harmony
(V1 ) Ansthotic

pence }t'

(c) Harmouy

(V1) Acsthe'-.1c

perception

(C) Harmony

(c) Melody

(C ) Harmony

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

Harmony
(C) Melody

(C Harmony
(vi) Mastery -

virtuosity



1, The raemchts of Music

l.3 Textqrr,

Harmony and Tonality

24.

COURSE GOALS

1 32 cilerds (cont.

The student knows that a change of har-

mony usually occ,ins at points of accent

when the melody :indicates a different

chordal structure,

The student is able to analyze melodic
cues and supply a chordal structure for

a melody.

The student knows how the concept of
chords has changed in the past century
(e.g., from being triadic constructions

to being any combination of tones).

PII3 la
P62

IUH 10i- la

3a

( ) Harmony
(c) Melody

(0 Harmony
(C) Molody

(vi) Creativity

(c) Harmony

(C) Style



The 1:_emen- or
Textdre

A. mony and Tonality

1

MUSIC

rd Pro_ ssions

The student knows that seventh chords
set. dp dynamic tension that demands

revolution through choM progression.

The s 1( knows the haTmonic functions
as with progression of primary
and secondary triads, sevenths, ninths,
etc. (e.g., retention of common tones,
conventions of voice leading, contrary
motion in bass line, avoiding parallel-
ism).

The student knows the meaning of terms
associated with the functions of chords
in progression (e.g., root position,
inversions, suspension, appogiatura,
passing tones, pedal point, open and
closed positions

The student knows reasons for the em-.
ployment of other semi-tones within and
between choid. progressions (e.g.,
chromnL aiterations, altered chords,
chrom' passing and neighboring tones,
modulations).

The student is able to distinguish
chords, chord functions and alterations
and intrachordal functions in musical
context.

U H

U H

U H

U H

U H

K7
K8

K6

K7

K1

Ky
K8

P33
1:445

la

la

la

la

2.21

6.12

).12

2.21

6.12

1.325

5.12

2.21

6.12

(C) harm.

(V1) -l\-:-(-2:1'1(;1:-Iion

1[4rmony

(VI AonthoLi

p1 rcop t, i on

Harmony,

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

(C ) Harmony

Vi Aesthetic
perception

(C Harmony
(V1 ) Aesthetic

.perception



1 ilernents of Music

Hf.trmony and TonaAity

COURSE GOALS

26.

Laderces

The student Irmows that -, coiTositi_oh

section or phrasc, nshplly ends with
codence.

1 Ki:'

K

la 1. 51 (C) ddrmony

(C:)

The student knows there are severs!.

types cfl. chdenoc (e.g., perfect nuthen-

tic, perfect plagai, half, deceptive).

The student is ;Thic to distinguish pia-
gal, authentic, half and deceptive
cadences in musical context.

1

U

U H

-K:'

K

K5

Pis-iiili

P1!5

la

iS. 5a

(c) dhrmony

(vi) AcstheLie
prsrorTLi(0,

((i) WirmmiN

(Vi : Aestliciti

perception

The 6tudent knows the functions of spe-
cial cadential chords (e.g.. second

inversion toni,', augmented sixth chords )

H K7 la I (C,i Harmony
(C ) For

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

The student is able to distinguish
special cadential chord functions in
the context of music (e.g., second in-
version tonic. augmented sixth chords).

H FT'i

P45
la 5a (C) Harmony

(C) Form

(V1) Aesthetic
perception



I. The I'icments of Musie
TextlirQ

HarmohY qmi Tonality

COURSE GOALS

Modulation

The student knows that modulation is a
change of key thro chord progression
within a composition.

The student, knows that modulation is
used for contrast in a composition:
change of tonnlity, emphasis of form,
harmonic variety).

The student knobs how secondary and
special cadential chords function as
pivotal chords for modulation.

The student is able to identify modula
tion when it occurs in A musical context

27,

P31
P33

(C) Harmohy

Aentipti.
pereption

0!) Mu rinony

(VI) AosLheLic

Harmony
Aesthetic
perception

(C) Harmony

(V1) Aesthetic
perception



MUSIC

1. The Elements of Music
1.3 Texture

COURSE GOALS

l ol.yri or, tl- i y and _nalit

The student knows that poly tonality is U H K2 la (C ) Hamm:
the simultaneous occurrence of more than
one tonal center.

(C) Tonality

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

T e student knows that music is atonal
when jt has no discernible tonal center.

U H K2 la (C) Harmony
(C) Tonality

(il) Aesthetic
perception

The student is able to recogIii ze depar-

tures from traditional tonality that are

considered ator,a1 (e.g., in the music of
Stravinsky and Hindemith, New Music ) .

U H P33
P41

1)44

P47

la 5a (C) Harmony

(C) Tonality

(V1) Aesthetic

perception

rhe student knows the kinds of ',1nal

relationships that may exist in tonal
music (e.g., contains voice movement

relationships, continual change in tonal
centers, other relationships such as
twelve -tone system

U H K3 Harmony
(C ) Tonality

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception



1. V:o iA.,:Tients of

MUSIC

_

The student iinuws the location and use
of iviint and uon-print materials relat-
inr. to mlwical eloments: Timbre (e.g.,
card entallr,: Songs Ballad; Folksongs;
Musioal ftstrnments: Ttzs music; Area
and Bultd;ng Audio-71sual Catalogs:
"Music. Vooal", "Music, instrumental"

keader's Guide: Instru--

mental Music).

The stunt known that the properties of
sound ineJude pitch, intensity, duration
and timbre .

The student, knows that timbre is the
disti=ncive quality of tone produced by

kr,iven medium as a result of its par-
ticular acoustical and mechanical char-
acterizties (e.g., material used to
generate tone, shape and temperature of
object or material producing tone, meth-
od used to generate tone)

The student As able to ddstinguish the
characteristic timbre of major instru-
mental groups (e.g., wind, string,
vocal, electronic, and percussive).

The student is able to associate timbre
with its source (e.g., wood, metal,
skin, glass, paper).

The student is able to describe timbre
through use of metaphorical descrip-
tions (e.g., shiny, dull, spooky,
happy, rough, smooth).

The student knows that different tone
color is produced by different combina-
tions of timbres.

1.63

0') lri es

(vi) ntpLi

((!) ;;ound

(V1) Aesthetic

peruTtion

(C) Tone

(C) Tone

(V1) Aeothetic

percept-Joh

_(C) Tone

(V1) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Tone

(V1) Creativity

(V1) imaginative-
ness

(C) Tone

(11-1) Aesthetic

perception
(v1) Creativity



1. The Eleme is of Music

i0

1.4 Timbre t.)

aspects 1 U H K2 la
2a

To no

ily-mholn

The s dent kn ,,, that various
of timbre are indicated on a musical
score (e.g., violin pizzicato, cymbal
choke, piano oustainirig pedal



'.:.lements of Music

1.;; T7:t

31.

1.)11 :-

Ttic-, st;,icl,` now; Lilt vocal timbre is

ill 0(1 a.- soprano, alto, tenor and
bass.

1 U 10 la (C) Tone

Tip- student knows that each vocal t.imhre
classifioation has its own characteris-

qualiLy.

1 U K.3

M.,

in (C) Tone

(111) Aesthotic

pereepLif)n

Tiw student is pith-. to distinguish one
vocn Hmhre from another.

.1 U 11 P33

P115

la 5a (C) Tone

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

The student knows those moods which U H K3 la 1.63 (C.) Tone
particular timbres are traditionally
regarded as best suited to express.

KB ba (V1) Aesthetic

perception

The student Knows that each vocal
timbre has an approximate range.

I U H K3

Kb

la

The student knows ways in which quality
within each range or vocal. ciassifica-
tion may vary (e.g., dramatic soprano,
lyric soprano, mezzo soprano).

.

U 11

.

K3

K7

la (C) Tone

.

.

.



1. The Rlements of Musicc

1.14 Timbre

MUSIC 32.

COURSE COALS

1.42 Instrumental

I U H K7

K8

la (C ) Tone

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

The student knows ways in which tone is
produced by various instruments (e.g.,

vibrating strings, vibrating air col-
limns).

The student knows that different instru-
mental timb:,s may be generated from a
single source (e.g., string instrument:
bowed, scraped, plucked).

P I U H K9

K7

K8

Tone

The student knows ways that instrumental U H K7 la (C) Tone qualit:
timbre may be changed (e.g., muting K8

The student is able to distinguish muted U H P33 la 5a 1.63 Tone
sounds in music. P145 4.23

Phe student knows ways that instruments U H K5" la 1.63 (C) Tone
are grouped in ensembles to produce a
variety of timbre (e.g., families,
choirs, solos).

the student knows the characteristic I U H

K7
K8

K3 la

4.23

(C ) Tone

sounds of orchestral instrument families
(e.g., string, woodwind, brass, percus-

K6 1a (V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
Bien).

the student knows the basic classifica- P I U H K5 la (C) Tone
'ions 'of percussion instruments (e.g.,.

nembrane, wood, metal).

he student knows the characteristic
munds of individual orchestral instru-
nents (e.g., trumpet, violin, snare

I U H K3

K6

la. (C) Tone .

(V1) Aesthetic

perception
[rum, alto flute)

The student knows the characteristic P I U H K3 la (C) Tone
;ounds of contemporary folk instruments

;e.g., guitar, ukelele, recorder).
K6 (V1) Aesthetic

perception



Mr.-,11C

1. The Elements of Music
1.11 Timbre

33.

1.42 Instrumental Cont.)

The student knows, the characteristic
sounds of ethnic instruments (e.g.,

mbira, steel drum, sitar').

The student knows the characteristic
sounds of instruments of different
historical periods in common use today
Olarpsichord, viol cla gamba, Baroque
trumpet, shawm).

(C Tone
(V1 AesLheLic

perception

T,m0

0/1 Aesthetic
perception

The sLudenl, knows the approximate ranges
of major instruments.

The student knows the relationship of
the range of an instrument to it size
(0.g.,violin, double bass, E-flat alto
saxophone, baritone saxophone).

The student knows that the organ is able
to simntate orchestral sounds.

The student knows the terminology used
Car the (Aassifientions of pipe lengths
on a pipe or electronic organ (c.g.,
8', 2', 1(: ').

Tho student knows the characteristic
sounds of keyboard instruments (e.g.,
piano, spinet, harpsichord, organ)

The student knows the ways tone is pro-
duced In different keyboard instruments
(e.g., in a harpsichord a tangent
plucks a string).

The student knows that any musical in-
strument may be electrically amplified.

(C) Tone
(V1) Aesthetic

perception



MUSIC

1. The Elements of Music
1.4 Timbre

34.

COURSE GOALS

1.42 Instrumenta(Cont.

The student knows that musical sounds
can be synthetically produced by elec-
tronic means.

I U H _7 la 3.7

The student knows that timbre can be
manipulated electronically by means of
a computer.

the student knows that a synthesizer is
an electronic instrument for generating

sounds.

the student is able to construct self-

U H

I U H

U H

K7

K2

P35

la

la

la 5a 'i.7

iesigned sounds on a synthesizer. P67 6a 6.1

P78 6.5

Tone

Tone

Tone

Tone



SIC

1. The Elements of Music
1-h Timbre

COURSE GOALS

1.)1 3 Environinental

The student knows ways in which sounds
can be Produced with environmental'ob-
jects (e.g., strumming, plucking, ratt-
linu. rubbing, shaking, striking).

The student is able to distinguish be-
tween tonal (regular vibrations) and
non-tonal (irregular vibrations) timbres
in his environment-

The student is able to match an environ
mental sound with its source.

P

P 1 P33
P45

P44

5a

5a

(C Tone

Paw!



MUSIC
3

1.5 Structure

1 U H

1 U H

I U H

U H

U H

1 U H

H

K

K7
K8

K7

K3

ICE

K5
K6

K8

K7
K8

la

la

la
3b

la
7a

la

la

3c
4c
4d

la

1.2
1.32

.

7.0

musical
(VI ) inquiry

_ Melody
Form

vorm
Mel,-)dy

(V1 Aesthetic
percWAcm

(C) litruc_

011) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Form
(C) Culture

(V1) Aosthetto

percepitior

(C) Unity
(C) Variety
(C) Form

(111) Aesthetic

perceptior

(C Form
(Vl Aesthetic

perceptior

The student knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials related
to structuxe of music (e.g. card
catalog: "Music - Analysis - Apprecia
tion"; Reader's Guide: "Music - In-
structional Study"; Subject Guide_to
Books in Print: "Music - TheorflAre.a_

and Building A -V Catalogs: "Music -
Composition," "Music, Form.")

The student knows that melody (or mel-
odic subject matter) determines allodum
expressive contingencies in form:
rhythm, harmony, balance, tonality,
mood.

The student knows ways in which a theme
(melody) is developed or varied (e.g.,
harmonic change, key change, melodic
inversion, retrograde, rhythmic change,
textural variety, timbre, fragmentation)

The student knows those structural grin-
ciPles and concepts common to all art
(e.g., unity and variety, balance,
tension and release).

The student knows ways in which forms of
music vary among cultures (e.g., prim-
itive - modern - Oriental - Western).

The student knows that repetition, con-
trast and variation are used to achieve
unity and variety in music.

The student knows ways in which tension_

and release may be expressed in music
(.e.g.',

dissonance-consonance, suspen-
sion-resolution, tonality),



L. The Elements of Music

COURSE COALS

;,11ISIC 37

1. Strnctur (Cant

Thestudnt knows the means by which
tension and release may he achieved in
mum (e.g., dynamics, tempo, timbre).

1.11 (c) Vertu

t.6 (vi Aesthetic
PC rception

The student knows the common descriptive
terminology of musical structure (e.g.,
repeat sins :n first ending,
second ending).

The student, is able to recognize formal
structure in the context of music which
he reads or hears.

P

U If 5a

) Form
) :;ywho

(C) FOrin

(n) Anl.hoLic
perovLion



1. The Elements of Music
1.5 Structure
1.51 Elements of l''orm

COURSE GOALS

N SIC 38.

1.511 Not and Figure

The student knows that the note is the P 1 U H G2 la 1.11 ,_

most elemental unit of form. K2 2.0

The student knows the smallest function
unit of form is the combination of, two
or more notes {figure, motif

P I U H 1(3 la (C) VO T1

The student knows ways in which notes
may form a figure: by being repeated
or by moving up or down.

P I U H 1C la 1.2 (C) Melody

(C) Form

The Student is able to use notes t cre- P I U H P67 la 5a, 6.1 (C) Fo!:
ate figures 6a (C) Melody

The student knows that a figure may be-
come material for imitative treatment
and/or development.

I U H 1C7 la. 6.1 (C) Form
(C) Melods!



MUSfC

Fir

1.51 Elements or [arm

iii

.1.512 ltirase

The student knows that a phrase is a P I U It K2 la 1.:--' (r I Helod:
croup or notes Coming a unit of melody. 1.5IJ 0:' '.'nrin

Phe student knows win in which a musi-
cal hrage may he ,-nmpared to a language

i '-KS la

--11)

5. (c) Form

ki ) Aesthetic:
phrase e.r., articulation punctua- perception
Lion),

Elie student is nble to respond kinesthe P I P41 la 5a (n) vurn
Lealiy to musieal phrases, P72 (C) Movement

(vi) Aesthetie
perception

The student is able to employ his under- P TUH F67 la 5a 5.2 (C) Form
taildinr or tire phrase in singing or

-ilaying a musical composition.
P78 5a (V1) Mastery

virtuosity

'he student. knows that an ostinato is a
insical phrase reiterated in the same
robe at the so; i pitch.

I U H K2 ILa 1.501 (C) .Form

(C) Texture

In' student knows wnys in which musical
heases are marked (e.g., curved line,

P I U _ ici

K2

_a (i ) Form

'ermata, rest, comma).

1, student knows that the way to trans-
arm a melodic pattern or phrase into a
elodie sequence is to repeat the pat-
ern at higher or lower pitches than its
riginal placement.

I U H x8 la 1.2 (C) Form

(C) Melody

rJ

ii

fi

m

t
Q



MUSIC

1. The Elements of Music
1.5 --ructuxe

1.51 Elements of Fol,

COURSE GOALS

1.513 Period

I U H K2

K3

la 1.512 InThe student knows that phrases may be
combined to form periods.

The student knows that a period contains
an antecedent and consequence phrase.

U H K3 _ Von Gn



1. The Elements of Mu
J. structure

41

COURSE GOALS

le Forms

The student knows that structural sec-
tions such as introduction, interlude
and eoda are common to many forms.

The student is able to recognize speci
IC forms in music (e.g., AB, ABA, song
allegro, theme and variations, rondo)

The student knows music literature
resentative of each of the simple forms
(e.g., passacaglia - "Passacaglia and
Fugue in C minor," J. S. Bach).

The student knows that free formcompo-
sitions (e.g. fantasia, rhapsody) have
no standard form.

The student knows folk and ethnic dance
forms (e.g., polonaise, mazurka, taran-
tella, kolo).

U H

PIUH

U H

U H

K3
K5

P33
P41

la 5a 4.23

P44
P47

K5
1(6

la

K2
K3

la

K1
K5

la

"(a

(C ) Vol m

(C) StruOmiT,

on
(V1 ) Aesthe .1(

perception

(C

(V1 AeM-,het ic

laJr(!epLioll

room
(C) CujiAirr,

(V1) AesaoLi
1 n



1. The Elements
1.7 Structure
1. _-aTie Forms

sic

MUSIC

COURSE GOALS

1.,71 'No-part Song

P 1 U H

1 U H

-P

P33
P41
POI

P45

la

la 5a

(C) loon',

Form

The student knows the structure of the
simple two-part song form (AB).

The student is able to recognize con-
tract in simple two-part song form (AB).



1. The Elements of Music
1 Structure

Simple Forms

MUSIC 43.

COURSE GOALS

1.922 Three-part Song

The student knows the structure
simple three-part song form (ABA

the

The student is able to recognize con-
trash in simple three-part song form
(ABA.

The !7_1dent is able to distinguish two-

part from three -part 'song form in simple
songs.

The student knows that simple forms
be entire compositions or movements
within compound form compositions (e.g.,
theme and variations - sonata

The student knows ways in which a com-
poser uses tonality to create tension
and release in simple and compound forms.

P33
P41
P414

P45

P33
P45

(C) Form

(v1) Aesthetic
Ise rception

(C) Form

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(C ) FOrm

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

Form
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

Form
(C) Tonality

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception



1. The Element Music

1.5 Structure
1.52 Simple Forms

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC 44

3 Fugue

The stud-nt knows that the fugue may be
part of L larger composition (e.g.,
symphony, oratorio, suite)

I U H 1.5
_
,)f-m

(V1\ A-:!th,:tic

percectinn

The student knows that- a fugue is con-
posed in contrapunta style.

I U If K3 (=) Form

:;1,,,b,

(VI) AeH.h,.qdc

pr,re,Ttifm

The student RflOWS that the texture of a
fugue usually consists of three or four
voices.

1 U
.,

li L.J.3 I.orm

(c) ;;i. -1.

J AcAhH,ic
purccpLiou

The student knows that the subject in a
fugue is imitated by each voice as it
enters.

The student is-able to distinguish
imitative material from non-imitative
material in the fugue.

I U H

L1 H

K

K7

11-

MI5
la 5a

1.31

1.31

Form
ftylc

VI) Astheti
percept,

(C) Form

(C) U.:1,de

(VI) Aesthetic:

p rcepti,c A



!.

- Hev-n!_ t Wasic

11 my)]. rrnr,

COURSE GOALS

1.',11 rlissanqglia

I U H

I Ti II

K3

K7

p3-1

P4)

la

1.8. 5a

!I

T:,x1.;:f.

111111.y

Vai'l

(V] Aest.mc4.1c

percepLion

(+:) Vorm

0') ToxIIJ.

(VI) A,.,;; C,' I r, it

percepticq.

The ,:llidQni, knows that the unifying

factor of the passacaglia is the ostin-
ito.

The :i'.ildent 's ablo to distinguish the

o:-..tinalo from the other texture in a

passueng1H..



TtarT, Elomemts of Muslc

Ktrl)cnure

I,e

COURSE GOALS

Themo and Vnriatiens

I U H

I U H

K
Ky

P3:3

It

la

la 5a

(in !.'io.rn

( V 1 , i\i',

!,-m'eptimm

(JH Form
(',./I I f ,,C,:',L1;1. s I.: V

nrirropLin

Tho :-Judomt hnows those musical elements

lhat are varied in lhe theme and varia-
tion form (e .,, ., key change , rhythmic
change, tempo chani.c).

The student is able to distinguish be-
twen a theme it its variations.



MUSIC

of wale
Struoi-,um

31 mple Vorms

The flimdord, know:; thal, rondo form in-

etndeu a ecurrinr principal theme or

fleeLion uenarnted by sections or inde-
pendent mnterial.

The student Is able to distlnguish the

there or a rondo from the see-
Lions of .!ndependeut material.

1. U

H

K3

133
Pb

la

la 5a

1.(itm

ri.,rc(mLion

(C)

i!(-3 rCep tj i



1. The Eleillelits of Music

1. aruetur
1.52 flimpie For=

COURSE GOALS

1.527 Minuet and Trio

Thr- student knows that the minuet and
trio are in ternary form.

The student knows that the minuet and
trio are in triple meter.

The student is able to distinguish the

principal sections of the minuet and
trio form.

1J Ii

IJ U

U H

K

la

1'33 la
ph5

5a

: !T,

( V 1 A

(U)

(V1' A-LH!Wic

)

(VL AOldinfio

pererTLI,M



The 1,:lements of Music

Ftrneture
5;7 flJ rnjio 10 rn

COURSE GOALS

MUSJC

I.5PK March

U if 'Ic'; la (C) l'orm

(V1) AestlielJ

hereopLioh

ThP tudent knows thal the march may he
in ternary form.

The sLadent knows uses of marches (..f.,,
funerat . pageant, military, .ceremony).

1 U H Ky la

7n,

.- Form

( ) Cull,urr,

(Vi Acslheti(.

percepti oil

Ille studonL is ntio to respond physica,-

ly to thQ boat, or pulse of a march.
PlUli Oa

PYP

la 5a
.', loorm

(C) Movement



1,A(101--;L that the nrInata-

v lied n to three

t!,0 tion developw
raid recq!. i;n:tition

The tudci.. It.nown that exposition in the

nata-alAwro form unually contnThs two
eontrantinr tomes.

IL ho ; in able to tipdi be-
tween the ntritment of themes and their

develcvpnt in the soneta-alleffo form.

The student in able to follow tonality
in the -,;onata-Allor:ro form (e .K.,

t1irnpr) conventional patterns of tonic-

dominantrolationships, modulation in
development, recapitulation in the

tonic!).

The student known the difference between

the simple first-movement nonata-
allegro form and the compound, four
movement sonata form.

ii

U it I K3

H P33
Y41

U J K5

i. a

la

1

la

5a

5a

CIL ) Ti

on

Vocm

(C) Melody

(VI) AcnthetIc

perception

(C) Voln

(C) Meto4
(V1) Aesthetic

perception

(C) ['arm

(Cs; TonalitN

(V1 ) esthetic

perception

(C) Form

(V1) Aesthetic

perception



TL( ilements of Music

COURSE GOALS

MN IC

Conn d forms

Tin student knows that a compound form II H K:1;-' la (m )

I, created by combinations of simple

forms or parts (movements).
K---1

K8

The stutb--.,, knows ways in which a com-

pnror'r. c;1-" of movements in ,-0InrcrInd
H la CI

(i. iinj; ',1,,i
Co yn:-; i'Ql.3 evn: the need for unity and
variet, (e .r,= , tempo, key relationships,
mood).

. slariet:,,,

(V1; ./,,,--,1.10-t ic.

porooptHn

The student knows ways in which the
text of a vocal compound form influences

the sequence of the see' ons (e.g.,

chorus-solo. reoitLive-aria).

I.. K4

KR
la (C) Vorp

VI) AnL:LhoLiy

perooption

'rho student knows the period of music

hi:!,ory when each compk:nuAl form was in

most common use among composers.

H K6 1a

3a

_,.0 (C) Vorm

The student knows music literature rep-

resentative of each compound form (e.g.,
".SymphonN in C minor," Beethoven).

U H K5

K6
1a (c ) 1,01111

(VJ ) Aesthetic

oereeption

The studeut is able to dintinguish among
various compound forms.

H P--13

IAI-5

la 5a i,(:) Yonm

(V1) Aesthetic

perception



A. 4 Thr,' j,;1!0nts of Music
L ' :!t r;-1-.11H72

Compound forms

The F-; t 1-.,1 la I.. the solo sonata
ji; the bls L &Jive of' 1 nstrunental
-nsemhte-N7, symphony :zonata,
quarto .

Ia
VI. I tw.H.hi-_,Lic

prcfmtioti



The VIcmonts of Music
;itrueture

Compound forms

COURSE GOALS

2 Concerto

The student knows that a concerto is us-
ually a three-movement symphonic form
for solo and orchestra.

The sthd.e. knows that a concerto is a
composition in which a solo instrument

performs in contrast to the orchestral
te)Aure.

The student is able to distinguish in
corcerto the successive treatment of

themes by the solo instrument and the
orchestra.

The student knows that in a concerto the
cadenza functions as a solo technical

The student knows the difference between

a solo concerto Ind concerto grosso.

1,11)SiC

(C) or
(VI) A,T,Lh,q.1,.

mrcppfjon

(c. ) 1 n cm

(vt)
pQrooid mr!

(V.I. ., A!

per cc.i t. 1 on

(C) For

(C) :111:0

(V1) Aer.theAly

erccH '. on



1. The Elements of uaic
1.5 :structure

1.53 Compound form

COURSE GOALS

1.533 Suite

U H K2

K3

la .j Vorm

(V1 Aesthetic
peke ptim

The student knows that an 18th century
dance suite is an instrumental form con-

sisting of a number of standardized
dance movements in the same key (e.g.,

allemande, courante, sarabande, bouree,
gigue).

The student knows ways in which the 19th H K5 la 3.3 Form
century orchestral suite differs from
the 18th century dance suite (e.g.;

standard sequence, key relationship ):

3a 3.5 (C) tyle

V1 Aesthetic

perception



-1. The l'aements of Musio

1-uyturc

Compound form

COURSE GOALS

Song cycle

MULI1U

The sLudeni, knows tllat a song cycle is

a compound Corm consisLirg of songs re-
lated in thought, and character.

0.! )

VI At 1.H

,



1. The Elements of Music

1.5 Structure

1.53 Compound

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC 56.

1.535 Cantata

The student know that a cantata is a
composite vocal form, religious or secu-

lar, consisting of several movements

such as arias, recitatives, and choruses

The student is able to distinguish the

oratorio from the sacred cantata by its
greater length and narrative character.

H

U H

K2

K3

P33
p45

1.5

(C) Form

(vi) Aosthetio

perception

(C) Form

Style

AentheLic

perception



v. ttti1 k)i

coitii-q)Iiiid

57.

.36 Oratorio

The student knows that an oratorio is an U It K2 la (C) rorm
extended composite vocal form with lib-

vett° of a religious or contemplative
naLurr.

K3 (V1) Aesthetic

pereeptirc

The student knows representative ora- H K la (C) Vorm
toric:1 (e.g., The Messiah Handel;

)1ijah - Mendetssohn; Baishazzar's
1<6 (VI) Aesthetic

perception
Feast - Walton .

Phe student linovo the para-liturgical

function of tile oratorio form.-
11 K7 la (C) rerm

(vi) AestImLic

perception



1. 'ThElements of Music
1.5 Structure

1.53 Compound form

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC

1.537 Mass

__ K5 la 1.536 -. 1, Form

(C) Stylo

Vi Aesthetic

perception

The student knows the differences be-
tween the Mass and oratorio (e.g., use

of liturgical text).

The student Knows the general religious
meaning of the various sections of the
Mass (e.g., Offertory, Communion ) .

H K2 ]a

7a

(C) Form

(V1) Aesthetic

peroeptton

The student knows the function of the H K7 la (C) Form
Ordinary (unchanging part) and Proper
(changing part) of the Mass.

7a

The student is able to distinguish be- H P33 la 5a 1.32 (C) I'ortrt
tween a 16th century polyphonic Mass and P45 3a 1.33 (C) Texture

a later homophonic Mass. 3.2 (C) Style

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception



Hi tl!',ont,:l
:4.rtwl.111.0

rcitmi

COURSE GOALS

1. rAhers

The M,ndont know; wayo in which compound
forms may comblrw and expand upon fea-
tures of sircao fo rms (e.g., tone poems,
oyeLiefa r()mns, medleys, reprials, sec-
tionaJ C4nLasier).

K3
K7

V()

f(7',

(vi ) Ar



1.511 Combined __-t, Forms
---

The student knows ways in which music is F 1 _ H K2 la (C) Form

combined With other art forms as an in- K 3a (c) Cult!we

tegra3 part, accompanied, or background
(e.g., Opera, ballet, operetta, Broadway
milaia1_, liturgieal drama, film sound

track).

K7 (V1' Aesthetic
perception

The student Rnewn the function of Ule
orchestra in combined art forms (e.g.,

opera, ballet).

U H K7 la (C) Form
(V1) Aesthetic

perception

The student knows representative works U H K5 la (C) Form

and composers of the combined art forms
(e.g. , opera, ballet, musical, operetta )-

Jc6 3a (/1) Aenthotio
perception



test rS.S,..!

COURSE GOALS-

1.:)11 'pern

N H

N H

1 N H

IF I N H

H

U I

I U H

1 U H

El-

I.

K3

K7

l-i

Kd

K5

KY

K7

K3
K7

3b

la

3a

la

la.

3a
'(a

la

la

la
7b

la

7.1

7.1

N: ' in,:tu.ccer,

mosmtal
(C) CILH:crai

VI ) irdu 1 ny

,

(C) 1...irm

on
percept ion

(c.) !U-iim

(C) Culture
0: ) pjeol ogy

(c) Form

(1/1 Aesthetic
.

percep t ion

(C) Form
(c) Md ody
(C) =.ityle

(V1) Aesthetic
,.perception

(C) Form

(C) Form
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

The student known tk- 1.0(.atinp and 1_1:1e,7,

c):: print and in priml, materials rolated
to '..11(' .`r'iII 1 rit'. I art:, Corm of opera (0 .u. . .

;-oadet's_ iulde: operntie l'nocithtd op and
I. )p:/- :;-,;?-iirime,: ti i

c n I n i n g :
T I

Fnc-,ciel'edia of 1ho
!vera: Ariri el' Philding Audio-VI:In/1i
L'nfaloc::: Fl. hecords: "Operas.")

in student knows that an opera is drama
or:Mined wi t music.

ihc lt,dont known tho elements of pro-
luctiiqi in opera (e.g., staging, costum-
lug, fiance. music).

Phe Andent knows. :=Inhject matter sources

'rum which operas are created (e.g.,
'olki one. H.m.,10;, drnma, social and
oliticai events).

he student Rub differences 'between
he types of opera (e.g.,- grand opera,
wora buffo, comic opera, light opera ) .

'he student know:-, that the leitmotiv is
short rigure, melody or a progression

I harmony of particular character which
used to describe characters, objects,

dean and situations which are essential
o the InC of an opera.

he student knows that the function of
Ice librettist is to provide the corn-

loser with a not of words setting forth
he notion of the story in such a form
hat the composer may set these words
o music.

he student knows the characteristics
nd function of various song forms used
n opera (aria, chorus, recitative).



1. The Mlements of Music
1.5 Structure

-bined Art Forms

COURSE GOALS

1.511 CUpera (font .

H

U H

U H

U H

H

K5

K7

K7

P33
r45

K3

in

3a

la

la

la

3a

5a 1.536

Form
(V1) AestAeLl,

percepLion

vCo [1,

(V1) ,[0-!;1 hokip

r erc tr

Form

(C ) Form

(V1 ) AestheLic

perception

Form
Uyle

(V1 ) Aesthetic .

perception

The student knows ways that musical
drama differs from drama (e.g., exalt-
geration of dramatic action, slow ac-
tion, use of recitative).

The student knows the functions of the
overture in opera (e.g., providing
thematic exposition, setting the mood,
creating a quieting effect before the
work begins).

The student knows that the opera over
tune may be used as concert music.

The student is able to distinguish
opera from oratorio.

The student knows the stylistic char-
acteristics of opera from different
historical periods (da capo aria -
Baroque, leitmotif, Romantic). .
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L. Tbe of Music
:-trn.cture

.` eohined Art Forms

COURSE GOALS

03.

l.')/, 1w1let.-

U Ii

I U H

1 1 U 11

IT

1 U H

1 U H

I Ti H

_-,'6

K1

K:i

K3

K8

K6

K8

Kl

KY

KY

3h

la
'),a

la

3a,

7a

la
'--qJ,-
-a

la

la
7b

la.

J
-)a

The Andent knowa the location and use
of print and non-print materials related
to Ihe collwdned nrt form of ballet e.g,
koader's cluide: "Ballet."Moving Pic-

-. ,,-
c;7 paPse r iim s, Chorcograpb:";

Area and Bonding Audio-Visual Cntalogs:
Motion ilthre Films, "Ballet"; 'Period-

Urgice Magazine; Ballet Toda','.)

1,1he student knows that ballet ir a the-
atrical dance form employing costumes,
scenery or(' muaio, but without singing
ar speaking .

rho student knows subJeet mattes sour-

!es, from which ballets arc created (e.g.
rolklore, stories, social and political
-vents).

lic student knows nationalistic influ-
)noss lhat contributed. to tho develop-
m:n1 aid performince of ballet e.g.,
waaihn composers and performers .

he student knows common terms pertain-
mm' to hal1mt performance (e.g., hailer-
na, corps de ballet, parrdl deux,
dr-01101.

he student knows that the function of
be choreographer in the production of
ballet is to create the dance move-

lents which are to be an integral part
f the performance.

he student knows purposes for which
allot has been used in contemporary
oat cal theatre such as Oklahoma and
est Hide Utory.

musi C :1 I

(VI) InquJ FV

(C ) Verm
C C ), lt !Ivo

(11 I ] r:,o

(c ) or
([.) fo;;Lf..

) co 1 Lure

1'or.

(v1) Aesthetic
hercentiou

(r.) luurri

(( ) P)rm

V1) Acathotio
perception



MUSIC

The Elemen Music_

arueture
1.54 Combined art forms

1.543 Musical and gperetta

I U H

U H

K3

P45

la
3a

la 5a

Form
(c) Style

(1/1 ) Aesthetic

pereoptIon

(C) Form
(C) Sule

(V1) Aesthetic
percepLion

----

The student knows the characteristics of
the operetta (musical) of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries (e.g., theatri-
cal piece of light and sentimental char-
acter, popular style, singing, dancing).

The student is able to compare charac-
teristics of the operetta (musical) and
the opera (e.g., spoken dialogue - reoi-
tative ) .



Tne Mements 0C Mu:-7-.1n

1.5 'Ar._loture

1.511 Combined art forms

COURSE GOALS

1,144 Others

Students 7n0uld knn the location and
use of print and non-print materials
related to h combination art form of
liturf-rionJ drama (e.g., Books in Print:

hrnme, "Mysteries and
Mirani lays ' Area and Building Audio-
Visuml Catalogs: "Mystery Plays.")

The student kJ-lows that liturgical drama
I s mod ea] drama based upon Biblical
narratives.

The studnnt know:; ways in which the
Uturgical drama influences opera
(combination of music and drama).

ft K6 31)

)
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1

Thk-

in

hat

Th

thr

is

T i

LiL

Thu

cat

COURSE GOALS

MUEIC

on on

I U H

U II

U H

KG

Q

KG

K7

1W

2a

la

la
2a

! student known the location and 1:se
print and non-print materials rela-

i to mm c expression (e.g., card eat-
-Analysis, Appreciation':

liier'n dinjle: "Music Instruction
"Music - Electronic"; Area

i 9uildinft Audin-Visual Catalogs.

i_r-Analynis". "Music, Interpreta
m ." )

student: known that basic expression
msic is achieved through Interaction
the elements of rhythm, melody,
mony,and form.

ntudont knows ways in which expres
c markings and devices are used in
score to achieve the interaction of

Jo:al elements (i.e., increase,
entuate).

student knows there are expressive I U H K3 la 4.2
to:' in music that do not appear on
score (e.g interpretive subtle-

s and conventions that are learned,
uitivo factors).

student is able to interpret nota-
n appropriately in order to achieve
exPressive performance.

student knows the meaning of Italia

I U H

U H

P41

P42

_

in

Pa

in

5a

9.42

5.42

Li .23

ds which indicate expression in style
g., agitate, cantabile, legato, stae-
o, dolce, maestoso).

student knows the meanings of U H

K2

Kl

2a

2b

la

5.42

2.4
Ilan words that are used to modify
ressive terminology (e.g., ccn, poco,
n, al, mezzo, sotto, moito, sempre,

K2 La2-
Ph

, divisi, tlitti).

.1

(V1) inquiry

(VI ) In: Idiot

polvQpLif_)t

(0 FxprMlinn
(c) Symhol:;

(c) Expression

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

(c) Expression
(v1 ) sthetic

perception

(C) Exprension

(C) Symbols
(V1) Aesthetic

perception

Expression
Symbols

(V1 ) Aesthetic
perception



1. II O Homents or Music
I.0 iilxpressioh

COURSE GOALS

121j2ELTLILI

The student knows Mint dynamics is an
erpressive c=ement of music.

li U 1.:2 la (ii'l :!.,

(Aniiiiki

The student new that the perceived in-
tensity of sound is relative to tLe 1n
tensity of the surrounding sounds

.

rYhe student knows -factors that affect

I I U H

1 11 H K8

la

la 1.:'

C liitenslly

dynamics in music (0.g., number or prr- 3a -;.0 (Colhol:formers. his precedents, dircc-
tion of the melody).

(C) :itylf

(c) Melody
(V1) Aestbolir

perreplioh

The student knows the standard symbols I U H K2 la . 13 1 :',ymhot.-
,

C )
,

and expressions used for dynamics (e.g.,
crescendo, decrescendo ---< _7-'- ,

accent, diminuendo, fort0, piano).

2a 2.4 (C) intens:iy

(110un1

(Vi) hosthotii:

IWn!rpt,l(q.
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COURSE COALS

?he z-Auflent knows that tempo is an ex:-
pre5r;ive element in music.

Thc Studon I able to asnociate expres-
sve effects with changes in tempo.

stndent knows the meaning of Italian
which indicate tempo (e.g., andan-

, largo, nliegro, nresto, accelerando,
ritardan!--1m, fermata (), rubato).

I U H Kl

K2

(c) :1p(!cd

(C) :xpr

(C) Expresolon
(C)

(VI) Aesthetic
perception

(V1) Creativity
(V1 ) Imav;inati-.T.

neso

(C) UrLn
(C) peed

(V1) Aesthetic
perception



COURSE GOALS

1 il I(The ,..1.n,lo1l 1, knowr.; the sr,oc 11k101 that
;nay he mail- he t.ween -vn.ri ons 1, imbres n.nd 1c11
,-20 rt,n, 1 II exprenr.i ye requi remenLs i n tnn:Ii

r 1`.= . HbcP.1 Id a.i tit,,i ve gm:1.i i t.:., i, nimpet,
banon - htunor; tenor -

1

z, y.I!'man 1.i c).

'1'1,e ;ii,ti(lenI 1cnowr-4 war: i ii which the 1.0x- 11 II (' rou, 1 a r" I 'r L. er4
1.ii r i lir, et' v'l r i ono 1. iiiibrer: nA---m-tri bute,17, 1-,O

(-2Xprcr.F1i Ve e iTec I, in mur,:i e.

111(7` c7.101(tent know:: wayr', in which vibrato, II I; 1;5 1 a

(V I ) Ai ei,,,,

(I " (TI
11 rn pi d milin1,0 change 'ill pi Leh, ha t..n

VO e I: 17 e? 0 , C. qui ValeriL La 4 Change
(V.1 Ar!.11.114In Li mhre.
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/o:

dent knows that music can expressPIUH
s that saw not be expressible by
Pans.

02 la
lb

la

3c

(C) HxpressicT
(C) Mood

(V1) Aosthele
pc rt'fl IL i cl!:

(VI) Aesthetic
sensitivi

(V1) Creativity

dent knows that a composition may
stlitlective musical mewling (e.g.,

motions, ideas, illusion of timie.
n of space, illusion of infinity).

1 II Ii GP 18
lb

W) Mood
(C) is-:pross1

(V1) Aesthetic
poretipt i cqi

(V1 ..; ml i

(VT) Creativity
(U) DmirJh911--

ness

dent knows various compositional
which a composer may use to
ood (e.g.,, tempo, timbre, dynam-
rmonic effects, motif ) .

F I U H KB la
lb

6b,

(C) Mood

(C ) by:pi-cm s 1 -qi

(till Aesthetic

pomeption
(vi) Creatiyity

nt knows that the mood evoked in
tenor by a iomposition may be
nt from thw; which inspired its
a.

U H G la

lb

61)

(c) Mood

( C ) Exp l'esi on

(a) Aesthetic
perception

lent knows that the manner in I U H G2 la (c) Expression
sound is pe.rformed influences

sing the listener may perceive
K. 1a

4b

11) Aesthetic

perception
(111) Aesthetic

sensitivity

lent knows ways that musical corn-
is may create emotional expectan-
rulflllment (e.g., dissonance and
ice, abrupt coange, resolution,
nation).

P I U H

t/

K8 la
4a
)4b

3c (C) Mood
(C) Expression

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(V-1) Creativit

rr



The Elements of Music

COURSE GOALS

1.7 Mood (Cont.

C

The student knows that mood is almost
wholly subjective though there is some
agreement concerning the effects of cer-
tain compositional devices (e.g.; low
pitch associated with depth and dark
ness).

The student knows the meaning of musi-
cal term which denote humor in music
(e.g., scherzo, giocoso

The student knows compositional tech-
niques which express elements of humor
(e.g., combination of timbre, wide
voicing of chords, unconventional mel-
odic and rhythmic sequences).

The student knows elements of humor
which are-expressed by compositional
and performance conventions (e.g.,
surprise, incongruence, exaggeration)

Uii

T4

U

U li

KS

K2

K8

la

ha

4b

6a
6b

la

Pa

la

41)

6a
6b

la
4a
4b

5a

6a
6b

4.3

71.

Mood

Exprentilon

(VI ) Aest,heLic

perception

(C

(C

(c

(C

(V1

(vi

(e
(C

Mood
Expression

Mood
Nxprossion
Aesthetic
perception
Creativity

Mood
Expression
Aesthetic
perception



ading Musi ; (irient.tion

COURSE GOALS

2,Reading_Music (Orientation

MIMIC 72.

The student knows the location and use
of print-and non-print materials related
to reading orientation in music (e.g.,
card catalog: "Music-Analysis, Appre-
ciation", "Meter and Rhythm"; Reader's

Owde: "Musical Meter and Rhythin; Area

and Building Audio-Visual Catalogs:
"Music Reading", "Music, Pitch").

The student knows that the representa-
tion of music with symbols throughout
time has culminated in a standard nota-

tional system.

The student knows advantages that have
resulted from the development of a stan-
dard notation system for muai

The student knows conventions of manu-
script notation (e.g., symbols, spacing,
vertical alignment).

The student knows the function of sym-
bols of articulation (e.g., staccato,
slur, tenuto, accent, down bow).

The student knows that practice in de-
coding musical symbols usually results
in the ability to image sound.

The student knows that reading music
(other than a single melodic or rhythmic
line) requires simultaneous horizontal
and vertical visual orientation.

The student knows that reading music in-
volves the decoding of symbols of dura-
tion, pitch and expression.

Reourco,
musiord

(V1 ) Tnqui ry

Symbols

Self-
discipline
Initiative
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Reading Music

MUSIC

COURSE COALS

2.1 Rhythm

The student knows that rlNy-tlun is ihc P 1 U H K3 la 1,1 C) .AnyLhm

primary element in music that elicits K8 6a 14.2 (C) Movement

spontaneous physical response.
.

The student is able to identify, de- F 1 U H P1 la 5a 1.1 ((") Rhy-thm

scribe and distinguish among rhythmic
features in music he hears.

P33

P45

p66

4a 4.4 (vi) AenthEic
pereopLion

The student is able to relate free bodi- P I U P41 la 5a 1.1 khyLhm

ly movements to expressive and rhythmic P6'-; 3b 4.21 Movomeh1

features in music .g., eurhythmics). P72 Oa () Uxpressinn

PY9 (V1 ) C teat i v ii.y

(V1) ImminaLivi

(V1) Aer.theti.:

perception

The student is able to interpret through P I U P41 la 5a 1.1 (C) khythm

music or bodily response the rhythmic P65 31) 4.21 (C) Movement

patterns encountered in sight and sound. P72 ba (V1 ) 'Teativii,y

(V1) 1maFinaiv,
11C!S2

(VI) Aesthetic'
perception

The student is able to make definite P I U H P41 la 5a 1.1 Rhythm

physical responses (e.g., clapping,
finger snapping, swaying) to specific
features of rhythm (e.g., pulse, ac-
cent, meter, pattern).

P65
F72

ba _ Movement
(vi AesLheLio

perception

The student knows that each pulse may be
subdivided into long and /or short sounds,

The student is able to construct a

P I U H

1 U 11

K5

P65

la
d.

n,
c.

la 5a

1.12
1.14

1.14

Rhythm

(C ) Rhythm

metric system for music. P67 2a (C) tlymbols

(V1 ) CreaEivity

(V1 ) innovative

hess



Grientation)

COURSE GOALS

'1fl.o sis:debt i, ble to distinguish like
and unlike rhythm patterns from config-
urations of visual symbols.

.

The stddent is ihi to associ_ate meter
in musie with meter signatures and con-
ducting patterns.

The student in able to devise a system
for n Cat rig sound durations.

The student is ahlo to image a rhythmic
pattern and encode it in notation.

The rdent knows the conventional ways
music is rhythmically represented in
i-iotatiou (e.g., accents, nail t' beats,

bar Liner, sub-divisions of beats, time
signature, note and rests, tes)

11 ii

I it It,

LIR

1 II If

in

a

11)11 174

)4a

P06 la
P67 2a

la

2a

a
2a

5a

5a

5a

5a

1 117

1.1

Hhy

0

(VI) Ann 't
percn J.

(C) Nhyth
(C) CyH

(VI) Creti'.y
(V1) imarihnl..1v(*

I.V1) AorL,;(!'Lic



Reading Music (Orientation

COURSE COALS

MUSIC

2.2 Pitch

P I K2

K7

la

2a
2b

The student knows the conventions used
to denote intensity, highness and low-
ness of pitch (e.g., large to snail,
left to right, up and down as in acoust-
ical and conventional organization of
tones).

The student is able to distinguish like P I U H P33 la 5a 1.21 (C) Pitch

and unlike patterns of pitch in con- P41 2a 1.512 (C) Symbmls

figuration of visual symbols% 1345 2b (vi) Aesthetic
perception

The student knows that pitch is Indi- P I U H Kl la 1.2J ((: ) Pi Lch

cated by letter names and is represented
on the grand staff by symbols placed on
the lines and /or spaces.

K2 2a
2h

6.12 (C) Symbols

The student knows the function of pitch I U H K2 la 1.21 Pitch

symbols used in conjunction with notes
on the grand staff (e.g., clef signs,
ledger lines, sharps,, flats, natural
signs, Bva).

K7 2a
2b

6.12 Symbols

The student knows the functions of or- I U H K2 la 1. (C ) Pitcb

ganizational devices in pitch notation K7 2a 1.322 (c) Symboll

such as key signatures, chord designa-
tions, slurs and clef changes.

2h 66.12

The student knows that any pitch may he I U H K2 la 1.21 (c) Pitch

indicated by various enharmonic spiel® 2a 1.321 (C ) Symbols

lings (e.g., F - G k) , E - F 2b 6.12

The student knows the reasons for a dif- U H K2 la 1.23 (C) Pitch

ference in enhamonic spelling of a tone K8 2a -1.323 (C) Symbols

in musical writing (e.g., sharps in
chromatic scale going up, moving voices
in chord resolutions to a different
scale degree).

2h 6.12

The student is able to write key sig- I U H P66 la 5a 1. (c) Pitch
natures, scales and primary triads in P75 2a 1.322 (C ) Symbols

any key_ . 2b 6.12 V1 Mastery -
virtuosity



Reading Music' (Crientation

COURSE GOALS

iSIC

2. Pitch (Cont.)
-_-_ -_. ---

U H p66
p75

la

2a
2b

5a 1.22
1.331
.1Z

Pitch
ftu=my
Symbol;

V1) Mast,ery -

virtuosi

The student is able to write intervals,
chords and chord progressions in any
key Or mode.

The student is able to decode and name
familiar melodies which he sees in nota-

I U H P31

P41

1.2 (C) MeJody
(C) Symbols

Lion.

The student is able to transpose written H p-- la 5a 1.23 (C) Symbols
music (e.g., change key signature,
transpose by intervals, read as if in a
different clef).

the student knows the Instruments which I U H K8

2a
2b

la

1.32')

6.12

1.422

(V1) Mastery
virtuosi

Pitch
require transposition of key iri_order to
sound in concert pitch (e.g., Eb Alto
sax, B Trumpet, F Horn).

he student is able to deviseasystem P I U H P63

2a
2b

la 5a

1.423

1.21 (C ) Filch
Df musical notation as it relates to the P66 2a 6.12 (C) Symbols
indication of pitch. P67 2b (V1 ) Creativity

(V1 ) Imaginative
ness

(V1) Innovative-
ness

Nie student is able to image melody,
thords and chord progressions and encode

I U H P16
P66

la
2a

5a 1.2
1.3-

(C) Aural imag-
cry

;hem in notation. 2b 1.5 (C) Melody
6.12 (C) Harmony

(v1) Creativity
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COURSE GOALS

MUSIC

3 Expression

k At

student knows ways in which expres- I U H K2 la 1.6

)n is indicated in the written score K7 Pa 6.12

.g., dynamics and tempo markings 2h

student knows ways in which timbre I U t K7 la 1.4 (c

used for expressive intent (e.g., in
ftiestration, texture).

K8 2a
2b

1.',,

1.63
T

tt

6.12 p

student is able to decode expressive I U H P41 la 5a 1.6 (C) S

!icings and conventions in the reading

music.

2a
2b

(C ) E.

(vi) A
p

student is able to image sound and I U H 116 la 5a 1.512H (c) A

Acate expressive intent through tempo F66 '2a 1.61 a,

Acations, expressive markings, phras- P75 2h 1.62 (C) S:

;, etc. 6a 6.12 (C) F:

(V1) A,

,

(V1)

Oa) 11
n1

student is able to image sounds in I U H P16 la 1.4 (C) A

ihre, encode them in notation and or- P33 2a 1.5 IN

stration, ard select instruments ap- P66 2b 1.63 (C) S:

priate for scoring the timbre desired 6a 1.7 (a) T:

expression. 6.12 (C) Ez

(V1) Po

P(

(u) C.
(Vi) It

student know. the notation for dy- I U H K2 la 6.1c (C) Si

ice and tempo, balance, unity and
iety, etc., in composition.

K7 2a
2b

(a) Ir(

(C) E)

x )vess

ymbols

xpressic
imbre

estheLlo
ereeption

vmbols
pression
listhetic

Eirception

ral im-
7ery

mbols
resslon

sthetic!

7!rceptjon

-:eativitN

naginal:Jvr

ss

tra I. im-

ery
Thols
mbre

pression
sthetic
rception

laginativ.

ss

--no is
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pression



2. Reading Music Orientation

MUSIC 79.

2.3 Expression Cont.

The student is able to use dynamics w d
tempo to achieve climax, unity and
variety, etc., in composition.

I U H p67 la

2a
2b

5a (C) Expression



Musical History and Style

COURSE GOALS

Musical History and Style

I U H K6 3a 3a

4a

(C) Hosomrce,
musical

(V1 ) Inquiry

The student knows the location and use
of print-and non-print materials related
to the history and- style of music (e.g.,

Reader's, Guide: "flIrtory and Criti-

cism': card catalog: (780.9)Music -
History, The Heritage ofWsic; Area and
Building Audio-Visual Ca-CC-44s: Music:

History).

The student knows the major periods of
music history and their approximate
dates (e.g., Renaissance 1450-1600,
Baroque 1600-1750).

U. H K1
K2

Style
Culture

(V1 ) Respect fo.

cultural
heri tags

The student knows that music in each
period of music history may be charac-
terized as expressing objective and
subjective qualities.

H G2

K3

3a 1.7 (C) Style

The student knows ways in which music
has been affected by philosophical,
sociological-, economic and technologi-
cal developments.

U H G2
K8

3a 4a
4b

, (C) Change
(C) Style

(V1) Respect lb
cultural
he

(V1 ) Respect fo
experience
and knowl-
edge of
others

The student knows ways in which music
of one period is affected by theory
and practice of preceding periods (e.g.
harmony becoming more complex, new form
evolve from old forms, texture is modi-
fied).

U H K8 la
3a

Change
Style

(V1 ) Respect fc

cultural
heritage

The student knows that music of any per
iod reflects the tastes of the dominant
social class of that time (e.g., 18th
century court music).

H G2
K8

lb

2a
4e

7.2 (C) Culture
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COURSE GOALS

3. Musical Histc:=uid Style nt.1

U H

U

PIUH

H

I U H

I U H

K3

K3

Kl

K2

K3
K5

K3
K7

K5

K6

la

_
-2A

3a

3b

3a

la

3a

3a

3b

la
3a

3a

6.12

7.1

(C) Cuiture

(C St is
(V1 ) Re pest 'or

cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(V1) Respect r

cultural

heritage

(C) Style

(C) Style

(V1 ) Respect Col

cultural
heritage

(C ) L:,yle

(V1 ) Respect
cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(V1 ) Respect fo

cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(V1 ) Respect I'd

cultural.

heritage

The student knows the predominant com-
positional techniques employed in each
historical period (e.g., Renaissance,
vocal idioms in equal-voice contra-
puntal style

The student knows the vocabulary that
music literature shared in common with
other arts ©f the same period (e.g.,
Gothic, Mannerist, impressionistic,
avant garde).

The student knows the representative
vocabulary that describes each style in
music history (e.g., impressionism
whole tone scale; contemporary - tone
row; Renaissance - polyphony).

The student knows ways in which abso-
lute (as opposed to program) music has
developed in each historic period since
the advent of pure instrumental forms
in the Baroque period.

The student knows ways in which instru-
mental "program music" was treated in
each historic period (e.g., not allowed
during Middle Ages, instrumental forms
that tell a story or'describe a mood
from Baroque period on).

The student knows those musical quali-
ties of instruments that fitted them
for special usefulness in the different
periods of music history (e.g., clarine
in Classic, trombone in Romantic).

The student knows representative liter-
ature of the different musical periods
of history (e.g., Romantic - "Symphony
No. 8 in Major," Schubert; Neo-

Classic - "Classical Symphony, Prokofi-
ev).



Musical History and Style

COURSE GOALS

3.1 Antiquity acid Middle Ages

MUSIC

The student knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials related
to the History and Style of Music during
Antiquity and Middle Ages (e.g., Local
and Building Audio-Visual Catalogs: LP

Records: "Music - Eskimo", "Music -
Medieval"; card catalog: "Music

History", "Bushman"; Reader's Guide=
"Music - Medieval.")

The student knows the ancient origins
of music (e.g., religious rituals,
ceremonies, festivals, dances, songs)

The student knows that music from anti-
quity to 200 A.D. is little known be-
cause of the absence or inadequacies of
early notation.

The student knows the role of music in
ancient civilizations as revealed in
paintings, friezes and documents such
as the Bible, the alzaty by Homer and
Boethius De Musica.

The student knows ways in which re-
construction of ancient cultures from
pictures, drawings, instruments and
fragmental, notation has contributed to
musical knowledge.

The student knows that ancient music is
characterized as predominantly vocal,
rhythmic, melodic and improvised.

The -student knows that percussion in-
struments were the most advanced and
widely used instruments in the ancient

world.

I U (C) Resources,
musical

(71) inquiry

KC 7.2 (C) CuLtt'e

KB (V1) Resp for

culUurat

b

(C Notation
(C Culture
(C

tion

KG (C Culture

K7 b (vi Respect fool .

cultural
herjt%ge

K6 3a (C Culture

3b

7a:

(vi Respect for
cultural
heritage

K3 la (C Culture

K6 3a Style
(v1 Respect

cultural
heritage

U H K3 la (C Culture

KG 3a (C Style
(vi Respect for

cultural
heritage
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-&ical History and Style

p
a

p

COURSE GOALS
.---

3.1 Antiquity and Middle Ages Cont.)

The student knows that texture in an- H K6 la
dent music was attained by doubling K7 3a
the melodic line with various voices
and instruments.

the student knows that the early Greek H K2 a
term "music" included all facets of mus- K6 .-b

ic, poetry and dance (e.g., intoned po-
etry, gesture, drama, dance, instrument-
al doubling of vocal line).

The student knows ways in which the an- H K6 la
ient Greeks sought to control the arts K7 3a
Ln education (e.g., through restricting K8 7a
he use of modes to those with a posi-
Ave ethos, prohibiting complexity in
nusic).

The student knows that ancient Greek H K6 la 1 0_
nodes were based upon Pythagorean ratio4 K9 8a
:e.g., each octave was the division of 3b
L vibrating string 1:2; the fifth 2:3;
the fourth :4, etc.).

'he student knows ways in which ancient _ K6 la 1.2
4'eek music theory provided the frame- K8 3a
Fork for our Western tonal system (e.g.,
arly receding by Boethius, reversal
T modes during Middle Ages).

he student knows ways in which the H K8 la 1.22
resent concept of intervals retains the 3s.

ncient Greek concept of perfect con-
onance (4ths, 5ths, octaves) and im-
erfect consonance (3rds and ths).

(u) Texture
(C) Style

(V1 Respect for
cultural
heritage

Culture
(c)

(n) lepe
cultural
heritage

(V1) Aestheti:
perception

Culture
Style

(V1 ) respect fol.

cultural
heritage

(V1 ) Freedom or

expression

it tare

(C) Style
(V1 espect Cor

cultural
he

(V1 ) Aesthetic
perception

Culture
Style

(V: Respect for.
cultural
heritage

(C) Consonance
(C) Dissonance
(C) Culture
V1) Respect for

Cultural
heritage

la) Aesthetic
perception



MUSIC

3. Musical History and Style

COURSE GOALS

3.1 Antiquity _and Middle Ages Cont.)

The student knows the contributions of
travelling musicians to the development
of secular music (troubadours, Trouveres
Minnesingers, jongleurs, and minstrels)
during the Middle Ages.

The student knows that melody of the
Middle Ages is characterized as mono-
phonic, narrow range and modal.

The student knows that the main body of
preserved music of the Middle Ages is
the plain chant.

The student knows that the liturgical
text was the inspiration for the plain
chant of the Middle Ages.

The student knows the compositional
techniques based on plain chant that
were employed in Medieval music (e.g.,
organum, gymel, heterophony).

The student knows that the recorder was
a popular instrument during the Middle
Ages and has been revived as a folk
instrument in the present century.

The student knows characteristic instru-
ments of the Middle Ages (e.g., mono-
chord, finger and hand cymbals, viols,
harp, trumpets, recorders, lyre)

U

U H

Kit

KB

6

Kl
K6

K3
K6

K4
K6

K1
K6

la

3a

3a
7a

la
3a

la
3a
5a

7a

la
3a

1.31

3.2

5.11

Secular mus
ic

) Style_

) CulturQ
1) Respect tor

cultural
her

(d) Style
(C) Melody

(V1) Respect' for

cultural
heritage

(V= ) Aesthetic.

perception

(C) Style
(V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage

(C
(vi

Style
Respect for
cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(V1) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Culture
(V1) Respect for

cultural
heritage

(C) Culture
(V1) Respect for

cultural
heritage
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COURSE GOALS

MUSIC

3.1.knti_ultandleAges(Cont.

H K2

K9

la

3a

2.2 (VI) ker Qi:L

ciiE ,

nerita,re

The student knows that
icy staff is derived
to of notation.

our present
from Guido's

mus-

Sys-



any and Style

COURSE GOALS

Renaissance

tl H

H

U H

H

I U H

U H

K6

G2
K6

10

K6
K8

K4
KB

K6
K8

G2
K3

K5

K6

la
3a

la

3a
3b

la
3a

3b

la

3b

la

3a

7.2

The student, knows the location and use
of print and non-pr hlt materials relate
to the history and style of music durin_
the Renal s; period (e.g., cord cata-
log: "Munic-Hislory," Musical Instru-
ments"; Concile ()xford Dictionary of
Music, Grave'slryof Music and
Musicians; SubJoct Guide to Books in
Prira: "Music - History and Criticism
lbth Century"; Learning Directory:
Music, Renaissar1777------------"'-

The student knows that many theoretical
treatises and manuscripts written dux-
ing the Renaissance are preserved for
study.

The student knows ways in which music
was influenced by the humanism of the
Renaissance (e.g., music of des Prez).

The student knows ways in which the
Protestant Reformation affected sacred
music (e.g., Protestant chorale, non-
liturgical music

The student knows ways in which the se -
entific inventions of the Renaissance
period influenced music (esp. printing).

Phe student knows that the Renaissance
period is characterized by simplicity
when compared to Gothic complexity
(e.g., homophony, polyphony).

(V1) fr.T2ir:i

)

(vi) kespn( rci

(-111LiIrra

horiLarp

(C) otyle
(V1) Respect

culturnl
herJt_e

(C)

(C) Mature
kospech Co
cultural
her

(C) Style
(C) Technology

(V1) Respect fo
cultural
heritage

(C) Style

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1 ) Respect fo

cultural
heritage
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COURSE GOALS

MUSIC

3.2 Renai ,oance (Cont.

The student knows that polyphony was de- U H K6 la 1. (C) .,tv 10

veloped during the Renaissance period. K8 3a (c) TexL6re
(V1) Respeo C r

cultural
heritage

The student knows that the characteris- U H K3 la 1.4 Ity ii
tic musical sound of the Renaissance
period was three or four voices of homo-
geneous sound.

K6 3a Texture
Timbre

(V1 ) Respect for
cultural
heritage

The student knows differences between H K5 la (C) Style
ecclesiastical and secular styles in K6 3a (c) Culture
Renaissance music (e.g., motet - based
on sacred text, madrigal - secular
text).

(V].1 Aesthetic
perception

(V1 ) Respect for
cutural
heritage

The student knows that several nation- U H K4 la (C) Natio alism
alistic schools of musical composition
began during the Renaissance period
(e.g., English, Burgundian, Flemish,
German ) .

K6 3a
7a

(C) Style
(V1) Respect, for

cultural
heritage

the student knows the characteristics H K3 la (C) Style
of Renaissance choral music (e.g., a
cappella - Palestrina and Lassus; equal
importance of voices; music closely
united with words).

K6 3a (C) Texture
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage

the student knows reasons why the bass U H K4 la 1.41 (C) Harmony
became important to Renaissance harmony. K6 3a (C) Style

ICE3 (V1) Respect o/

cultural
heritage
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MUSIC

. n ii. a,nee (Cone.

H la
3a

e

V, ,. c' '

culjt'u
rt;t1g.,

student knows the independent ln-
t-,,ruzental styles which emerged. during

the Renaissance period.

. e student knows that during the Ben-
sance most of the nobility became

proficient performers.

K3

i

la

3a

;1-11,

.

it

The student knows the characteristics of U H Kl la (C) !'1.y-t

the Renaissance instruments in common
use today (e.g., KrumMhorn, shawm, vio
da gamba, recorder).

K3
Kb

3a T-Jne cit i, 1 Ly

'1) liespvt r
cuituml.

ag(:

The student knows that during the Hen- U H K3 la Culture. i -

aissance the instruments that were pop-
ular for secular use were recorders and
lutes.

K6 3a tern
Vi) Eespect for

cultural
He=ritage

The student knows that early recorder l H K3 la 3.1 3Lyie

music was in four-voice imitative st.le 3a x .11 Text -ure

Which could also be sun, 5a Vl AosLbet.ic
1:erception

V1 pie suect for

milL;Jral

heritafT

The student knows that recorders came I H K3 la 3.1 Timbre
in choirs of voices (e.g., soprano,
alto, tenor and bass), though the
soprano is the most popular and the
easiest to play.

the student knows that the concept of Ti

K5

K4

3a
5a

la

5.4

1.33

=I ) Aesthetic
perception

_ Texture
homophony emerged during the Renais-
sance period (e.g., works of Byrd and
Dowland .

Kb 3a (C) style
Vi Aesthetic

perception
(V1 ) Respect for

cultur
heritage
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Renaissance Cont.)

The studPnt knows the rhythmic practices
in the Renaissance period (e.g., fluid
narked patterns)

MU2IC

U H K2
K6

la 1.1



MUSIC

COURSE GOALS

The sturient kn ws the location and use
int and non-print materials re-

lated to Baroque music (e.g., Subject
quideto Books in Print: "Music -

Baroque ; Learnino Directory (print an

non - print) : 'Music - Baroque "Re-

corder", "Bach, :.S.").

(C)

(V1) inqu.

The student knows the derivation and
moaning of the term Baroque in music and
the arts.

The student knc,w the seventeenth
century was one of irtense intellectual,

spiritual and physical action as mani-
fested in all the arts (style, vigor,
strong emotions, symbolism and subtle -
ties).

The student knows that composers first
became conscious of musical style dur-
ing the Baroque period.

The student knows that during the Bar-
oque era polyphonic and homophonic
styles of music developed simultane-
ously.

The student knows that polyphonic music
reached its height in the music of J. S.
Bach at the end of the Baroque period.

The student knows that Baroque instru-
mental music developed from its use of
vocal forms through the evolution of
separate instrumental forms.

1) 1OSPO(4,

heritage

K3 la

Kit 3a

K6

K6 la

3a

1.31

1.31

,espece

cultural
her1Lago
Aosthetlo
perceptjor

Respect fci

cultural
heritage

Style

Pespec,

cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(V1) Respect for

cultural
heritage
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COURSE COALS

Baroque(Cont.)

The student knows improvements that took
place in instruments during the Baroque
period (e.g., changes in wind instru-
ments, perfection of string instruments,
introduction of piano-forte

The student knows the new instrumental
forms that were developed during the
Baroque period (e.g., the dance suite,
overture, solo sonata, trio sonata,
concerto grosso and fugue).

The student knows what developments in
vocal music took place during the Bar-
oque period (e.g., recitative style,
accompanied solo song, and use of chor-
us and orchestra).

The student knowsthe new vocal forms
that were developed during the Baroque
period (e.g., aria, cantata, opera,
oratorio).

The student knows that the modern con-
certo form developed from the pre-
classical concerto of the Baroque per-
iod in which contrasting groups of
instruments were arranged in antiphonal
dialogue.

The student knows that the influence of
patronage by nobility and the upper
classes led to the precedence of secular
music over sacred in the Baroque period.

la

3a

la

1.535
1.536
1.537
1.541

(C) Ch taro

(Vi) Respect for
cultural
heritage

(C) Changc,

(C)

(V1) hesthr-Lio

percenlion
(V1) Repeat I'.)

cultural_

heritaFP

(C) tyle
(V1 ) Respect. F'or

cultural

heritage

Style

Form
Respect for
cultural.

heritage

(C) Style
(C) Structure

(V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage

7.2 (C) 1
8.4 values

(V1) Respect for
cultural
heritage
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3.3 Barooue ant.)

H

Ii

H

K

H

H

K3

K6

K3
K4

K3
Kh

KB

K4
K6

K4
K7

la
3a

la
3a

3b

la

3a

la
3a

la
3a

la

3a

1.541

1.31
1.541

1.3

1.31
1.32
1.541

1.32
2 21

1.23

1.3

(V1)

ilLv

Variay
(c) Mom

(V1 ) Aesthetic
Hen

(C) :1uyiL

V1) Respect For
cultural
heritage

i.yle

Harmony
(vi) Respect, for

cldttwal
herirag6

vl Aesthetic!

perception

(C) Style
(C) mo rJ

(C) Tonality
Respect for
cultura1
heritage

-1- Aesthetic

perception

(C) Style
(C) Harmony

(V1) Respect for
cultural
heritage

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(C) Style
(C) Harmony
(C) Tonality

Aesthetic
perception

The student knows the more obvious con-
tributions of Baroque music (e.g., the
establishment of tonality, use of basso
continuo, development of recitative,
development of true vocal and instru-
mental forms).

The student knows that Monteverdi es-
tablished basic principles for the com-
bination of poetry, music and drama in
opera.

The student knows that in the solo song
and recitative of the early opera a new
homophonic style was created in which
an expressive solo line was accompanied
by a figured bass.

The student knows that homophonic style
of early opera led to a vertical ap-
proach to chord structure and progres-
sion and thus to clearer concepts of
key feeling (tonality) .

the student knows that the art of rca-
lizing a figured bass (i.e., interpre-
tation of harmony indicated by the
figure below the bass line) was highly
developed during the Baroque period but
bias since largely been lost.

the student knows the function of chro-
naticism (i.e., the extensive use of
altered tones) in breaking down modalit
and establishing major and minor tonal-
LILT as we know it today.
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MUSIC

COURSE COALS

The student knows the dintinction be-
tween the vocal and instrumental idioms
(e.g., feasibility as regards range and
technical production, timbre differen-
ces).

The student knows the ways in which
Bach's "Well_ Tempered Clavier" (pre-
ludes and fugues in all keys) illustrat-
.ed the advantages of equal-tempereL
tuning.

1.141
1.42
11.23
6.12

Ada}

(C ) s;t.y1e

V1) Aost,hc,,ific

perce:

(V1) Rerl,ei!, Co!

culthrai
hrrli-
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fi,USIC

.11 Classic

U H K( _ie.

musical

(Vli 1.nqui!w

The student knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials related
to classical music (e.g., card catalog:
"Music-Classical Period"; grove'sDicr_
tionaTv of MusicandMusiciana; Indivi-
dual ClassicalCOmposers; Learning
Directory: "Classical MusT77Area and
Building Audio-Visual Catalogs; LP
Records).

The student knows that music from the H 02 la (C) Style

classical period is usually more objec-
tine, restrained and impersonal than
in the preceding period of music history

K3
K5

K6

3a (V1) Respect ror
culLural
heritage

(V1) Aer,thrtio

porcelMon

The student knows that the classical H 02 la (C) 0 tylc

period is primarily an era of instru-
mental music.

K6 3a (V1) kespect For
cultural
he

The student knows the qualities and U H K4 la 1.4 Instrument

characteristics of the piano that re-
suited in its rise in importance during
the classical period (e.g., flexible
dynamics, extended range, sustaining
pedal).

K6
K8

3a music

The student knows the instrumental corn-
binations that became standardized dur-
ing the classical period (e.g., sym-
phony orchestra, string quartet ).

Li K la
3a

-2 (C ) Style

(c) e._ --

(V1 ) l,e-,_pest for

cultural
heritage

the student knows that during the clan-
sical period there was a change of em-
phasis from polyphonic to homophonic
texture.

U H K4

K5
K6

la

3a

1. 2
1.33

(C ) ructu ,

(C Texture
(C ) Change

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage.
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3.11 Classic (Cont.)

The student knows that melody, during the
classic period was folk-like in its

clarity and simplicity, replacing the
long lines and figuration styles ref
Baroque polyphony.

The student knows that melody and har-
mony became more diatonic during the
classical period.

The student knows that the phrases of
classical music are generally more reg-
ular and shortened than those of the
Baroque period.

le

JJ,ny

01-1

cultural.

herlt.ngc.

The student knows ways in which the con-
cept of balance in structure influenced
classical musical forms (e.g. , sonata-
allegro form)

The student knows that form in the
sisal period became a major factor in
musical composition (e.g., thematic or-
ganization, phraseology and larger sec-
tional structure).

1.513

1.5

1.5

Melody

fityle

ApsthetIc
port2eption

_VI) Tested for
cultorai

heritage

vi)

Stc!lo

Form

Aesthetic
perception

(11) nespect for
cultural
heritage

(C ) FOM
(C ) Balance

(V1) Aesthetic

perception
(VI) Respect for

cultural
heritage

(C

(V1

Form
Aestlic

perception
Eespect for
cultural

heritage



U H

H

K-.

1(3

Kit

1(6

la

la
a

1.',

5.0

H-,,,!

i A.H.: ,,!

(VI )

(C) :d-,y I,

(C) 1,',-.rm

(V I especl, tYr

ul=t1h*1

h,-rii4(4,-

TI,c st,,Jen knows the forms of music
whIeh wsre Ils:hly developed or perfected
(nun c the classical period (cg.. son-
ats. ri.ring quartet, symphony. sonata-
allegro),

Th LdciH. knows stylistic practices
which emerged with the development of
music forms (e.g., Alberti bass, "style
galant," periodization, cadenzas).

(V1!

pelTepl,i(Dli

The Itildont knows that the use of dyn-
amics was extended during the classical
period, from simple contrast to shad-
logs such as crescendo and decrescendo.

H KO

1(7

la

3a

=1,,,Cd. (..C) lidwIit:,,,

( fluroi

(V.1 fo,,,LncIie

;,orception

(V1) kosToct for
to no.

heritage
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Ho antic

U H ios, :-

mu ii I

Vl ) Tril

The si'ld,,e knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials related
to Romantic music (e.g., Learnin Direc-
tory (print and non-print '_usic, Ro-
mantic". "Folk Dance"; card catalog:
"Musical instruments"; Harvard Brief
Dictionary of Music; Grova's bietionary

H
K8

le

(V1 ) integrity

(V1 ) Aesthetic
. .-

of' Music and Musicians; individual Rd--
mantic period composers).

The student knows the form of romantic
idealism reflected in the music of such
composers as Berlioz, Mendelssohn, Schu-
mann, Chopin, Liszt and Wagner.

(Vi. ) Respect for

cultural
heritage

The student knows that during the Ro- H G2 (C) Populism
mantic era music was written for the K4 to (V1) Demorray
masses. K6 4b 0/1 Respect for

cultural

heritage

rhe student knows ways in which the H K6 :A 2a (C ) Populism
public became more closely related to
the "production" of music (e.g.,
through the growth of publishing
louses, organized concerts, music
teaching as a profession, and music
festivals).

rhe student knows that by the Romantic
)eriod the composer was no longer
mployed by aristocracy but made his

H

K8

K4

K6

3b

4e

4f

V1 Respect for
cultural
heritage

V1) Respect for
cultural
heritage

Living by performing, conducting and
beaching.

he student knows that the emphasis was U H K3 3a (C ) Style
NI secular music during-the Romantic
)eriod.

K6 (V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage
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COURSE GOALS

U H

-:

K

H

H

H

0
Kt

K7

G2

K3

K6

PF'-,

P45

KI)

Kb

Kif

.

,a

3a .

3a. ,

=

.

1.541

1,541

I

Vi Ae onlc
pore

ry 1 iespeet for
citi,rai
hertage

% .._
. i o!,r m

Stytic

r on:Ilion

(V1) Areithrtic
perception

t_1n

(vi AestLetic
perception

(C) Mrm
(V1) Aesthetic

perception

(C Style

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Style
Vi) Respect for

cultural

heritage

(C) 'm

(V1 ) Respect for
cultural
'heritage

dent. knovr was in wnich the

:N stlurd9xd;v,7rd in the Classcal

Tri.C, were expanded in the Romantic

period (e.,,.., number of movements, use

or leitmotiv).

plc, student, knows that the solo art so 7

the Romantic d was a sectn-ar

vacs._ form consisting of three equally
important ingredients: a lyric poem of
high order, the melody and the accompan-
invent.

The student knows that solo art songs
ore organized either In strophic or
through-composed form.

The student knows that piano accompani-
ments became an integral part of the
total musical effect of the art song in

the Romantic period.

The studen- able to distinguish -

tween a Romantic art song and other
vocal styles .,.- the operatic ar a

The student, .,, the individual ways

in winch lqth century opera developed
in Italy. France and Germany (e.g.,
bel canto style - Italy, ballet -
France, music drama - Germany) .

The student know that opera gave rise
to musical forms which are performed
separately from the opera (e.g., con-
cert overture, ballet music`)
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COURSE GOALS

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

K2

K3

K3
K6
K8

P33
P45

K
K6

G2

K3
K6

P33
P45

K3

K6

3a

3a

la

3a

la
3a

la
3a

5a

1.33

C l V-wm

mpor,11.1,,

Vl) the t ic

percepLiop

Stylr

CompofliLlo
(vi ) Respect ro

cilltmrR1

heritagc!

(C) Form

(V1 ) /los eLic!

percepLioh

(C ) Form

(C) ComposiLio
(V1 ARstlietic

perceptor:
(n) RefTect Vo

cu-ltural

herUsge

(C) Melody

(C) FOrm
(C ) Compositio

(V1) AesthotJe

percepLion

(C) Melody
(C) Form

(C) Compositio
(V1) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Texture
(C) Style

(V1) Aesth ' c

perce -ion

3.5 Romantic (Cont.)

The student knows the .ymphonic poem is
a large Romantic free form based on
variation of a theme or contrasting
themes, sually inspired by a "program
or literary idea.

The student knows that composers of the
Romantic period incorporated music of
the folk dance into their works (e.g.,
mazurka, polonaise, jota).

The student is able to distinguish be
tween musical dance forms of the Roman-
tic era (e.g., polonaise, mazurka,
iota);

The student knows the characteristics
of small free forms that 'sere used

during the Romantic peric1 (e.g.,
ballad, fantasy, nocturn:, etude) .

The student knows that in music of the
Romantic period thematic material is
often repeated in various movements of
the same work.

The student is able to distinguish
thematic material that is repeated
within movements of a composition in
music he hears.

The student knows that Line texture of
Romantic music is homophonic (art
song - melody and accompaniment)
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COURSE GOALS

MUSTC

3. 5 Romantic Con

The student knows that harmony of the H K3 I 1.33 lc:') harmony

Romantic period is characterized by
chromaticism, delayed cadences, use of
sevenths, ninths and thirteenth chords,
and distant key relationships.

K6 -DAJ. (C) :d.,yte

(V 1) Aesll-lo-t-ft

perception
(v1) keeec1 ro

-flitural

heritare

The student knows, that r.vthms of the
Romantic periiNlare characterized by
complexity, syncopation:; and changing
tempos and meters within a composition.

H G2
IC-1

KE

._,

3a

1.1 (C) kh ,liffl

(U) :ThyLo

(V1) Aes1hetic
perception

(VI) especi '.--

c,

heritage

The student knows that melodies of the H K) la 1.2 (c) Melody

Romantic period are characterized by
chromaticism and irregular phrases.

K6 '.4.;a ,1,yle

Compasilion
ll Aesthetic

perception
(VI) Hespeet Cos

ultural.

hcritaff

The student knows the ways in which the H K5 la (C) Vom
formal sonata-allegro form of the Class
sical period was modified during the
19th century.

K7 3aJ"-:
(c) Cmposit )11

(V1) Aesthe1i,_

perception
(V1H Respect for

cu11hral.

heritage

The student kno i reasons why the piano H K3 la (C ) Timbre

was the leading solo instrument in the
Romantic period (e.g., potential for
dynandc range and brilliance ) .

K4
KG

3a (V1 ) l,es. t for
cultural
heritage

The student knows ways in which orches- iI K4 la- (c) Timbre

tration developed during the nineteenth
century (e.g., size of sections, solo
use of instrum nts, unusual combinatia
of instruments

KG 3a (C) Texttwe

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(V1 ) -1-;espect ror

cultural
leer
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COURSE GOALS

MUSIC 101.

3.5 Romantic Con

U H

H

K4
K6

K4

1a

3a

3a

(C ) °I.

(c) Timbre
(V1 ) I., -0-:Epec 1, l'a

(:111t.ural

11Pritvwe

,

(0) .:T..-,--- Nam

The student knows ways in which instru-
ments changed during the nineteenth
century (addition of valves to brass,
addition of more keys to woodwinds ) ,

The student knows how techniques of per-
formance changed during the Romantic
period (e.g., a more constant string
vibrato, greater fidelity due to in-
provements in the instruments).

K6 5a
5b

1Pvel

The student knows how composers in the H K4 3a Pert'ormance
nineteenth century extended the tech-
nical potential of the instruments
and performers (e.g., rapid scale pas-
sages, large chord clusters ).

K6 5a level
Change

(V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage
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COURSE GOALS

109.

ZY0 5,C,

:

7____ _ _ _ -A

. ..

The student 1,_rows -.1i1.1% the coal of the
imnressionistic composer was to reveal
In music his l!m!edInte riiemory response
to n. scone or rir event-

C.?

Ku
K6

3a (C) 5tH
(V1) Aesl.h0110

pereep1dor

(V1) kereeet fer
eulturi

_

!toriI:wo

Iihn rIhdphi. Imimr.. 'oolli5 chle5 empLO:/ed in Ti K3 -i.a Y. (c ) " 1 v 1 0(c)
, ,,

the grathi,. nr:s w!:ied parrilIol those

used in music ir 1,he imeresionistie
period (e.c.. short brush strokes,
parallel siiort melndio fragments ) .

K6 3b (VI) Aosthetie
eeseentlor

(11) kespect for
cultural
heritago

Phe student knows ways jn which perform-
Ince technieues were used to heighten

lc:',

K6
la
3a

1_7 (C) l'Ayle

(V1) Aesthetie
the ethereal effect of impressionistic
nusic (e.g.. pre-lonced use of damper
pedal, glissandos).

K8 31) . nertnHelor
(V1 ) Respect for

cultural,

heritage

Che student knows tonal characteristics H K la 1.P (C) ;.ityle

pf Impressionistd,: music (e.g., modal,
)entatonic, whole tone scale .

K6 :a (C) Melody
(V1) Aesthetic

pereeptdoh
(VI Respect For

so].

heritage

rhe student knows the characteristic H K3 la 1.3 ((l.l.i. Style
larmonic devicer.omployed in Jmpres- K6 3a (C) Harmony
:_i.onistio music (e.g., parallelism,

ional clusters unresolved dissonances ) .
(V1) Aesthetic

perception
(v1) Respect for

cultural
heritage
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COURSE GOALS

MUSIC 103.

LI Twentieth Century.

The student knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials related
to understanding the history and style
of music of the twentieth century (e.g.,

U H K6 3a (C) Resource,
musical

(V1) Inquiry

Reader's Guide: "Musical Comedies,"
Music, PoPular," "Jazz Music"; card
catalog: "Music, Popular," "Musical
Film," "Jazz"; Schwann's Record Catalog,;
Newspaper Indexes: "Music, Rock,"
Area and Building Audio-Visual Catalogs;
LP records).

The student knows that in the 20th can-
tury Musical development has occurred
at a rate unparalleled in former centu-
ries.

U H G2
K4
K6

3a 4b (C) Style
(C) Change

(V1) Respect fog
cultuud
heritage

The student ws reasons for musical H K4 la (C) Stylechange at the outset of the 20th
century (e.g., overstated romanticism,
musical cliches, Bruckner's lengthy
symphonies, 250 years of major-mdnor
harmony, desire for fresh expression).

K6
K6

3a (C) Change
(V1) Respect fol

cultural
heritage

The student knows that many composers
of the early 20th century were con-
cerned with finding alternatives to
earlier musical conventions (e.g..,
employing free use of tone clusters
instead of chord progression according
to strict rules ).

H K4
K6
Kg

C Style
(C) Chang

(V1 Creativity

The student knows ways in which compos- 1 U H K3 la (C) Styleers of the 20th century attempted to
free their compositions from regularity
and symmetry in rhythm, melodie and
textural content.

A
K6

3a (C ) Change

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1) Creativity
(V1) Innovative-

ness
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Two r ry (Cori.

stdent kivaus ways in which 2Orne'

ral,HM-1 or '.,,v:,--djeLa centery OUCC haoe

remained rciati--:eiy sonstant while

(d.bers hn-Ze ch!=i.red li I mliv (e..,

forNI-00h:THht th%hr-ehauged).

I H ti 111110i

Rtly I U;L ')U1 le 1;1 r,Clit-d1 Cell Li'
( i ci nip res s ,

N 1.1. iona1 hull) !In been lhrt.her dc-yelopce_

Live jntm f=a1 comp() e-rs ( e

ms if for 1-1 rid )

U Fl K4

K5

la
3a

K3

K4

The :Aodent known the musical movements

in the. 1-wentieth cehtury (e n. neo-

(119ss]c, nt-m-Bsrogne. c)

The stddeht, 1!,NOW;:; characteristics of

20th ceninry melodic treatment as it

evolved from earlier wb-r,s (e.g.,

further subdivision of the half-step,

quarter tone, gIisnandi, incorporation
of all audihlr.pi1ches).

The sLudent, knows charactevisties of

N-Ali century harmonic texture that
evolved from emxiler ms in (e.g.,

increased. dissonance, atonality,
cluster, indefinite pitch).

The student knowst characteristics of

rhythmic devetopment dnriur, the 70th

century (e.r., polylft!Mmi, complex

meters).

U H

T Ii H la

II H

U

K3

K4

1(6

La

3a

K3
K4

KU

la

3a

1.5

1.3

(C ) nImble

) Chanre

(( ) Form
(V1) Aes the I.

percepUien

I r

AP r, LhoLi0

perception
Pespoul ror
C ultural

heritam

'r1tylo

cu Ii 1151
Respect rOP

herltrwe

(C) Style
(c) Melody

) can'
(V1) Aer.thetie

pon.:ETLI
(V1) Bohheet 1:o1

C ultural

hQr.i

(C) tiyie
(c) Texture
(C) HaTmony
(C) Chahre

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

Oil Respect for
cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(C) Rhythm

(111) Aesthetic

perception
(V1) Respect, for

cutturn1
heritme
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7 Twentieth Century Cont.

I U H

I U H

U H

U H

U H

K4

KO

K2
K3
K6

K3
K5
K6

K3
K6

K2
K3
K6

la

3a

la
3a

la
3a

la
3a

la

3a

1.4

1.L

(C) Style

(C) Timbre
(C) Change

(yl) Creativity
(V1) Imaginativ

ness

(V1) Respect fc
cultural
heritage

Style
Change
Tone

(Vl) innovative
ness

(V1) Creativity
(V1) Respect fc

cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(C) Change

(V1 Aesthetic
perceptiol

(V1 ) Respect f(

cultural
. heritage

(C) Style
(C) Expressiol
(C ) Fort

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perceptio:
(VI) Respect fl

cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(C) Melody

(V1) Aesthetic

perceptio
(V1) Respect f

cultural
heritage

The student knows ways 'in which the
range of timbre was expanded during the
20th century (e.g., building instruments
of different sizes - family of clarinets,
lengthening lower string on bass).

The student knows compositions of 20th
century experimental music which are
chiefly concerned with tonal materials
and their modification (e.g., musique
concrte, electronically generated and
synthesized sounds).

The student knows that 20th century y
music is concerned with rhythmic -
sonorous cells or clusters rather than
with traditional rhythmic, melodic and
harmonic usage.

The student knows that 12-tone music
unites two contrasting emphases: (1)
expressive content drawn from compre-
hensive ranges of tone color and ex-
pressive nuance; and (2) strict forms
and procedures of composition.

The student knows that 12-tone music is
a horizontal-linear idiom in which the
melodic line is of greater importance
than harmonic mass.
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3.7 Twentieth Century (CoLLJ

The student knows the destructions and
commonalities in the creation and per
formance of masi(v concrete and
electronic music.

The student knows the meaning of words
particularly associated with 20th cen-
tury musical innovations other than
electronic music (e.g., chance, serial,
musique concrhe, aleatoric, octave
displacement, micro-tonal, tape loop).

The student is able to ci.istinauish a.rnong

the compositienal styles of 20th century
composers (e.g., Cowell, Ives, Partch).

The student knows categories of elec-
tronic music (e.g., music written for
electronic instruments, electronic
music recorded on tape, music for

electronic synthesizers, computer music

The student knows the meaning of terms
'associated with electronic music (e.g.,
sine wave, sawtooth-wave, Herz, enve-
lope, decay, white noise).

The student knows tools used by the
electronic composer (e.g., tape record-
er, filter oscillator, synthesizer,
computer).

The student knows that the range of pos-
sibilities of computer music may be in-
fluenced by the following: (1) condi-
tions, graphical natation,. etc.; (2)
statistical conditions based on proba-
bility factors; (3) styles evolved by
the computer process (generation of new,
synthesized output).

H

U H

U H

I U H

K3
K5
KG

K1
K2
KG

P33
P45

K1
K5

Kl
K2

K8

la

3a

la
3a

3a

2a
4d

1.425

1.425

(c) Style
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

Style

(C) Style
(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1) Respect for

cultural
heritage

(C)-Style
(C) Technology

(V1) Respect for
cultural
he

(C) Style

(C) Technology

(c) Style

(C) Technology

(c) Style
(C) Technology
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MUSIC 107

3.7 Twentieth Cen

The student knows that new systems of
notation were devised as a result of
innovations in 20th century composition
(e.g., charts for aleatoric music,
musical scores expressed in clocked
time).

The student knows that jazz originated
in the melodies and rhythms of Africa
and the harmonies of Western Europe.

The student knows that jazz had its ori-
gin in the synthesis of African songs
and rhythms and European-American hymn
tunes with the "holler" work song and
spiritual representing the line of
development which finally subdivided
into ragtime, blues, Dixieland and other
jazz. forms.

The student knows the characteristics
that distinguish different :ypes of
music commonly termed as jazz (e.g.,
blues, rhythm blues, Dixieland,
gressive).

The student knows the basic harmonic,
melodic and structural aspects of the
blues (12 bar; aab; I, IV, V, I).

G2
K4

K6
K8

G2
K4

(C) ,le

(C) Symbols
(VI ) Respect. Co:

cultural
heritage

(c) e

(C) Cultn we

(V1) Respect Vol
cultural
heritage

(c) Style
(V1 ) Respect

cultural
heritage

(C ) Style

(c) Culture
(V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

(C) Style
(C) Harmony
(C) Melody
(C) Form
(C) Culture

(V1) Respect for
cultural
heritage

(V1) Aesthetic
perception
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3.7 Twentieth Century (Cont.)

The student knows that the ostinato is
frequently a characteristic of jazz.

I U H K3 7a.

3a

i _- (C) Style
(C) Texture

7a (V1) Respect rot.

. cultural
he

(vi) Aesthetic
perception

The student lows that improvisation is U H K3 Se. 4a 5.0 (C) Style
an important characteristic of jazz. 7a 1d 6.0 (C) Creativity

(C) Yerfornance
(V1 ) e- )ec L for

cultural
heritage.

The student knows ways the jazz per-
former improvises (e.g., harmonically,
melodically, simultaneously with other
players).

the student knows characteristic timbre
and shadings used by jazz instrumental-

U H

H

K7

K3

la

3a
7a

la
3a

6.0

1.4

(C ) Style

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

(C ) Style
(C ) Tone qualit:

fists and vocalists. 7a (V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

the student knows ways in which contem-
porary composers use jazz techniques
in concert music (e.g., Gershwin,
gilhaud, Stravinsky, Bernstein).

U H K7 la

3a

(C) Style
(V1 ) Respect for

cultural
heritage

(V1) Aesthetic
perception)

nie student knows the principal char-
icteristics of rock music (e.g., rhyth-
nic beat which divides a 4/4 measure of
nusic into eight successive eighth
lotes

U H K3 la

3a

7a

1.1 (C) Style
(C) Culture
(C) Rhythm

(V1) Aesthetic
perception
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3.7 Twentieth Century Cont.

The student knows that the beat of rock
music is accentuated with amplified.
sounds of acoustic instruments (e.g.,
guitar, string bass, electronic organ).

The student knows factors that influen-
ced the development of rock (e.g., eco-
nomics, jazz, folk idiom).

The student knows purposes of the text
in rock music (e.g., convey a message,
express repeated sounds).

The student knows ways in which each
rock group manifests its own identity
(e.g., performance style, name, char-
acteristics of dress).

The student knows effects that rock
music has had on other forms of music
(e.g., increased use of amplified in-
struments, use of rhythmic character-
istics),

The student knows that folk music ex-
presses many different feelings and
moods (e.g., sadness, love, courage,
happiness, etc.)

The student knows that folk music of
many different countries is sed on
the pentatonic scale (e.g., Hungary,
China).

1: I

U H K3
K5

1 c

RW611111

Tec inn lc

(C) Style
JO Cu:IA:Aire

(V1) Respect fo]
cultural
heritage

(c
(vi

Style
Respec fipi

cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(() Culture

(V1) Respect Co]
cultural
heritage

Style
Rhythm
Tone qualii

(111 ) Respect fa]

cultural
heritage

Style
Emotion
Mood
Aesthetic
schsitivit;!

Respect Coi
cultural
heritage

(C) Style
(C) Melody

(V1) Respect fo:
the culture
of others

(1/1) Aesthetic
)t ion
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'.7 Twentoth Century (Coot;.

The student kLows characterities of I U H 1<3 la (.-c

songs composed in the folk idiom (e.g.,
songs by Stephen Foster, Woody Guthrie,

---.,,d.

7a

Pete Seeger, Donc,ran, Joan Baez, Joni
Mitchell eu-03 others).

The student knows that popular music of
today is a combination of many styles

I U H K3 la

3a

(e -4A., soul, jco,,z, spirituals, blues,

gospel, folk, country-western, rock).

(a

The student knows ways in which popular H 1(4 3a

music in America has been affected by
earlier musical styles (e.g., Tin Pan
hlie, Gilbert and Sullivan,yatriotic
music, musical shows).

K8 7a

The student knows Characteristics of I K- 3a 1.543

musical theatre during the 20th century
(e . g , , instrument at I on of orchestra,

subject matter ) .

the student knows ways in which twenti- I U H

1<6

82 3a 3c

eth century technological advances
have brouetthe music of individual per
formers and groups to a larger audier ce
(e.g., T,V., radio, record and tape
industry).

1<8

The student knows the role of such corn- U H K4

Aercial media as the player piano,
silent movies, radio and jukebox in
the development of music in the 20th

1<6

2entury.

he student knows that copyright laws U H KS 3a
Ire designed to protect the rights of
the composer.

K7 3b

.

(C) Style
Vi) Respect Cor

cultural.

heritage

(C) Style
(V1 Respect for

cultural
heritage

_(C) Style
Oil Respect or

cultural
her

(C) Style
(C) Change

(V1) Respect for

heritage

(C) Style
(C) Technology

(V1) Respect for
cultural:

heritage

(C) Style
(C) Media

(V1) Respect for
cultural
heritage

(C ) Style

(vi) Rights



h. Listening to Music

COURSE GOALS

Listening to Music

The student knows the -location and use
of print and non-print materials related
to music listening (e.g., card catalog:
780.1 - Music-Analysis, Appreciation;
Area and Building Audio-Visual
Catalogs: "Listening Skills, Musical";
"BecordiJig: Sound Track." )

M11;-,7C

The student knows that listening is a
process of mentally synthesizing sounds
which the ear perceives.

The student knows that aural memory_ is
the basis of musical listening.

The ,student knows physical conditions-
which can affect listening (e.g.,
acoustics, perceptual abilities, visual
and auditory distractions).

The student knows that development of
music listening skills contributes to
aesthetic fulfillment.

I U H

I U H

PIUH

P I U

I U H

K6

G2 la
K3

K8

K3 Lia

K8

G2 la
lb

7b
8b

Nesou
nowieal

(Vi) Inquiry

(C) Aural mum

(C) CondJtion,
physical

(C) Distractic

(C) Listen:1Hr

skill



Listening to i sic

COURSE GOALS

4.l Gene-- ± Backgro-

The student knows t at list ning ability
is influenced by the sum of all cultur-
al experiences (e.g., prejudices, peer
attitudes, und)

The student knows that at he hears in
mUsic is influenced by his musical ex-
periences (e.g., performing, reading,
music instruction, knowledge).

4a

4b

7a

71)

4a

4b

7a
7b

2.0
5.0

(C ) Cult,Ire

Values
(vi) Self

knowled

Culture
(C) Values

(V1) 1:Af-
knnwledf!,,:

(V1) Aesthetic
porceW-Jon



lAstening to Music

COURSE GOALS

Eesponses

The student knows that listening may
lecur at various levels of perception
(e.g. physical, emotional, intellec-
tual

ne student knows that repetition of
)Ay musical response reinforces every
aspect of it.

The student knows that the primary
mui_4cal element used by composers to
evoke physical response is rhythm
(e.g., pulse, accent, meter).

Thn student knows that emotional state
may be affected by listening to music.

The student is able to discriminate be-
tween his own emotional response and
that which he believes the composer
wished to elicit.

The student knows that certain musical
compositions are intended to produce
specific emotional responses.

The student knows that intellectual re-
s:ponse to listening is essential in
a,sthetic discrimination.

= J1

I U H

I U H

I U H

P I U H

I U H

I U H

I UH

or

K5

K7

K7
K8

G2
K8

G2

K8

P33
pL

K7

K2

K7
K8

)4a

la

14a

4b

)4a
4b

4a

la

3b

4a
4b

la
4a

4
3c

4.22
14.2 j

1.1

14.22

14.22

14.22

)4.23

8.12

(C

porcepLion
(V1) Aosnoti

pere(TLIon
(V1) ?,elf-

kilowlede

Cc Reinrnroo_
rent In

iI1 .j

(111. )

knowledge

(C) Thythm
(C) Movement

(11) Aesthetic

perception

(c) Emotion
(V1) Self

knowledm

(C) Emotion
(VI) AetAheti(:

seen

(V1 ) Self-

knowledfe

(c
(Vi

Emotion
Aesthetic
perception

(C) Intellect
(V1) Aesthetic

perception



listening to Music

.4,1v

h.2 Res], - Cont.)(

The student; that the ability to I U H ( I is 4. , (C) fntellec

listen effecti vely can be acquired K6 4a (V1) Aestileti

through attention to specifics and 4h ercepl,i

through experiences.

[he student knows reasons. why musical I U H K7 la 4a
._

raj

appreciation requires an auditory in- Kb 4a 4d (V1) Aesthe

pression to be retained in the memory 413 perce0 1

(i.e., the composition cannot be seen
in its entirety, as 12 possible in the
visual arts).

Ube student knows that auditory impres- I U H K3 la 4. Aural, me.

sion is retained in the memory through K8 4a
attention, repetition and familiarity. 41)

rho student knows that, the greater his U H G2 la , (C) Mood
mowledge of music, the more he can lis- K3 4a (C) Elements
;en fnr and the greater his potential K8 4b music
or enjoyment. Pleasure

(V1) Self-,

knowledly

the student is able to direct his at- it H P33 la 5a Elements,
;ention toward specinc factors in the P62 4a music
au sic (e.g., mood, style, subject mat- P65 4b (V1) Aesthetim
;er, tonality, instrumentation). perceptic

he student is able to distinguish spe- P I U H P33 la 5a (C) Elements,
afic factors in music he hears (e.g., P45 4a music
Jlaracteristics of melody; structural 4b (VI) Aesthetic
)rganization; expressive chaxacteris- perceptic
des

the student knows that his knowledge of I U H K2 la 8.12 (c) Elements,
the conventions of music establishes K8 3e. music
expectancies in the listening process. 4a (v1) Aesthetic

4b perceptic
(V1) Self-

knowledge

cm

II

n



Listening to Music

COURSE GOALS

MUSIC I]

spon es (Con

The student know s that the fulfilime
of expectancies (tension and release
is the basis of the aesthetic listen-
ing experience.

%; Tension and
Release

(111) Aestlio(,ic

percopUon
(VI) Pleasure
(V1) ;:elf7-

Itnowlodr..-



5. Performing Music

COURSE GOALS

rusic 1 Lo.

5. Performing Music

I U ii VS 5a

6a
3a
4a
4d

(c) Peoure(n.
mlisicni

(V1) Thquiry

The student Knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials nelat-
ed to performing music (e.g., Area and
Building Audio-Visual Catalogs: "Music,

Interpretation": LP records of noted
performers; "Music, Teaching"; Periodi-
cal and Newspaper Indexes; Reviews of

Performances).



5. Performing
5.1 Readiness

MUSIC
117.

11 Emotional

K7
la

3a
5h.

(VI) Comm A

The student has knowledge of the histor-
ical development and contemporary uses
of his instrument.

The student knows those qualities of I U H K8 la la ) --!;elf-instruments that are compatible with
his personal needs and standards.

5b 3c
keno W1 e

(v1) ;e.L1'-

conf i denc=rP

The student knows that his physical
characteristics, desire and innate
ability are related to his success in
singing and playing an instrument.

1 U H K8

5h
4a

4b
(V1) SucL,
(V1) Self-

know) e p

The student knows that learning to sing
or play an instrument develops self-
discipline, self-expression, and self-
confidence.

U H :_ 5a
5b

(C ) Self-

: sion
(V1 ) Self-

discipline
V1) Self-

confidence
(V1) Skill

mastery
The student .knows that singing or play-
ing an instrument will facilitate one's
participation in shared experiences and
achievements and one learning about
group process.

I U H K8 5b lc (V1) Cooperatio
(V1) Achievemen
(V1 ) Sharing

contribut-
ing

(V1) Skill

execution
The student know that individual sue-
cess in singing and playing at instru-
ment requires sustained; directed ef-
fort and practice.

I U H K8 a. (V1) Success
(V1) Self-

discipline



COURSE GOALS

I; Men ,rt

T U H

_I U H

KC

K6

;Th

5a

5b

_la

5a

5b

(x) '1.

(VI

Th, ,-,Lud-nt kn'u Lh:11,-, fl'ieny in music

readinr F.kills 1:acilitates learning to

Hay an instrument or to sing.

The studQnt knows that knnw!edi-Y of
t,.cluilques i:-! reqld red for achieving
de:lired tonal effect.

(V1) ro

Phe student knows the literature of his H K2 la (C.) {;-

instrument , i t s forms and its relation

to music today.
K11

K6

3a

5a
(V1) C(

rho student knows forms of idiomatic I U H K2 la (C) Tc
Ise of his instrument and/or voice (e. ,

jazz, crumpet, blues vocal quality).
Lia

5a

(V1 ) AE

Tit

he student knows the characteristic U H K3 la (C) Si
-iounds of instruments and voices as
ierformed by well-known artists.

K6 4a (V1) Ac

P6

(V1) Tr

al

he -student knows the value of imitat-
.rig examples that are demonstrated to

urn in developing psycho-motor skills.

I U H K5

K8
5b _ ol

,-,
(V1) RE

icr

ot

he student knows tl'at practice is the
ssential factor in increasing skill and

I U H K8 f)a.

',O

(V1) -_;(3

di

,echnical proficiency on his instrument.

iirodu.,
i on

tstery

rtuosl

lf-

scipline

yJe
iimn.iiner t

ne

rcept I on

yie
sthetie
roeption
dividu-
ism

spect for
owledge 01

hers

lf-

scipline



5. i'erforlrng Mnsic
5.1 leadinw,s

--77-- -7----''
IF- /

.-, ---9

1
4. ''z'

C° Ns,
.., --, .--Z

5.1 fltvi (at

The student knows Lbs physical c1iara( P r U H
terisLics, timbres, range, registers
and textural and d:;rinTdc possibilities
of his pertormiitd instrument or voice.

The student knows ways in which pitch P 1 U H
is orientod and produced on an instru-
ment or hy voice (e.g., large to small,
tightening of vocal chords, bowing,
pedaling, strumming).

The student knows the proper care and PTUH
handling of voice and instruments (e.g.,
irritants, storage, assembly).

The student knows the bodily care PlUM
measures that facilitate tone produc-
tion (e.g., muscle development, foods
to avoid prior to performance, avoiding
colds, etc.)

The student knows the reasons for properrIUH
posture while singing or playing his
instrument (e.g., tone production,
mental accuity, appearance).

The student knows the technique by PJUH
which the different pitches are produced
(e.g., fingering position, embouchure,
breath),

The student knows ways in which idiomat- I U H
ic techniques are employed for musical
expression (e.g., jazz timbres, mutes,
col legno

K7

K7

K3
K8

Ka

K7
Kr,

K8

"Ai

5a

5a

a

5a

) flu J 01
(vi) Mas Lery

vi rt oos

;itch
(o) Tone

(V1) ManUerw -

Responsihl(
FICSS

(V1) Se'rf-

(V1) Se1C-

discipline

(c) Trehnioue

(V1) Mstelw
virrmorlity

.(C) Idioms

(V1) Aosthotit:

perception



120.

GOALS

_2 _ d 1=J? -v:_.

The student js soli to imitate any ini-
trial singing or playing technique for
producing v*ftrate tones that is
described or demonstrated to him.

P I U H pWA

P47
P66

P78

(C) Tone
V11 Ma.stry -

vi.rtuosiL

The student is nblo to image the sound
of tones thnt are demonstrated t him.

1 U H I'll

P12

5a _ To

P32
P41

The student is _tile to use en imaged
sound as a guide in producing a tone or
tones With his voice or instrument.

P I U H P45

P47
P65

5a 5a Tone

P78

The student is able to control the du r-
ation, pitch, intensity and timbre in
the production of tone An the use of

I U H P65

P78
5a 5a (C) Tone

(V1) Mastery
virtuosit:

voice or instrument (e. R., breath con-
trol, intonation, embouchure, arm weight,
regi.ster.

The student is able to produce vocal
timbre as '- relates to diction.

I U H P44
P65

P78

5a 5a ' Timbre
Tone prod
lion

(V1 Mastery
virtuosi

The student is able to produce musical 1 U H P44 5a 1.7 (C) Tone

effects evoked by the spoken "word pic-
tares" of the conductor (e.g., make the
tone sad, happy, vibrant

P65
P78

5.42 (V1) Cooperati,
(V1 Empathy

The student is able to evaluate and
correct his production of tones, pat-
terns, phrases and rests, using voice
or instrument against a model of
imaged sound (trial and error).

I U H P47
P62
p65

P78

5b 5a (C) To
(V1 Mastery -

virtuosit,

The student is able to produce responses 1 U H P44 2e. 2.0 (C) Symbols
to symbols and ecpression marks on the

printed score with voice or instrument.
P65

P78

5a _V1 Mastery -

virtuosi.(



ref-form:1m Music

COURSE GOALS

121.

ddich kesponse (Cont.

1 _

1 U H

i I U H

178

P47
------.,.

Pi7)5;-)7',

1T;''

PY8

P44
P65

P78

POI

P65

'F.a.

''Fi.

2b

--

'.'a

5a

5b

5a

5a

5

5a

Id(

8.0

1.15 -- ,

1.():!2)

,.).;

(;:);:),1

(C ; 0ymbois

(A,L) 'm,i0,0); _

y i rt.,

Yil-;

r;onii.ivt

(C) ".lymhois

(C) i;;;Jalmation

(V.1) Mastery -

virtuo.it

(C) ;hythm
(--P,), Mastery -_.

s iV-1-rtaot',--: -;

'-..

(V1) Persoveran
(VI )

di atjIin

dent is able to employ different
types r Fin:)cot n per In rmi ng a compo-
sitIon (6,.r., hyilas00, agogic, harmonic,-,_ .

patteril ).

-,_
--

---'--------

Tee student is able Lo evaluate and cor-
rect. his production of my printed sym-
bol or expression mark from the printed
score (voice or instrument).

The student is able to adjust his rate
or physical response (articulation,
fingering, bowing) to changes In tempo
as indicated by rotation, metronome,

conductor's signal o, or marching cadenc

The student is able to persevere in his
attempts to accomplish a psyche-motor
response.



i'ractior2

COURSE GOALS

lad A I Practice

The student is able to organize his P I t
practice time efficiently.

P34
P65

P78

5b

The student is able to ,alne his instru= I U H P62

ment P63
P78

K8The student knows the reasons for "wal
ing up" before playing his instrument
or singing.

The student knows appropriate techniques I U H
for "warming up" before playing his

instrument or singing.

_= ILIH

The student is able to increase the per- T U
formance range on his instrument.

The student is able to make effective
use of t:eChnical exercise to improve
and correct Veennique.

I U H

The student is able to perform a_ s I U H
articulations (e.g., staccato slur,

tenuto, accent, downbow).

The student is able to organize his
schedule so that he has time for ade-
quate practice with his instrument or
voice.

P1UH

K7

P65
P78

p44
P65
P78

P65
P78

5a

5a

P34 5b

-P65

P78

5a

5a

5a
5b

(n.) Organi:,.0

'3elf-

discip1J11-

011)

(C) Pitch

(V1 ) Mastery-

virtuosity

(c) Technique

(V1) Self-

discipline
(V1) Mastery -

virtuosity

(V1 ) Mastery -

virtuos'Ay

(V1 ) Organizatior

(V1 ) Self-

discipline



Ferifosming music

",,=3 Yraet:f:0

COURSE COALS

(rDu Cractice

The student is able to tune his instru-
went with others in an ensemble.

I U II iiqji, 5a 5a

The si.dent know standard gestures and
directions employed. by conductors of
musiS.

T U 11 Kf' 5a

The student 1 able to follow directions
given by the coaductor.

I U II PW.

LW!

Ejia

':ilp

5a (J1) c.),-.-lievaLio

015
p65

P76

The student is able to adjust his per-
formance so accommodate the perform-
ances or others In a group (i,e., to
perform in ensemble with or without
a conductor).

i: 0 H PI-.)5

f78
5a 5a (V]) (operai,hi

(V t.) :ensit.ivii,

(V1) kesliec Co

others

The sLudent knows the cinaraeteristies

of a b:=_danced ensemble as they pertain
to his performing instrument (e.g.,
balance of parts, instruments -which go
together to achieve certain textures
and styles).

Jr if K3 5a (J!) Ralan(!e

(C) Texl,Hre

(C) Tonality
(V1) Aesthetic

..lonsitivit

The student knoys the principles of
balance as they pertain to accompani-
ment.

P 1 H H K3 5a (C) Balance

(V,i) Aesthetic

sensitivit
(V.1) Cooperatio

(V1) Conriderat
ness

The student is able to provide rhythmic
accompaniment on simple instruments.

P I U P414

P6')

t:ia 5a (V1) Aesthetic

sensitivit
P78 (V1) Cooperatio

(V1 ) Considerat

ness



.ormi

ractice
SiC

124,

COURSE GOALS

5.32 _ _Ip Practice Cont.)

- r-

The student knows the developmental
levels necessary to part singing (e.g.,
estinato, round, canon, descant,
partner song).

I U H K2
K14

la

The student is able to sing a part in a
vocal arrangement (e.g., SA -_ _AB,

SATB

I U H P 5a 5a (0 hamony
(n) Mastery

virtuosity

(V1) Cooperation



i

COURSE GOALS

1-eart4a1

The oLudent knows the acoustical qua1l-
tim3 of performance places and how they
affect Glie dynamic level of tone produc-
tion.

)



forming M1-121C

-Tsai

COURSE GOALS

1b.

5.41 ResolUtion of Uricerta.int

P I U H P4i
P44

P65

5a r7.2

5.31

(C) 2ol.c)

1 ei --)r::lan.2c,

(V1) Ejucation

(111) RespeeL for

knowledge o.

others

The st,,dent is able to accept guidance
and direction in solving problems of
psychomotor perfolfflance.

The student knows that rehearsal cyn-
thesizes sixth factors as 'Ialance,

acoustics, style and expression in
performance.

P I U H K8 5a Synth ,

The student is able to analyze his per- PIUM P43 la 5a (C) Anal:ysis
formance problems and to take appropri- P63 5a (V1 :_;e1f-

ate practice measures to resolve them. P65 5b d ,;cipline

P78 (Vi ) roblem
so1ving

The student knows that private lessons
contribute to group performance skills.

P I U H K8 5a

5b



5.

.ng _

Rehearsal

COURSE GOALS

12i.

5.42 n er _ 4-ation

U H P43

P47
la
5a

5a
Acatys. i.

InterpreLe
Lion

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perceptini

The student is able to inte ret musi-
cal performance by applying conventiOna_
methods of musical analysis (e.g.,
stressing dissonance, understating res-
caution, communicating antecedent and
consequent phrases).

The student is able to identify [near-
rest interpretations in musical per-
formance in twins of conventional sten-
dards.

U H f41
P47

5b 5a

C interpret;
tion

(V1 ) Aesthetic

percept] (pi

The student is able to discriminate
among the styles of performing artiste.

U H P3'),

P45
4a
5a

1(2

(V1 ) Aesthe

percept]or
The student knows that interpretation
in performance is a synthesis of all
written indications in the score and
,many unwritten conventions (e.g.,
nuances, balance, style, climax).

I U H K2 5a 1.51 inter' to
tion

(V1) Aesthetic

perceptior

The student is able to use vocal tone
to enhance a vocal composition in per
folmance.

P I U H P65

P78
5a 5a 'T'one

Inteipretc
tion

(V1 ) Mastery -

virtuosity
(V1) Aesthetic

sensitivii
(V1) Self-

exprossior
The student is able to analyze the P I U H P43 la 5a (C) Expressiortext of a choral work for clues to
mood, dynamics and tempo.

P47 5a- (V1) Aesthetic

sensitivit
(V1) Integrity

The student is able to perform v variouss
musical ornamentations with instrument
or voice (e.g., trills, grupetto, mor-
dent ),

P65
P78

(V1) Mastery

virtuosity
(V1 ) Self-

discipline



MUSIC

5. Performing Music
5.4 Rehearsal

128.

COURSE GOALS

5.42 Interpretation (Cunt.Y

U H K5 5a 4a

41)

5.The student knows ways that conductors
vary in conveying interpretive ideas to
performers.

Tnterpreta-
tion

v1) Aesthetic
perception



5. Performing Usic
'5.4 Rehearsal

MUOIC
1.? q.

thesis

The student is able to use analysis as
an id to memorizing music.

I U H PO,
P65

5s

5b

1. Memory

The student is able to employ analysis P I U H P)43 5a 5a ) Axu-a_ ima -and memoil.zation in preparing himself
for expressive music performances.

P65

P78
5b 5b ery, music

(V1) Mastery -

virtuosity-

The student knows that mental and emo- I U H 1 5a 4a 1.6 (C) Ex_ressiontional identification with the content K 4d 5.11 (V1) Integrityof the composition is an essential CORI-
ponent of expressive performance.

5.12 (V1) Aesthetic

sensitivity.

.

The student knows ways that unwritten
conventions of nuance, balance, style
and climax contribute to a synthesis
of expression in performance.

I U H K8 5a (C) Expression
(V1) Aesthetic

perception



5. Performing Music

5.5 Origination

I _

The student knows factors to consider in U H K1 5a 5a (C) Pogrom
selecting a repertoire for performance K7 5b pi,anning
(e.g., types of literature suitable for
organi7ations of various sizes, balance
in programming).

(V1) Aesthetic
sonsitivity

(V1 ) Bespeet for

views of
others

(V1) Seif-

knowledge

The student knows the different purposes
of arranging and transcribing music
(e.g., piano conTmlbimn for orchestra,
orchestral composition for band).

H K2'

K7

la

So.

The student knows that emotion and in
spiration during performance contribute
to the quality of an improvised solo.

I U H K8 5e.

5b
(C) Emotion
(C) Inspiration

(V1) hantion
(V1) inspiration
(V1) Creativity

Vhe student knows ways in which harmoni- I U H K-ji la 1.2 (C) Harmony
nation of a melody is achieved (e.g.,
uses of sixths and thirds from the
underlying chords). .

5a 1.3 (V1 ) Aesthetic

perception
(V1 ) Imaginative-

ness

Clue student is able to vary the composi- U H P65 5a 5a 6.1 (Vi) Creativity
tIon through ornamentation or improvisa-
Lion with voice or instrument.

P78 6a (V1 ) Imaginative-

ness

(V1) Innovative-

ness

?he student knows that the acts of corn- 1 U H K6 5a 5.0 Technology
iosing and performing can take place
dmuitaneously in the electronic medium,

6a 6.o

LS well as in traditional performing
iedia-



Perfo dng Music

MUSIC 131.

(-tau nar, uwril.,

5.5 -riginaticn

I U H P65

P78
5a 5a 1.4"i

The student is able to apply performance
technicues of one instrument or environ-
mental sound source to another instru-
ment or sound source.



5. Performing Music

132

COURSE GOALS

5.6 Performance

,

The student knows ractors to consider I U H K3 ?b 5.5 (V1 ) Cooperation
in pl-..12ning and producing musical pros-

entations in cooperation. with other
school departments e.g., dance,
speech, art).

K8 5a (V1 ) Respect ror
knowlede
of others

The student knows considerations feces-
sary to accommodate dynamic level of
performance to tiuc acoustical possibil-
ities of a performing situation.

U H K8 5a 4a

4d
Tonc

The student knows that the purpose of
public performance is communication
with the audience.

1 U H K2
K8

lb

5a
5h

4a (V1) Sensitivity

The student knows conventions of ap- .P I U H K2 5a 4a (V1 ) Considerate.
propriate performance behavior (e.g.,
physical appearance, elimination of
districting mannerisms,-extension of
courtesies to the conductor).

5b 4d ness..

(V1) SensitiviLy
(V1) Dignity

(V1 ) lf-

confidence

The student knows that personal satis-
faction results from participation in a
musical performance.

P 1. U H K8 1,-.-.

,A) 4a (VI) Seif-wortn
(VI) Sharing -

eGntributint

(vi) Participa-
tion



MUSIC

6. Creating Music

133.

G.

COURSE GOALS

'reati Music

rile student knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials related
to creating in music (e.g., card cata-
log: Composition (Music); Reader's
Guide: "Composition (MusicTITTATW. and
Building ALAio-Visual Catalogs: "Comp-
osition, Music.")

The student knows that the creative act
includes inspirational and intuitive
factors, in addition to knowledge and
process.

C) \eSou e0:1,

musical
Inquiry



Creating Musi.

.1 Knowledge and Process in Creativity

13'1.

COURSE GOALS

6.11 The Compositional Framework

The student knows that the intended
outcome of the creative process in
music is usually a musical composition..

1 U II 02

K
la
lb

6a

'1 ii.a!,ivity

6b

The student knows that creative proces- I U I3 h la 4a 1.0 (Vt Creativity
ses in music may be employed in explor-
ation. imitation, ornamentation, inter-

6a
6b

lid
i--,
,,_

,

'_-3.42

0/1) [;elf-

expression
pretation, improvisation, and trans crip-
tion.

C).r

The student knows how a creative idea
may evolve into a complete musical com-
position (e.g., through composing,
rehearsing, performing and evaluating).

I U FI Kli '

ha

6b

118.

hd
(V1 ) C rea Li v i Ly

The student knows that a creative idea
contains the germ of its own setting
and development.

I U FT K (q-1

61,

1.. (V1 ) r.' rcaL i vi ty

The student knows that recognition of a TUL1 ' ) ha 1.0 i:i l ivity

creative idea may occur in many con-
texts (e.g., through exploirition and

imitation, through inadequacy of exist-
in material, in response to art or
nature, through an assignment).

b
fln

i ,).,

i- 1.

The student knows that a creative idea 1 U II KY la 1.0 (NJ i Creativity
may _suggest a style of musical composi- 6a 3.0 (V1) Aesthetic
tion which, if adopted, requires the use 6b '-i.7 perception
of conventions -Within that style. )1.,



Knsr.

Knowledve and 3'rOe_74:;n in Crertiv't_,y

----------

1215

Com:nos-it-ion

The dlent knorqs, vsys in which the
Simplicity rlY cwriTA

c,7JnposItion
in masic may vary (e,p, evaluation of
creative Ift scs(mrc
and technisen, extehn of plan).

The student is l)le evaluate vex ions
ntylistie implicatiorn, nrentive
idea (o.&;.. does the dea lend itself
tn imttativo treatmentv mophonic.
settin).

The ntudent nO ts cv:::Jarle his on
;c;espo-ilse t tOTri (i.e., ana-
lyze the brlis of his afi,LoUve response
and of hi n uritievl jusiRocnt).

The student Is able t aluate the
worth of 3 aczeq-ding to
objective critical sti,99yds.

The student is able t ch-;,nse. form,
style. on awropriate
for de.nr:.fin out hir cy-nntive idea.

Sc 1

Aesthetic
perception

71) Creativity

P24 Ca 5a 1.5 V1) Aesthetic
017 6b 8.3

perception
'VI) Objectivity

P3I ia 5a 1.5 V1) Creativity
162 ID 2.3

3.0

The stLdcnt in able to ':,;cord his ae
tive ides, aAd. n= rte -plausible'

pO55ibjit7,en ;:ind cohiene1es for
deyeloegnnt.

The student is obis to genr,7.-te subjeet
matter for his creative d AS requircl
for style and. fnro,

The student :0.,ans! his mus-
ical subject mPtt;ir OT1 tbT form to
achieve runiy bF43ance, an
approprInte X--q- YOIWO15.

5a I 1.0 VI) Creativity
2.0

5a 1.51
1.52

Style
Form

Creativity

5a 1.51 (C) Balance ,

1.52 (C) Unity and
variety

V1) Creativlty
1) Aesthetic

perception
V1) Aesthetic

sensitivity



b.
Kilnw100 AO Process in Creativity

CCU RSE GOALS

1_36 .

G. 2 Coy. II (Cont.)

j a. U H.

I

[
Pt$

La

lb
6a
(AD

5a 1.5]
1.52

The student is able to expand his mel
odic ideas to achieve clarity, complete-
n.r.sR and eadence.

The student is able to abstract from 1 U H ---,',7 la 5a 1.112
the melodic content those figures and lb 1.31

phrases that will lead themselves to Ga. 1.511
development (e.g., rhythmic unity,
imitation in suppOrtive voices, and
filling or transit:Iona' spaee ) .

Ab 1.525

The student in able to read through his i U H P3P la 5a 2.0

ideas ir their formal outline and image
the sounds in order to stimulate crc-

P41 lb
La

6., 1

!-1.-tive procerLs. Lb

The student is able to infer from his I U 11 v)1; la Si 1.112
developmental figures the kinds of var- ih 1.511
iation processor thnt may achieve de - Ja. 1.A.fl (

sired effects (e.g., imitation, in-
version, sequence).

rhe student in able to analyze the i U H p43

6b

la 5a

1.52

1.31

supportive structure (i.e., voicings,
textures and harmonizations) that are
required. to carry out his compositional
plan.

rhe student is able to repeat the elle- 1 H V14

lb

6a
6b

la 5a

1.32

1.513

nents within the form as a maximal uni- lb cl;.52 -

Eying factor,in his composition (e.g.,
2reate first and second endings, expand
levelopments, provide codas).

La
6b

Phe student knob a the various peripher- I I.J H K la 1.5

11, dynamic and expressive devices use- K3 lb 1.6
(

!'ul in meeting requirements or form and
style (e.g., introductions, interludes,

K8 Ga.

Lb

2.3 ,-,
(

21imaxes).

(C) MeFonv

V I ) con

(C) Melody
(C) POTM
VI) Creativity

Aural

V1) Creati v ity

( )

)

VI

Vorm
VariaLion
CreativIty

(C) Texture
(c) Harmony .

V,L) Creativity

(C) Balance
(c) Nepetition
(C) form
V1 Creativity

Expression
V1 Creativity
V1) Aesthetic

perception



6.- Creating Music
6.1 Knowledge and Process In Creativity

COURSE GOALS

.l2 Composition

The stndent is; able to bring hisknewl-
edge and techniques of composition to-
rether with the process selections he
has made and complete his musical compo-
sitions.

The student '1,8 able to check his compo-
sition against standards and make
adjustments.

The student, is able to interpret the
mood and character of his composition
(i.e., provide tempo markings, expres-
sion marks, dynamic markings, ritardan-
dos and accelerandos).

The student is able to identify and for-
Mall' outline the factors required to
process his creative ideas (subject
matter) (e.g., intricacies of texture,
spatial requirement, developmental pos-
sibilities).

131.

U H

J U H

I UM

I U H

P67
5a

p I r7

P67
la
lb
6a
6b

5a

A 3
P1;8

la
lb

6a
6b

5a 1.6

1.7
2.3

191
J3 3

la
lb
6a
6b

5a

(v L tntivi y

(c) Expression
(c) Mood.

(V1) Creativity

(V1) Creativity



Creatin
Y-nowln,.,

MUSIC 138.

COURSE GOALS

6 J Rehearsal and Perfo- mans e

The student is able to predict the per-
formance requirements of his musical
composition e.g., difficulties for
performers. time required for rehears-
ing).

The student is able to formulate a plan
for testing his musical composition
(e.g., finding players, arranging re-
hearsal factors).

The student is able to make revisions
of his musical composition after per-
formance testing to satisfy performance
criteria and meet his ownstandards.

The student is able to test ills musical
composition in performance (e.g., con-
ducting, rehearsing, recording_

T U H

la

lb
(3a

bb

la
lb

6a
6b

La

lb
5a

5b

(C) ProdieLion
(V1) Creativ11,y

r' A ity
(V1 ) -Initiative

(1/1) CreativiLy

5.32 (C Performaiwe
5 .)1 (Vi) Cretaivitv

5.6 011 Initiative



6. Great: n Ausic

ledge r CeSS 1n eatvi

COURSE .GOALS

139

i4 . -ption

I U H P21
P22

la
lam)

6a
6b

5a
r
-1-

i lkwi,i1,,nui,-i

(

iiews nf
;)1.11pr

joc t,-ivi i:,-

The student is able to evaluate criti-
oisms objectively which Oicate di s-
crepanclos betweon his completed compo-
sition and conventional standards.

The student is able to effect revisions I U H P54 la- 5a 0 (V1 ) I 4- *

in his musical composition that meet P63 lb ofstandards of criticism. P74 6a
,:

6b NI 71-4

The student is able to encode the final I U H F66 la 5a ;-.0copy of his composition :.g., write
out parts, edit, document

P67 lb
2b
6ab

7.3 (C` ` yn`,t,c is
(V1) :3elf-

dlscipline
6b



_ Creating Mur1c
6.1 Knowledge and process in creativity

C OURSE GOAL

MUSIC 140.

15 Other a r_ sions in creativity

I U H G2
K8

la
lb

6a
6b

b.2 ;V1 Creativity
Ill Self-

discipline
;Vi) Freedom

The student knows that creative process
in music is a result of interaction --
conscus 8nd unconscious -- between
freedom and discipline (inspiration with
knowledge and process)

The student knows that knowledge and I U H G2 6b 6 V1) Creativity
process can be standardized (convention-
alized) but imagination and emotion
cannot. m

mhe student known that computers have I U H

K3

K5

K7 6b

8.3

6.2 V1 Creativity
been programmed to compose music using
known possibilities and contingencies.

3.7

The student knows that computers have
no access to conscious and unconscious
impulses and imagery.

1 U H
K7

b 2.0

The student knows that conscious and
unconscious impulses and imagery are
part of the creative process..

I U H K b .0 V1 Creativity

The student knows that individuals who I U H K7 6b 1.0 V1) Creativity
create music with great facility have 2.0 V1) Skill
assimilated their discipline to the 3.0 mastery
unconscious and are free to allow 6.1
interplay of knowledge and process with
imagination, emotion and energy

8.4



1 4

.''' i' '':-- ,-. '',.,i or'l,---,t-,7

f-in ,,,-1,..:

CYr "Mr hT. !1J ,1 :,,'1.- ,r'; !II: :11.1.1..''!Thl l''.'
, 1,i It

:--:-,

I.,. -

01 '0',c,fourt,A..,f
(.1i.L'xir1 :nc (fl... :1,.,:yi.flor';1 1:Itido:

, motHudi
''./.1.1:-..:c - ,!1:hcc"-, "ifionor7raDh 1-...ccords (VI) Inquir
- d-h,J1.": c.,,,rH c'...,tor.: "Music
DlcUionari,-..."% AlAdo-VIsuai Center Cal: tA-

oc: ;,oljnJ". :4.ir7.i,::: ComIllnity

Hesnro.e CaLalor:: c)
The ..dent 1,,,nowc -v-ty:-. ',*at !f-Ris.lc has

been and is inViiicnQed b ophi-
cni., sociolOWcal, economic political

Rnd '6ocholor,:icE4 fact6rs in the co1-
ture.

U II l',:6 7a

,

4b :-.:-(,) = C',i!,imv

Tocfluoic,-:,,

V1) kepncL ro
(nil 1:,-;rn i

hen':

The student knows way of li-.1ins-:: his

musial abllities to 1.1.rteipate in
communi ty activitLes (e..., church
choir, community briod ) .

I TT If K7 la
Clq

,:, 0

lc

3C

'(' ----' -:- , -

,11 ) .Cri:-
,

. .

v 1 -1 :.,(,-,1

The student knouL: Ways in which indur- U H K8 ia 4h : l'yc:In,Hy,_,-.,/
I and governmctt zurport the arts ,,-..

-,L,

(e.g., commissiorin6 work, sponsor inc.
organiations funding musical educa-
tion).

,',

The student knows -ways in which news-
papers influene the musical ilfe of a
city (c.g., music c_ritictsm, concert
advertismnts, music store Advertise-
ments, personfill want ads).

U H K8 7a 4b 7.4

. .

i

.



COUP,SE GOALS

I IT 8

I U H

H

1 U H

IUH

I U H

K(.1

C.,2

K

K5

K6

K8

Kd

K3

K6

3b

la

3b

la

3h

la

lb

1

1.7

';'!le :--1,Hd,-1,, 1.,,%,,., ,-:io 1.,'*C!!" !,,T,- i ,',-'

of In-int ah(1 1011-,rint uNt.,(-:rinl :!,,.1.,LIA(7,(1

tn thr. irf,-..p-r-i1j1,c ..-,C :-lir,H anCi Unc

H-91.....,,rs (2,,,:co ; Art and
fl '111 7iterathre". "Mov-

ing LI -lwror - ilosiend Thomes"; Audio

Center Cntalogs:

"Music": 01 building music Hiblloraph
les for entriLs that, reflect art and
mosic themes).

The stmient knows that elements such as
line, share, haianee, co tor, texttwe
and -rhythm Ire hnsic to all the arts.

The stodrit Laos ways ;E which expres-
al ye elcmopts of mpric arm similar to

elements of physical movement, such as
tempo, rhythm, style NatinCe.

The student knows extrn-moslen1 sources
which have inrpired Ill) fl compestion
(e.g., history - Moses in Prypt; paint
ing - "nictoreS at an Exhibition; legend,

. . , --
Hansel. and Grote' .....:.

The student, -knol.,et ways in which back-

ground musie affeets the mood, cation
and meaning., in drimatle productions;

i.e., television, radio and 4,vi,e) (e.6.,

Jules and jim, Bonnie nnd Clyde, TV
77)717177.7-----.

The student, knows Music from mitileal

theater and the concert stage which has
been popudaried by television and the
movies (e.g., Ninth Symphony - Beet-

hoven; Piano concerto No. 21 - Mozart).

(c) Resourros,

mugicol

(C) Encuitura

tion

(Vi.) -Inquiry

((I) 1 no

((:) Toxt-mre

(c)

(c) lirdunco

AcT,Lhot%i

perception

(c) r:Tprntlion

(C) Movement
V1) Aesthotiq

pm cc:]

(C) inspiration

(c) Culture

VI) Eesnect for
cultural
neritag,e

(c) Mood

V1) Aesthetic
percept :1.°n

(C) Culatre
(c) Media



The Lc of .Ly

COURSE COALS

>

!,? n''t r

The Lit hnow iooation aLu .1

of print and non-;:rInt mnterlals related
tho TiLrTr 1 isie and c;Iiture

i,o!Jdeni 6uidc: °Musician and
"Frlk

liosic": card ciith) i r Wilson
Cataioc, or :Anior

National A Ftynri 1u .;

HIstor, keconds !Ind motion pictures;
local audTh-visnal center; nevupaper in-

he lildent; know %!iat ;ic.Tui.ar media

content is larGely ,ionteolJed by- market-
ing concerns wlii c ee governed by and

ton influence both tuts and spend-
:ing.

The student Iii.nows that mass media in-
fluence value systms and thus affect
preferences in music.

The student knows that technol0F.Ictil
media include any communications of
man that do notinvelve hi,mself.pex-

uonally (c.g publication of music,
books, advert.l. rntr adio tee-
Vision, films, recordings, instruments

The 1,;udent knows ways in which tech-
nology supports a value system in mus-
ic, (e.g., speeds up the oral .transilifts-

sion of folk songs),

,i H .1-1

Ul=i K6

U H

U Ni

3c

;1=J

4b

1- 4b

a

(C:) <tnt 1!

Mii:"41C

1/1) Inqviry

ifcchnoiciin-y

0) (illItt.(17i..).

Comminicato

(c) Unlcural

values



In :o,iietv

COURSE COALS

1 . (I! 1 : I,: ; n 0 r. : '', I . .'_

U ii I':7 II`I. 4b ,. T.., : :, m;''.,-, H ,d,-0,:i 1!:. -,. '...,,..\,':! by wn i en 1,-,o:1i-
1lL) j or'; r,!!,.iv ho,""loc,, '-, -,,cli lw. sy:-:tern I n ( , "Pit
!,..,r i p '',,. ., ::,'.!,, c.,.',.. cif li i.:0ITipor (-i!..r- ( :., vu i 1:nrn :

noil-mipport; of oonoc-ni, \in.! Hen
Hill I ('

r,10-ov::'. V,.'1,\'' fThali, i l l U i l C (30r1r,:-'; 1 I. I I

1 hi ro: 1:101'1', sOnff ,

,1,-,!,r :-.. cn reinnny arid ri tuals ,

' :we :101ius, cradle
sonr,s , nary:A:Li vc sot w:s , :1 cli 5ti c ex
press I on tit"-'.

K(

K.I,

la
3a
m
7a

lb (tH I I ,

( -.; ) :1,,i
VI ) no:Tor I. In'

''H 1 Hirai
I lo Cl Lao,

The :!,ti, knows lila l noli t I cal I r-Irnies U E
Influence noil! t,ne 1QvolOptlint of roik

K3 'a 4b C nol i I. I cs

c Nzajowilimr:
n(--t's rin!I n': t, i )rn i E :-..!' i n (..,orcc,....1., tir,;:-7,Ii r_

e 4,-. viu. ) . .

'1 Re5poct.. for
cultural
no ri I atr,e

s tilde:It 1,-._nows vays in uhi o t pot: ti - 11 Ti

.al i ssuos anc lial-i I rPr;t, in t'alh mimic
P, -(a 4b (,C ) I ,-,,II i t. I cp.

(c )
;se. Ili roll, h 1.(-0- I ,11 rOnFS and Tu. pi, r'-I, ,.', Luo;"-,

(C ) Va ii.1Qs

(c I !tonal:arida
la ) l',Iqrhts of

-xpror.s ion
p,,moc racy

'he stnkloi l. inlows tnr, nources and fThemeS I U H
-.)i.` Volk son,

Kit, la
3a
3b

3.7)4 ((. ) (.;01 tore

(c ) cu I Loral
v111 ues

,

I

7a V1) hen000t l'or
'ultirral
o si t

VI ) iii ;man
dirnity

-
Vi Aesthoti o

senoitivi t:y



7. The ftQ OC Music in society

COURSE GOALS

14:).

c;1.1:111res

The sA,,i(knt, knows ways which folk
music may vary from community to com-
munity (e.g., idiomatic 1,18r! of language;

accompanying instruments; molodi.,-2,

rhythmic, and harmonic conventions

The student knows ways in which a folk
song as is medium of communication dif-
fers from other fair of folklore (e.g.,
possibility for group participation)

The student knows musical compositions
for which folk music has provided

thematic material (e.g., Billy the Kid
Copland;- Academic Festival Overture -

Brahms).

The student knows ways in which ''larban
folk music" has developed as an expres-
sion o± city people's ideas and emo-
tions (e.g., protest songs).

The student knows that oral transmi
is a requirement for folk songs.

The student knows Ways in whioh modern
communication methods have uccelersted
oral transmission of folk music (e.-g.,
records and radios.

Li 1

a

Ii

H K8

H

I U H

I U H

K4

KB

la

"1)

fa

la

7a

7a

3.

1c) CiLtu.J,

(C)

V1 k Of OX

'Vl) 1:re(Hin

1,71)

V1)
V1) So(-=1

t,y

CJtcuo

(C) Techno,Jgy

(C ) Media



The HOU' in Society

COURSE GOALS

_ cult res Jnt

The student knows ways that standards I U H K' (C) Tono

for acceptable vocal quality in folk K9 (C) Culture

music differ from hel canto style (e.g., aVl l Aestheti(

acceptability of rough or m-r-lal quality; perception

highly individdalied expression

The student Knows that the involvement 1 U H K(,) 7a. 4A .1
,

_. le

of the Singer with the meaning of the 4d (Vi) Aesthetic

folk song is the basic criterion by sensitivity

which he is judged. V1 Authentic'

Phe student know s some well-known col I U H Kl 7a (C) Culture

lectors and performers it the history V1 Respect for

of` folk music (e.g., Child, Jol.- -d. cultural

klan Lomax, Cecil Sharp, Leadbei.4, heritage

Pete Seeger).

The student knows natural and acoustical I U K8 (a. 7.4 (C) Culture

resources whose availability may influ- Vl) Respect for

once the development of music within a cultural

miture (e.g., access to certain mater- heritage

tals, bamboo, etc.)

The student knows that the wealth of a I U H K8 7a, 7.4 Culture

Culture can acceler=ate musical explera- (C) Resources

;ion, innovation and development. Vl) InnovatiVe-
ness

The student knows ways in which climate 1 U H K6 la 4b (C) Culture

Ind geography may affect musical devel- K8 3a V1) Aesthetic
)pment (e.. '., invigorating climates: 7a 4nsitivity
Highly developed musical culture; ever- Vl) .Respect for

rating climate: preoccupation with sur- other
rival cultures



7. The 1:01,-,'t-,X 1/11(7. jr. 10

COURSE. COALS

W0111./,

Thr student know some musical effects
resulting from conditions imposed by the
geographical features of a country
e.g.. mountain yodels, alpine horns,

natural materials at hand for construct-
ing instruments, provincial lyrics of
an isolated regjon).

The student knows ways in which the
amount of wealth available for leisure
spending affects music (e.g., -lore

money. more support, more market, more
training).

The student know that Irmiy
nomic limitations may be overcone in
musie..1 pursuits (e.g., through renting
instruments, student tieket,s, concert
Music on FM radio, scholarships).

The student knows ways in which inven-
tions affect the music of a culture
(e.g., machinery for occupations pro-
duced more leisure time in which to en-
joy music, off-set press facilitated
distribution of printed music, inven-
tion of transistors facilitated the eco-
nomic availability of sound transmis4
sion equipment).

I

/ ---,

1 0

U

KU

Y8

1 r:

U H

1.;

H

a

7a

7h

la

ri

7a

4 b

4e

4b

4b

4b

8.1

(Vi

OttiO
ayes

I; ire

C) holt:11,ire

(0) c:ulturo

V1) Tnitint

111) Thrift

C) Culture

(C) Technology
hesper:t or
culturaJ

heritme



MUI;IC

The kole of Musc 1 Society

148:

COURSE GOALS

ii Careers

PIUH Kb 7a 3a

6a
4b

4c

4f

(C) Rcsource-
musical

(C) Careers

(C) Music
(V1) Inquir

Tho studer knows the lo.-ation and use

DC print atilt non-print materials re-
lahod to ,iarris in th( field of music
(e.g., .-,/olopcdin o1 Careers and Vo-

cationni Guidance: Pictionary of Occu-
pational. Titles: Chivniiqe Guidance

t1eries yamphict: card catalog: "Music
Oc cupations"; Local Audio-Visual Cata-
logs: "Mnsic as a Frofession.")

The student knows actors which may in-
fluence his choice of music as a career

U 1-1 1C 7a

7b

2a

ha
(C) Careers

(e.g., opportunities for employment,
types of employment, competition and
performance).

4b

4d

6a

----
The student knows career opportunities
exist i n the_. tot areas of music:
performance, composition, publication,

recording, education, church music,
musicolory. construction and repair
of instruments, music therapy.

the student knows job characteristics
f those occupations associated with

riusic.

U H

U H

'2

i=t l

7b

2a

ha

4b

4d

6a

c'-'a

ha

hb

hd

Careers

(C Careers
(Vl) Self-

act uall z a-

tion
6a

the student knows preparation require- U H K3 7b 2a (C) Careers
cents for careers asrociated with

MiSiC (e.g., technifi i, training,

)rivate study, higher education).

K8 4a

4b

4d

(V1 ) Self-

actualiza-
tion

6a

The student knows ways. in which comer- U H 1 3 8b 2b (C) Values
!ially employed personnel e.g6 disc
lackeys, music critics and publicity
len influence popular musical tastes.

K -4b . (C) Cultural
values



7. The Role of Music in Society

COURSE GOALS

Carers (Cont

The student, known ways in which pro-
fessional InlIsicians contribute to the
commlity .(e .c-, concerts, music in-
struction

H K3 lb 2a

2b

2c

3b

4a

4b

4c

4d

4e

)

) 1 -
ay



150.

The hale or Music in Society

COURSE GC

7.h Technology

The student knows the processes invohed
in manuraeturing a disc. reeording (e.g.,

from tape of original performance to

the marketed product).

I U H K7 7a
7h

4a
4d

4f

7.2 (C) Technology

The student knows ways rPeording equip-

ment developed (e.g., cylinder, disc,

tape).

H Kh T-ia

M
Yft

7.2 ) Technology

The student knows the meaning of terms
connected with recordings (e.g., L.P.,

hi-ri, 78, 45, i;-.),, disc, cylinder, tape,

cassette, stereophonic, monophonic,

quadraphonic).

I U H Ni

K''''

7a

7b

(C Technology

.

The student knows eieetronic instruments

used in the study and production of
sound (e.g., oscillator, oscilloscope,

wooler. tweeter transmitter, amplifier

: U H K1 la
31

7a

1,i2' (C) TeohnoloMY

The student knows the science of sound
as it pertains to the production of
pitch.

H K3
K7

la

3h

1.22 (C) Acoustics

Phe student knows the function of over-
tones as they pertain to timbre.

U H K7 la
3b

l.1 (C) Acoustics

rhe student knows ways in which physical
nakeup and shape of a room or hall af-
rect the quality of sound.

U H K8 la
3b

(C) Acoustics
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-(3U k-F' C,

17....TF,iennolpgy(ont.)

The student lulows the scientific tneo U H GI la
ies of the properties of sound (e.g.,
pitch or frequency, volumm or amplitude,
dilration, timbre or overtones).

KY 3b

'..)

i.1,1
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152.

Valuing and Evaluatin uric

The student knows that there are no in-

herent tonal relationships which produce
values (i.e., immediate, automatic,

pleasurable or unpleasurable, responses)

The student knows that values in music
are based upon responses which are ac-
quired through learning.

The student knows the ways in which

values determine the selection of music.

The student knows that education in
music leads to the development of per-
sonal artistic criteria which may dif-
fer from individual to individual.

H

I 11 H

H

G2

K8

G2 18a
K8

K8 I 8b

3b

la
lb

4.0
8.4

(C) Values

(V1 ) Aesthetic

perception

(C) Values

Vi Aesthetic

perception

(C) Values

(111 Self-

knowledge

(C) Values

V1) Respect. for

views of
others



nr Yva1. L n, 1411::ic

COURSE GOALS

/

S.
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/
3..t Formation oV MItzlicai. Vallles

ti ii ilsti ("1)

I

.-'

v'H ,-.:i,,,--
The stLdent knOWS tip location and use
of prin z-. and non-print. Natr...rials in
val. Lang 14.1i- i eval.wit,Ing in 0 ,(e

Magazin..., and Newr,papor Index,.. Criti-
cal MUSIOH] F.C?Vje'WSZ Reader's Guide:

Musical Revievs .
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USIC 154.

---

.11 Affective Response

P I U H K 8a la

lb

3c

(C) Values

(V1 ) Pleasure

(Vi) Participa-

tion

The student knows ways that one comes

to have pleasurable associations with
music (e.., pleasurable activities
while listening to music, sharing).

The student knows that it is possible
to have preferences in music solely on
the basis of pleasurable association and
familiarity.

I U H K8

K9
3c (C) Values

(V1 ) Self-

knowledge

The student able to analyze his af-
feetive response to a-musical experi-
once (e.g., reasons for the response
feelings the music elicits, associa-
tions the music recalls, musical prin-
ciples to which he has been exposed

I U H P43 6a la
lb

3c

5a (C) Values
(V1 ) self-

knowledge

The student knows that preferences
based upon extra-musical associations
may be confirmed and strengthened

through aesthetic inquiry.

I U H K8

K9

c8a, la

lb
3c

Criticism
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H K? 1ia la
.

The studeLL knows that sestbeticn in

:ntorpreted as the suciy or
tl,e -e7tionsh:p of mask.. to tIv, human

sehse;i and intellect.

:'dot knows that aesthetic exper-
ieeee occurs a2 a result or inb,.Tc.-1ion

h KP, 'fi

1

:q

I

(

'etween the listener and a mPsical work
(e.g.. anblication of knowledge, arfec-

2(

Live renponse and criti.cal judgment).

[he student knows that concentrated H 10
..

oa 1h,

tttention in music listening is essen- lb :V
A1 to the task of coordinating the
intellect with sense perception.

0

The student knows that aesthetic inquiry H K8 'in la 0
.,-dri to knowledge of differences in bb lb V:

fne music that is heard and the ability 3c
M discriminate.

0

(1 AP:ILI-Let cs,

C) Aesthetics

C) Ihteraption

histeninv

1) Aesthetic

perception

Attention

) AesUhetics

L) Aesthetic

perception
) investertiol
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sic

MUSIC 156.

2 Bases for Co_ ring Different KinIs----_

U H G2 8a 4b

_ _

of Music

n student knows that in a culture
[oh as ours, democratic principles K8 8b
..g., equal opportunity, universal

ucatiori, academic freedom, concensus
opinion) operate to form a plurality
values in music.

,_ student knows that conventions are
tablished, maintained and occasional-
altered that provide the basis for

eating and communicating music and

at these differ from the music of one

U H K5 8a la

lb

Lture to another.

student knows that descriptive corn- U H K3 8a la
risons are possible, but critical
igments are not, between music based
different sets of conventions, be-

criteria for critical judgment

K5 lb

Ll differ.

student knows ways in which musical U H Kl 8a 4b

Lues in society are influenced by K8
Litioal, economic and cultural values
3 by the media employed by society to
mote those values.

(C ) Democracy

(C) Values

(C) Cultural

values

Vi) Respect for
views of
others

Vi) Respect for
other 01_11-

tures

Vi) Equal oppor-
tunity

Vl) Universal ed-
ucation

Vi) Academie
freedom

V1) Concensus of
opinion

(C) Conventions
V1 Respect for

other cul-
tures

(C ) Values

(C) Conventions

(C) Values

(C) Cultural

values
1) Respect for

views of
others

1) Respect for

other cul-
tures_
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M:-Ies for Comparing Jiff-rent Kinds
Mslc., (Cont.)

Th tuden lows that music is often
u1)7od or backf:.round to complement or
heir,hten the pleasure or particular

. cxperienoe. and that this music does
rooulro concentrated atLention and

c_onselous application of critical judg

I LI K] 3a 7 (V1) Pierisuro
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158.

X3.3 ,Bases for Judging (Evaluating) the_._ ___-

Worth of Music

The student knows that the ability to
render critical musical judgment is

dependent on knowledge of the music f
and the stylistic possibilities for its.
performance

U H K8

K9

8a (c ) Aesthetics

iVi Aesthetic
perception

The student is able to discriminate the
relative worth of compositions of the
same style and genre both in terms of
conventional, standards and in terms of
expectancies fulfilled but not explain-
able in terms of conventional standards.

U H P33
P45

a 5a Values

Cultural
values

V1) Aesthetic
perception

(V1) Aesthetic

sensitivity

The student knows that discrimination
between interpretations in performance

of the same composition depends upon
consideration of appropriateness, valid-
ity, expressiveness, quality of sound,
etc.

U H by 8a (C) Values

(C) Cultural
values

Vi Aesthetic
perception

The student knows that critical judg- U H K9 _a (C) Judgment
ment of professional and amateur per-
formances involves considerations of

(V1 ) Aesthetic

sensitivity
the suitability of repertoire to de-
mends of performance, fulfillment of
expectancies, etc.

(V1 ) Respect for

the views of
others

Phe student knows the potential persona
and societal values of leisure time use

of music activities (e.g., taking les-
sons, performing, listening to records,

U H K7 7a 3c (C) Culture

(C) LeisUre

V1 Self-

expression
2oncerts ). (V1 Aesthetic

sensitivity
V1 Social sensi.

tivity

(V1) Pleasure

(Vi) Self-worth
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Cw:lf,!Lme;:f., Music

The student known that styles are ere-
IX; ih a pric

ular tir,0 and place because of their
commitmentf,:.

The student, is able to evaluate his own
commitments to music (e.g., characteri-
zation, ftring involvement with ex-
pressive performance, willingness to
spend time, money in pursuit of music).

The student knows that inquiry into the
nature of one's value system in music
i8 ft way of clarifying self -- of defin-
ing one's identity in relation to
society.

The student is able Lo associ ate his
cemmi trient.s in music and that of other
to effects on the continuing
transformation of values in society.

ii

P22

P47

IT

(C t:u!turH

valupF,

Vaiue:1

II) ('ommitment

i0 Freedom or
cxprcsrli(in

V1) in tegr ty-

V1) Individual

C)

(C) ValuQs
Vi elf-

knowledff

Vl Commitmnt

(C) 'identity

(C) Valdes

V1) Triquiry

Vi) Jeif
Knowledge

) Values

(C) Change

(C) Cultural
vaaues

Vl) Commitmm
V1 2ocial sensi

tiviLy
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